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ABSTRACT

The United States has shaped the global response to drugs over the last century.
Afghanistan, and its resultant massive opium production, is the greatest failure of the
internationalization of the American-led war on drugs. Starting during the Progressiveera, the United States backed a prohibitionist stance toward certain drugs, including
opium and its derivatives. While Afghanistan was creating its own opium policies after
complete independence from Great Britain, the United States pushed a global anti-drug
approach. Despite having minimal contact previously, the Americans and Afghans joined
in a brief, but significant, opium alliance during the Second World War, with the United
States secretly purchasing the bulk of Afghan opium. After the war, the United States
publicly asked Afghanistan to end opium cultivation while suggesting in private that the
Afghans should continue production. At the United Nations, the Americans sabotaged the
Afghans' attempt to get legal international recognition as an opium exporter. The United
States did respond to Afghanistan's destitute condition by supplying developmental aid
that would have the unforeseen consequence of increasing poppy cultivation. Improved
transportation networks also provided opportunities for Western youth to visit
Afghanistan as drug tourists and couriers. During the 1970s, the decade before the Soviet
invasion, Washington's concern over Afghan opium reached the highest level of
government. Despite new efforts to replace opium as a cash-producing plant, Afghan
drug production steadily increased. With Afghanistan on the verge of transforming into a
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global producer of heroin, the United States fomented unrest in the nation by first funding
and then backing known drug traffickers. Along with Soviet aggression, the American
intelligence program led to chaotic conditions that were capitalized on by drug traffickers.
After years of war in the 1980s and 1990s, Afghanistan gained the dubious title of the
world's most prolific narco-state. After the post-9/11 invasion, with American boots on
the ground for over a decade, Afghanistan remained a major source for opium. As a result,
Afghanistan was the most visible breakdown of the American global war against drugs.
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INTRODUCTION
"For most of the last century, it has been the US government that has led calls for the
development and maintenance of repressive drug policies...It will be necessary, though,
for the US to follow up this new rhetoric [against a war on drugs]...by using its
considerable diplomatic influence to foster reform in other countries."1 2011 Global
Commission on Drug Policy

For over one hundred years, the United States has carried out a prohibitionist
campaign against drugs. With their ascendency as the most powerful nation following
World War II, the Americans shaped narcotics policies across the globe. Decisions made
in Washington aimed at curtailing drugs would have an impact on nations large and small.
One such country was Afghanistan. Starting as early as the 1930s, the Americans have
influenced, coerced, cajoled, and harangued the Afghan people to control their opium
production. Over the course of several decades, the U.S. directly concocted policies that
at various times has condoned, facilitated, enhanced while also inhibited the Afghan
nation's ability to cultivate poppies. As such, Afghanistan offers a prime example to
assess the long-term success of the U.S. war against drugs in a critical producing nation.
It is my contention that the inability to eliminate opium cultivation and heroin production,
processing, and trafficking in Afghanistan (in fact opposite has occurred) is the most
visible international failure of America‘s drug policy. 2

1

"War on Drugs" Report of the Global Commission on Drug Policy, June 2011, p. 17.
http://www.globalcommissionondrugs.org/Report.
2
It can plausibly be argued that the real aims of American policy contradicts a public stance against drugs.
For example, Alfred McCoy documented the role of the CIA in assisting the drug trade in the Cold War (in
both the Golden Triangle and Golden Crescent). The CIA would indeed become complicit with opium and
heroin traffickers in the 1980s and thus trump the anti-drug messages espoused by the Reagan
Administration.
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For almost a century, the United States has imposed its vision and version of
narcotics suppression through diplomatic, economic, and military means across the globe.
For even longer periods of time, Afghan farmers harvested opium, mostly for local or, at
best, regional customers. Following their commonly shared heritage of anti-British
revolution, the dynamics between the U.S. and Afghanistan would lead the latter to
evolve into the most prolific poppy cultivating nation by the end of the century.
America‘s failure was complete and apparent when, even with boots on the ground for
over a decade following the October 2001 invasion, Afghanistan registered record opium
harvest on an annual basis.
The goal of this dissertation is to examine the impact of American interactions
and foreign policy on Afghanistan drug trafficking. I argue that Afghanistan could not
reap significant opium harvests without the critical contributions of the United States.
Swimming against a current of its anti-drug rhetoric, American decisions would lead to
the massive opium harvests in the early twenty-first century. How and why that came to
pass are two critical themes of this work.
Unlike other academic works on Afghanistan and its drug production, my scope
has a broader view of the implementation of American policies. Most scholars examine
the period from the Soviet occupation; the most recent works detail Afghan opium post9/11. I chose a wider chronological lens to demonstrate the long-term implications of U.S.
policies. Thus this work begins in the tail end of the Progressive Era. This starting-off
point proved crucial to both nations and their eventually symbiotic drug relationship. U.S.
diplomats commenced the almost-century long global anti-drug campaign; Afghanistan
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took advantage of British WWI fatigue and pushed successfully for complete
independence. Soon the two nations would forge an unusual relationship during WWII;
on one hand secretly conducting opium transactions while also, near the end of the war,
working toward poppy eradication. This dichotomy started the US-Afghan opium
courtship that lasted for decades. Ignoring fifty years of American-Afghan opium
interactions at the expense of highlighting only the 1980s and beyond misses the
opportunity to unearth the groundwork of later disasters. Dig deep enough and it becomes
apparent that this foundation is stamped 'Made in the USA.'
Differing from other examinations of U.S. drug policy, this work details the
connections between the creation of the American Empire and its contradictory
relationship with narcotics. The opium fields of Afghanistan, from the perspective of
Washington D.C., fulfilled larger U.S. national security needs. The Afghan poppy
strategically served as medicament during WWII. The CIA forged alliances with known
traffickers during wars against communism and terrorism. In these and other instances,
the end result of American foreign policy, despite a domestic war on drugs, would see an
increase, sometimes tenuous and temporary, of power –power in the form of proxy forces,
hidden funding, or applied influence.
The preceding examples demonstrate deliberateness in their application; other
American programs, without intention, created the conditions to turn the Central Asian
nation into the Alpha and Omega of opium producers. The Cold War competition (and
the diminution of British power) provided opportunities for American planners to thwart
Soviet influence in Afghanistan. The preferred method, developmental aid packages,
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improved the irrigation systems, marginally at best for most plants, explosively well for
opium. American planners and builders also upgraded the transportation capabilities for
Afghans, mostly with road-paving projects and airport construction. The clearly
unintended results would greatly increase the ability for traffickers to move their products
more effectively and for Westerner drug tourists to partake of contraband forbidden back
home.
Understanding the impact of these policies will entail an examination of the
policy creators. Various federal bureaucracies –the Bureau of Narcotics, later the Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), the State Department, the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), and others – shaped the American response to Afghan opium. These organizations,
cooperatively or at cross-purposes, are the prime movers of this study. Nevertheless, they
do not stand alone in formulating an opium policy for (or on) Afghanistan. The Afghan
poppy, though subsumed under a general category of the war on drugs, specifically has
captured the attention of Congress and the presidency at times. Outside of the federal
government, private organizations, such as the Foreign Policy Association, played minor
yet noted roles in the formation of anti-drug strategies. Although not altering policy
themselves, a general public support for keeping illicit drugs from reaching the U.S.
provided impetus to decision makers.
Identifying the core and periphery creators of the Afghan opium policy is one step
in the process of applying a theoretical framework for American actions. For the majority
of American-Afghanistan relations, opium cultivation could be categorized a ‗medium to
low‘ policy concern. However, in two particular situations, a ‗high‘ policy threshold is
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achieved. The first scenario is when policy makers perceive threats to American national
security interests. The second is for domestic public consumption – a photo op or some
other charade such as open Congressional hearings – a stage public event designed to
appease public concerns over narcotics and to provide cover for policies that were clearly
at odds with a war on drugs. So this leads to the first ‗truism‘ concerning the U.S. policy
toward Afghan opium: National security is the prime consideration involving Afghan
opium, implying that the domestic consensus on an anti-drug policy can be trumped,
deceptively or even openly, if deemed necessary. A second truism, if Afghanistan is not
considered an issue of ‗high‘ policy, the drugs are a secondary consideration, although of
prime importance to certain mid-level players.
These two statements will be significant in theorizing about the U.S. and
Afghanistan drug relationship. Each reflects on a potentially applicable set of
assumptions about American foreign policy: realism (and its related cousin, national
security) and bureaucratic outcomes. Neither offers a complete picture of the
development and implementation of policies. However, in combination, they can provide
an understanding of the functionality of American policy over time.
During times of international crisis, the U.S. has ignored its drug prohibitionist
stance to capitalize on foreign opportunities to enhance its power in Afghanistan. In
WWII, the U.S. secretly purchased a large quantity of internationally proscribed Afghan
opium. This transaction of this strategic wartime commodity served to increase American
prestige and influence in an area where previously it had minimal contact. The CIA, in
conjunction with its Pakistani partners, supplied known drug traffickers during the Soviet
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invasion, and otherwise stood complicit in the expansion of Afghan opium and heroin
production. The October 2001 invasion saw further American cooperation with another
indigenous force financed by drugs: the Northern Alliance. Behind each one of instances
lays a central tenet of realism: the application of power, especially when the benefits
greatly outweigh the risks. Power for power's sake, domestic implications be damned.
As noted above, a mix of federal agencies shaped the drug policy. Policy direction
resulted from the contestations among these self-interested organizations. The
bureaucratic model is patently designed for analyzing the choices and strategies that came
out of these cross-departmental struggles for turf, funds, and prestige. When the U.S. had
no immediately pressing concerns in Afghanistan in a period of ‗medium to low‘ politics,
either the State Department or (mostly) the Bureau of Narcotics/DEA had the greatest
role in specifically anti-drug policy formation. Heavy American involvement in
Afghanistan (1979-1989 and post-2001) gave the CIA the dominant, though publicly
invisible, role in determining drug policy.
My research naturally has been shaped by academics who came before me. For
general Afghan history, the works of Leon and Leila Poullada, Richard Newell, Shaista
Wahab, Jeffrey Roberts, Vartan Gregorian, Ludwig Adamec, Arnold Fletcher, and Nick
Cullather have been instrumental. In the field of drug history, the global perspectives of
William McAllister, Alfred McCoy, Pierre-Arnaud Chouvy, William Walker, III, and
Carl Troiki assisted in my research. For American-focused drug policy, the writings of
John McWilliams, Douglas Valentine, David Bewley-Taylor, Alexander Cockburn and
Jeffrey St. Clair were critical. Finally, but most significantly in constructing a narrative of
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the American-Afghan opium relationship, I relied on the scholarship of McCoy, Chouvy,
Nigel Allan, Amir Zada Asad, Catherine Lamour, Michael Lamberti, Ahmed Rashid,
David Mansfield, Richard Scott, and Alain Labrousse for their particular insights.
The impact of the Soviet occupation and beyond has been heavily examined by a
number of the previously mentioned scholars. Two assumptions have been apparent in
the focus on post-1979 events. The first was that Afghan opium production was
negligible before the CIA alliance with the mujahideen. The second was that American
foreign policy decision-makers paid scant attention to Afghan opium before the vast
harvests of the last two decades of the twentieth century. Related to this myopic view has
been the long-term impact of U.S. policies on Afghanistan's foundational ability to grow
opium. My goal was to shed light on this earlier period, before 1979, that mostly is
ignored by scholars.
Chapter One introduces the United States and Afghanistan at a formative time for
each nation. For the latter, complete independence from Britain prompted the Afghan
government to develop its own foreign policy, including jilted relations with the
Americans. The United States benefited from its enhanced international power at the turn
of the twentieth century to promote a prohibitionist approach to narcotics. In Afghanistan,
the royal government frowned upon opium consumption, but profited from legal exports.
American bureaucrats, most significantly the Commissioner of Narcotics, Harry
Anslinger, began to take notice of the Afghan poppy harvests. The foundation for
decades of opium negotiations, misunderstandings, and missteps was in place.
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Chapter 2 details the brief but significant opium alliance between the United
States and Afghanistan during the Second World War. Acquiescing to British pleas to
keep Kabul from allying with the Axis, the American government negotiated with the
royal Afghan government and then proceeded to rely on the latter's distribution system as
a significant source of a critical war resource, opium. Americans took advantage of their
relationship with Afghanistan to gather a greater level of intelligence, information useful
for the federal government and for American pharmaceutical manufacturers.
After the three year opium alliance with Afghanistan, the U.S. engaged in a series
of failures of diplomacy, the subject of chapter 3, concerning the former nation's most
lucrative product. The American Congress and Harry Anslinger looked to re-shape the
post-war opium regulation system. Afghanistan quickly embraced this goal and hoped to
take greater control of its own production. Despite back-channel communications from
the Americans that called for continued opium cultivation, Afghan leaders declared a ban
on its most profitable export, a decision they would soon regret. As the economic
consequences of this policy became clearer, the Afghan government attempted to get
international recognition at the United Nations as a legal opium producer. Although
Anslinger acknowledged the nation's ability to (relatively) control its poppy harvests, the
United States, behind the scenes, thwarted Afghanistan's last best hope for authorized
legal sales.
The failure of aid packages is the topic of the Chapter four. While Afghanistan's
unsuccessful attempts at the United Nations were on-going, the United States used
foreign aid as a method to counter increasing Soviet assistance and influence to the royal
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government. The most prominent American development program, the Helmand River
project (started even before Cold War tensions increased), had the undesired and
unforeseen result of drawing opium to a part of Afghanistan that, hitherto, had no
previous poppy cultivation. In time, the consequences for Afghanistan would lead to
record opium production. A related failure of American aid, at least in relation to its
continued campaign against drug trafficking, revolved around the improved air and
ground transportation system. Quickly, Afghan traffickers and Western travelers took
advantage of these upgrades to internationalize their opium.
A third critical failure of American international drug policy, crop substitution
programs, is revealed in chapter 5. The U.S. paid closer attention to the growing numbers
of Western counterculture tourists who enjoyed one of the most open drug markets in the
world. Soon, President Nixon would respond to Afghanistan's surging opium production,
along with other domestic and foreign concerns over narcotics, by creating both a
renewed "war on drugs' and a revamped federal agency to counter these trends, the Drug
Enforcement Agency. Meanwhile, the American Congress, the executive branch, and the
United Nations implemented a series of crop substitution programs that proved
ineffective or underfunded. As Afghanistan went through a series of portentous regime
changes, the Carter Administration placed great emphasis on tackling the large opium
harvest in the Golden Crescent. By mid-June 1979, the United States replaced its fear
about Afghan narcotics with an audacious scheme to antagonize the Soviets in Central
Asia.
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I conclude this examination of the long-term impact of American drug policies in
Afghanistan before 1979 by detailing the events of the Soviet invasion and beyond. The
worth of my own research is its connection to this later Afghan opium explosion. As
noted, other academics have well-documented the period from 1979 to the present (2011
as of this writing). Indeed, following the American invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, the
Afghan drug economy may be the most heavily-researched in the world; but not before
1979, and not at the origins of the American-Afghan opium relationship, where the
foundation for future failures would be created. That is the story of a decades-long shell
game between Afghanistan and the U.S.
Historically, a shell game is a confidence swindle, in which the key players had
specific roles. For example, the shell-man or operator facilitated the running of the scam.
Shills performed one of three functions: fellow gamblers (either winning or laughably
losing), the 'muscle' to keep out unwanted people, or the lookout for the police. Finally,
and mostly importantly for the success of the operation, a willing and ignorant mark is
required. Over the course of the past several decades, both Afghanistan and the United
States have served as either the operator or the mark in a shell game over opium. Both
nations willingly duped each other concerning the drug. As will be discovered,
Afghanistan habitually falsified information about its domestic opium production,
consumption, and distribution. The United States, as will be demonstrated, conned the
Afghans at the United Nations and with their promise of comprehensive crop substitution.
The government also swindled the American public, the Afghan people, and indeed, the
global community with their decades-long quest to apply prohibitionist solutions to
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narcotics abuse. But in this game, the end result would bring the two nations together in
their symbiotic opium relationship, where the consequences were greater levels of heroin
and instability around the world. With apologies to the other contenders (Mexico,
Panama, Vietnam, Colombia, etc), the final goal of this study is to document how
Afghanistan is the most visible international failure on the American quest to end illicit
opium cultivation. Continued historical recognition of that point, as many other scholars
have done in the past, may bring us one step closer to ending the failed war on drugs.
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CHAPTER ONE: WORLDS APART

"Opium forms the chief import from Afghanistan."3 British Foreign Office
"Opium is a harmless passion like playing cards, as opposed to drinking wine."4
Bacha-I-Saqao
At the start of the twentieth century, few prognosticators could have predicted that
the fate of the United States and Afghanistan would be intertwined in the beginning of
the next century. Although the American nation had extended its reach overseas in the
Western Hemisphere and the Pacific region, the U.S. stayed away from participating in
the imperial struggles in Central Asia. There, the Russian and the English empires
contested for possession over exotic lands that only a small number of Americans had
ever visited. At the heart of this struggle was British-controlled Afghanistan. The two
great powers vied for control or influence over the Afghan people and their lands, not due
to economic necessity but rather to use Afghanistan as a buffer state. When Britain
proved incapable of maintaining control over its overseas territories, the United States
stepped in, supplanting its former colonial master as the main competitor to the Soviet
Union, in the so-called 'Great Game.'
When the American empire began its overseas expansion, newfound territorial
ambitions coincided with a rising concern about drugs, whether opium or alcohol.

3

Great Britain Foreign Office The Opium Trade (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources Inc, 1974),
pp. 45-46
4
Nikita Mendkovich "The Opium Problem in Afghanistan and Russia during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries" June 19, 2010 http://www.journal-neo.com/?q=node/582
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Therefore, before the United States established itself as a global force, its belief in
prohibitive policies toward narcotics transformed into a century long effort to curtail drug
production abroad and consumption at home. Over the course of the century, primarily
beginning in WWII, American foreign policy makers enlarged their perceptions of what
regions were critical to national security. This expanded world-view led Washington to
regard all of Asia in a new light. Previously ignored, Afghanistan was periodically rated
an area of high importance due to its proximity to the Soviet Union. Like national
security interests, American conceptualization of the threat of Afghan opium fluctuated,
varying from an essential source of raw materials during WWII, a scourge to Western
tourists in the 1970s, and a method to fund anti-Soviet mujahideen in the 1980s. In the
first decade of the twenty-first century, with American occupation after the terrorist
attacks on September 11, 2001, Afghan narcotics continued to both assist and thwart U.S.
operations in Afghanistan.
Drugs and drug trafficking are not new in war-torn nations. What makes the
examination of the impact of American policy on Afghanistan worthy of study is this
central conclusion: no foreign nation has shaped the tremendously explosive and rampant
growth of Afghan opium more than the United States. Over the course of many decades,
the United States put in place policies (that were often contradictory or that actively
encouraged opium growth) that led to the most prolific narco-state of the twenty-first
century. What follows is an in-depth examination of the history of American involvement
before the Soviet invasion in 1979 that looks to answer the question: why and how did
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the efforts and interventions of the United States shape Afghanistan into the globallypredominant opium exporter that it is today.
In the beginning of the twenty-first century, Afghanistan reigned infamously as
the most significant opium producer worldwide. This drastic advance, supplanting longtime exporting nations such as China, India, Iran, and Turkey, occurred with a similarly
remarkable transformation for the United States. Previously one of the most laissez-faire
markets in the world, where drugs were openly available in pharmacies (as they was also
in Afghanistan5), mail-order catalogs and opium dens, the United States altered its stance
on drugs and led the global fight against narcotics in the twentieth century and beyond.
Despite this public façade of being an anti-drug nation, it is, paradoxically, arguable that
no country in the last one hundred years had reaped greater rewards from the cooperation
or complicity with drug trafficking networks than the United States. 6 Unforeseen, the fate
of the United States and Afghanistan (not yet an independent nation until 1919) would be
intertwined several times over the course of the twentieth century. Circumstances would
arise from their interactions that would lead to the rise of Afghanistan as the pre-eminent
global opium producer.
This path to infamy for the Afghan people occurred both before and, to record
levels, after the post-9/11 invasion as an American military force occupied the nation.
After the Soviet invasion in December 1979, poppy production soared and by the mid1980s, Afghanistan ranked among the most prolific opium and heroin producers in the
5

Nikita Mendkovich "The Opium Problem in Afghanistan and Russia during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries" June 19, 2010 http://www.journal-neo.com/?q=node/582
6
Alfred McCoy‘s scholarship stands paramount above all other researchers that have examined the
connections between the United States and drug trafficking networks.
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world. The nation would systematically cross new thresholds in opium production:
1,0000 tons in 1988; 2,000 tons in 1992; 3,000 -1994...up to 8,000 tons in 2007.7
Following the removal of the last Russian troops and into the Barack Obama
administration, Afghan drug traffickers would supply a large portion, often the largest
especially after American intervention, of heroin for addicts and users around the world.
As renowned drug historian Alfred McCoy and others have detailed, there is an American
connection. During the nine years of the Soviet invasion, the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) worked with Mujahideen fighters, supplying them with weapons while
overlooking their narcotics smuggling, even to the point of calling off investigations by
the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) in the name of national security. 8
Although the story of US narcotics policy and Afghanistan has been told before,
most examinations of this history begin only after the Soviet invasion. These perspectives
hinge upon the national security aspect of the Afghan opium. The CIA tolerated the
Afghan drug trade due to the benefits gained by arming the traffickers. The pros (a
determined proxy force to fight the Soviets) outweighed the cons (a global surge in
heroin production). Other researchers, in particular Nick Cullather who examined the
impact of American irrigation projects in Afghanistan, have noted that even benevolently
designed aid packages can go astray and have unintended consequences. Along with
direct American intervention (post 9/11) and covert operations, these indirect yet
fundamental contributions, such as agricultural and reconstruction aid, essential tools,
7

Anthony H. Cordesman The Afghan Narcotics Industry: a Summary Center for Strategic and International
Studies http://csis.org/files/publication/091112_afghan_narcotics_full.pdf
8
Alfred McCoy The Politics of Heroin Revised Edition (New York: Lawrence Hill Books, 2003), p.526.
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irrigation systems, roads, and cell phone technology, paved the road for massive opium
production and trafficking.
Extending the period under examination even before the early Cold War period
reveals a larger picture of the unforeseen consequences and mishandled opportunities for
the United States in Afghanistan. Less than one month after the attack on Pearl Harbor,
when the focus of American planners was certainly global, Afghanistan and its opium
factored into American strategic planning. Although documented previously, the largescale and initially secret purchases of the narcotic by the U.S. from the Royal Afghan
Government demand a closer look. This wider angle provides a more in-depth
examination of the significant role the United States played in fomenting the Afghan
opium explosion.
With this extended view as the goal, the chosen start point for this manuscript
begins in the early twentieth century. During this period, as Afghanistan contested with
the British for their independence, the United States moved onto the world stage as a
major player. One of the early significant diplomatic achievements for the U.S. involved
the attempt to curtail opium production and narcotics trafficking. In the course of these
acts, the United States set the model for international drug policies for the next century. It
was during this formative period that Afghan opium and American interests first
interacted. Within one century, the dynamics between the two would shape the explosive
growth of opium in Afghanistan.
This chapter examines four background processes that set the foundation for
future bi-lateral drug interactions between the United States and Afghanistan. As such, a
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brief history of drugs in America followed by the U.S. entering the world stage as the
leading prohibitionist nation is examined. The chapter also discusses Afghanistan's
earliest foreign relations after achieving independence from the British. A crop grown
traditionally for centuries in parts of Afghanistan, opium made its first tentative steps into
an emerging global market for drugs. Next, the two nations born both from rebellion but
still worlds apart have their initial contacts. Finally, this chapter will scrutinize the
pioneer architects of American nascent policy on Afghan opium, most significantly,
Harry Anslinger, the first true 'Drug Czar.' Providing this foundational information will
bring us to the advent of World War II when the U.S. and Afghanistan consecrated their
opium relationship

Background
Before there was a consideration of opium as part of a national security
framework, American merchants openly dealt in the drug. Clipper ships from the United
States transported Turkish opium into China, even as the latter nation waged a campaign
against addiction. Aided by the British interventions leading to the submission of the
Celestial Empire during the first Opium War (1839-1842), opportunistic entrepreneurs
built vast fortunes.9 Unabated by any sense of moral quandaries in an age of slavery, the
Americans supplied ten percent of the unwanted opium to China. While the increased
flow of silver benefited the United States, China suffered greatly as their treasury
9

The British were expanding their power into China while they were also engaged in a four year war with
Afghanistan from 1838-1842.
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hemorrhaged. After this early profiteering, American participation in the trade diminished
significantly after 1850.10 By 1880, the U.S. government decided to stop this trade
completely by forbidding its citizens from engaging in opium commerce with the
Chinese.11 Seven years later with the previous agreement apparently not effective enough,
a revised ban expanded the prohibition to include ending opium portage with American
ships.12 At that time, Chinese society collapsed under the strains of foreign occupiers,
corrupt governments, and rebellious provinces.
Before the Chinese implosion, the United States first incorporated opium as part
of its national security priorities due to the Civil War from 1861-1865. The first ‗modern‘
American war incorporated a mass-produced medicine made from opium: morphine. The
invention of the hypodermic needle allowed nearly instantaneous relief from battlefield
injuries by the efficient intravenous delivery of morphine. Entrepreneurs tried to meet a
medicinal demand for morphine through their small-scale opium farms located in the east
(Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Vermont), and the south (Florida, Georgia, and South
Carolina). Western opium producers in Arizona and California ―where its cultivation is
becoming an important branch of industry‖ shipped ―large quantities‖ of the drug
eastward in the 1870s. However, these short-term ventures never came close to fulfilling

10

Michael Schaller The United States and China 3rd edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002),
pp. 9-11, 15-17.
11
William O. Walker Opium and Foreign Policy (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press,
1991), p.12.
12
William B. McAllister Drug Diplomacy in the Twentieth Century (New York: Routledge, 2000), p. 27.
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the domestic need for medicinal opium.13 Thus the American demand for the narcotic had
to be met using outside sources, even until the present.
The vast majority of Americans recognized opium as an ingredient in many
common medicines by the 1880s. The diaspora of Chinese railroad laborers throughout
the West, especially in California, introduced the practice of using opium as a
recreational drug. The method of delivery-- most likely lying down in an exotic
Chinatown den --contrasted with the apparently safe pharmacy purchases. City
ordinances against the dens, usually tinged by racism in the era of the saloon, preceded
the later national ban against smoking opium.
The early story of America drug history reflected commercialism, modernization,
and racism. When an inevitable backlash occurred against a growing problem with
addiction, the response from mostly Protestant decision-makers, in a mindset infused by
"America's Puritan past," and the reform-heady nature of the era, embraced "moral
idealism." With an outlook that inherently believed in their innate superiority, they
established "a tradition of messianic campaigning."14 This rigid state of mind would
shape Washington's future diplomatic discussions concerning drugs.
Outside of contending with domestic abuses of morphine and other opiate-based
drugs, the United States lacked a formal policy concerning foreign opium. This absence
of an official position changed with the Spanish-American War. The U.S. secured a
crucial base of operations in East Asia with the acquisition of the Philippines in 1898. To
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the dismay of the burgeoning anti-opium sentiment stateside however, this new American
empire included authority over the formerly Spanish-run opium distribution system in the
Philippines. Wholesalers made medical purchases for native Filipinos; the Chinese alone
could frequent the opium dens. The new administrators quickly began to shut down the
dens, while taxing medical purchases. Among the consequences was ―a marked increase
in opium consumption, especially among the Filipinos.‖ 15 In 1903, the civilian American
administrators of the islands pushed for the adoption of the previous regulation system
managed by the Spanish. Public pressure from the Philippines and from America spurred
the creation of a total prohibition of opium products by anyone other than the government
for medical purposes. Nevertheless, the illicit trade continued into the next decade and
beyond. Despite this fact, the clerical and secular Americans behind the campaign to
abolish opium consumption could claim success in closing dens there.16 With this
'Mission Accomplished' in the Philippines, the US hoped that imperial nations would
administer their opium-using colonies in a similar fashion.17
Bolstered with confidence, American reformers turned their attention to China,
where anti-opium sentiments coincided with economic interest. Charles Henry Brent, the
Episcopal Bishop for the Philippines and an extreme devotee of a strict Prohibitionist
viewpoint, led the American agenda to push for an international conference to discuss the
opium trade. The American motives were two-fold at the 1909 Shanghai Opium
Commission, the first international conference to discuss the global traffic in illicit
15
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narcotics. First, reformers had genuine concern over the impact of the opium trade.
Second, a more cohesive China would protect U.S. investments there and open the door
for further economic expansion, to fulfill the dream of a ‗China Market.‘18 Thus, both
idealism and economic motives shaped the American anti-opium policy. Or at the least,
the cover of wanting to end the opium scourge provided a convenient excuse to intervene
in the Celestial Empire.
Taking the lead at the Shanghai meeting, Hamilton Wright, a boisterous
representative from the State Department on international narcotics affairs, played a
crucial role with Bishop Brent. These American progressives faced two major problems.
First, colonial powers found opium revenues lucrative, as did the producer nations to a
lesser degree. Second, the organizers faced resistance from the British, without whose
participation any opium regulation would be useless. After some delicate negotiations
with the United Kingdom and much foot-dragging, the major colonial powers met at the
1911 Hague Conference, hosted by the Dutch.19
Getting rival powers on the verge of war to meet for an international meeting on
drugs was a commendable achievement in itself. The original Hague meeting carried over
into two other international gatherings by 1913. Although several loopholes, intentional
or not, were left in the final agreement, the concept of an illicit drug prohibition with
global ramifications came to fruition. This American-led plan resulted in restrictions on
raw and prepared opium shipments. China in particular benefited by getting other nations
to back its opium suppression campaign. Equally important, foreigners lost some of their
18
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extraterritoriality status, a source of great anger for the Chinese. During the conference,
Germany, the principal manufacturer of processed narcotics such as morphine, greatly
resisted the call to curtail the profitable export. With adequate loopholes, the United
States could please just enough significant players to get the foundation of international
narcotics control in place. The most critical of such loopholes, an agreement to satisfy the
German and French, was the insistence ―that even minor producing, manufacturing and
consuming states… [must] ratify the treaty before it entered into force.‖ 20 This clause
would come to have domestic ramifications for the United States, then as now the
principal consumer of drugs.
Even before the International Opium Commission in Shanghai and the Hague
Opium Convention, American progressives went on a domestic campaign against opiates.
The 1906 Food and Drug Act led to the open labeling of ingredients in patent medicines.
Consumers thus had forewarning about the amount of opiates and other drugs present in
their pharmaceutical products. The 1909 Opium Exclusion Act prohibited the importation
of smoking opium. American foreign policy leaders, in part influenced by their racial
biases of drug stereotypes shaped by progressive domestic concerns, also pushed for the
creation of the Harrison Narcotics Act, to adhere to the new international obligations of
the U.S. due to the aforementioned conferences. This new law, passed in December 1914,
served as the basic narcotics law of the United States although it was been augmented
over time. These legislative acts only applied to the United States itself; American
participation in Shanghai and The Hague looked to further the aims of the prohibitionists
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to a global level. The inclusive push provided a model for viewing the traffic in narcotics
outside of medical channels: immoral and criminal. Most importantly, for foreign policy
purposes, the Harrison Act spawned an attitude that the ―only way to stop illicit use is to
cut off the source of illicit supply.‖21 Over the course of decades, this tenet would evolve
into an U.S.-led international war on drugs.
WWI put a hold on any further American plans on stemming the international
traffic. Indeed, the onset of that cataclysmic morass prompted Woodrow Wilson to
declare opium as a strategic commodity. Germany, the leading manufacturer of morphine,
no longer could meet market demands, especially in the face of a naval blockade and its
own battlefield needs. Other nations with the capability and the access to raw opium,
such as England, France, Japan and the Netherlands, greatly increased their production of
pharmaceuticals. Meanwhile, the United States recognized its very limited opium
resources, whether in manufacturing or raw materials.22 In keeping with the pledge of
neutrality and conscious of wartime necessities, Wilson proscribed the exportation of the
drug along with many other critical items, like food.23 With the American entry into the
war and the ensuing victory in November 1918, progressives led by Wilson would find
themselves in a prime position to agitate once again for global opiate controls.
The peace process that came out of the Versailles negotiations had both
immediate and long-term consequences for the American goal of controlling the
international traffic in narcotics. Both the British and the United States argued
21
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successfully for the adherence to The Hague Opium Convention as part of a
comprehensive peace treaty. Although not completely universal, this decision compelled
a crucial manufacturer, Germany, and a significant cultivator, Turkey, to agree to
international controls. For the long-term, the creation of League of Nations provided a
global forum to discuss and regulate the opium trade. In time, the United Nations would
adopt the League‘s drug control mechanisms.24
The leading opium producers and the leading anti-opium nation learned different
lessons from the ashes of the First World War. The international community, at least with
minor success, began to cooperate on issues including drugs. This approach was in part
shaped by American idealism and led to the monitoring of the global drug trade for the
majority of the twentieth century. The U.S., by contrast, reflected on future conflicts,
realizing there could be a shortage of needed morphine without a steady source of raw
opium. By the next world war, the United States would find a ready and willing partner to
meet its opium needs.

Independence
One hundred and thirty-six years after the Americans achieved victory against the
British, Afghanistan achieved a similar success. A war-weary English empire, with fears
of Bolsheviks from Russia and rebellious Indians to the south, decided that an
independent Afghanistan would serve their purposes after WWI. With their resources
stretched further elsewhere, the British faced renewed insurgencies with reduced funding
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for foreign excursions. Four years of trench warfare drained patriotic fervor for new
adventures.25 After decades of controlling Kabul‘s external affairs, the British agreed to
give Afghanistan its complete independence. The Afghans had a free hand to craft an
apparently unconstrained foreign policy. Quickly, the ruler of the new nation, King
Amanullah Khan, commissioned a "liberal Tajik,‖ Mohammed Wali Khan, to establish
formal diplomatic relations with four major nations: Germany, Italy, Russia, and the
United States.26 The first three nations responded positively to the diplomatic gesture; the
American reply remained in limbo due to isolationism and ―very possibly [the Harding
administration being] uncertain about Afghanistan‘s precise location.‖27 Nevertheless, on
a very informal level at this stage, American-Afghan relations commenced.
The notion of Afghanistan as an organized, independent nation-state was
irrelevant for the largest ethnic group, the Pashtuns. This perspective, according to Nigel
J. L. Allen, holds that Afghanistan ―can best be regarded as a ‗space‘ and not a ‗place.‘
There is a fundamental difference in the cognitive occupancy of territory in Afghanistan
between the dominant Pashtun ethnic group and almost all the others.‖ Unencumbered
with concerns over international borders, the Pashtun created a network of trading routes
deep into Russia, India, Persia, and later surrounding neighbors. The connective ―links of
their kinship through space‖ allowed the Pashtuns to excel at trade, whether legal or not.
The movement of goods from, to, and through Afghanistan signified the dependency on
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foreign exports and imports as the country faced great agricultural difficulties, in good
part due to a lack of stable water sources. 28
One plant that Afghans found hospitable to their harsh mountainous terrain,
Papaver somniferum, once harvested and processed, offered a variety of goods. The
stalks served as ―fodder, for fencing the fields, or as fuel.‖ Its edible seeds could be sold
at the market. The dried seed capsules provided a household medicine. Most significant,
the plant, after a labor-intensive harvest, oozed a narcotic sap: opium. A plant not easily
cultivated required significant agricultural skills. This knowledge, gained over
generations, was transmitted through familial channels. 29 Thus, even before the later
connection with global drug trafficking networks, some Afghan kinship networks had a
familiarity with the plant stretching back for centuries.
Exactly when the poppy reached Afghanistan is still under debate. The bestdocumented introduction of the plant, also backed by local oral traditions, occurred as a
result of Alexander‘s march to India in 334 BC. The Greeks drew attention to the plant‘s
medicinal qualities. Local cultivation began sometime after that in what would later be
the eastern part of Afghanistan. Marco Polo mentioned the poppy fields in an Afghan
northeast region that continued its cultivation for centuries, Badakhshan. Mongol
invaders introduced new, more efficient methods of processing the opium from the poppy
caplets, including eating the sap. By the end of the 18th century, courtesy of the
Colombian Exchange, the Portuguese married Native Americans' habit of smoking with
28
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Central Asian opium.30 The custom caught on. Over time, nearby nations like China,
India, Persia, and Turkey all grew opium and viewed it as taxable crop, of no special
danger.31 As such, there would appear little demand and trade in opium from Afghanistan.
When the British conquered India and Afghanistan by the nineteenth century, they
discovered and exploited the economic power of the plant.32 It appeared that the British
overlords did not, however, push Afghanistan into large scale production. Thus, when
under the control of the English, Afghan opium had a limited distribution. Britain did not
need Afghan opium to meet its business needs (forcing it on the Chinese) and besides, the
primitive transportation system inhibited movement into an English supply chain.
However, Russian travelers brought back their addictions back with them after
conquering Central Asia. Afghan opium soon found Russian purchasers in Bukhara (a
city of modern-day Uzbekistan) and Persia, up to one ton annually with small amounts
reaching European Russia by the end of the nineteenth century.33
Since opium cultivation did not spread across all of Afghanistan and was
concentrated in the north province of Badakhshan, the presence of an opium culture is
debatable. The United Nations Office on Drugs and High Crimes examination of the
opium history of Afghanistan claimed that consumption historically remained low and
only in isolated areas like the north was there anything resembling an ―opium tradition.‖
Purely since the 18th century had this expansion occurred. Thus, the poppy could not be
30
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considered a ―traditional crop.‖34 This conclusion overlooked the ability of Pashtun
trading networks to supply medicinal and recreational needs for groups that did not grow
their own poppies.
Itinerant trading networks supplied Badakhshan opium for centuries to ethnic
groups other than the Pashtuns in Afghanistan. For example, the Wakhi ethnic minority
fully incorporated the drug throughout their cultural practices. Clustered along the
mountainous Wakhan Corridor in the northeast part of Afghanistan, the Wakhi could not
cultivate poppies along the frontier strip due to its high elevation. Outside traders, who
also brought their goods into Chinese Turkistan, provided access to opium grown
elsewhere.35 After hundreds of years of widespread use, the Wakhi developed a close
relationship with the drug, as an intoxicant and a medicine. They particularly enjoyed the
synergetic effect of taking opium and drinking a strong tea, shur chai, "salty tea," which
seemed to enhance the impact of the narcotic. The Wakhi would pass this social habit in
their interactions with transitory Kirghiz pastoralists. Thus, an opium culture spread
through both peripatetic trading networks (who served as a nexus between urban markets
and distant provinces) and interactions among and between ethnic groups. 36
The symbiotic relationship between the people there and opium allowed both to
thrive in the harsh conditions of the Wakhan Corridor. The drug permitted the peasant
34
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farmers to eke out a minimal existence. Facing the unforgiving environment of the
Corridor for centuries, "the impoverished, disease-ridden and weather beaten Wakhi have
relied on the numbing effects of the opium to decrease their suffering from illness as well
as to give temporary comfort at night from the stresses of cold, hard work and exposure."
Under these bleak circumstances, opium served the same function as alcohol would for
similarly repressed factory workers in the industrial age. The price for turning to this
solution would be a higher level of addiction than elsewhere in Afghanistan. However,
with the lack of medical facilities and effective medicine, the Wakhi had few if any other
effectual options than to rely on this imported product.37
Other researchers note that Afghan farmers planted Papaver somniferum for many
centuries.38 Opium, like other drug plants, had no wild variants. As such, cultivators
engaged in ―an extensive and sophisticated process of primitive ‗genetic engineering.‘‖
The ―psychoactive properties in a plant [like opium] is more likely to be the result of
artifice than of nature;‖ this observation suggested that Afghan opium farmers improved
the potency of opium through human intervention.39 Despite the superior quality of its
product, Afghan opium most likely received little regional distribution before the nation‘s
independence in 1919.
Through trial and error, Afghan farmers achieved a good degree of success in
cultivating a challenging plant that paradoxically was well suited for the rugged
landscape. They discovered that clay and sand inhibited growth leading to
experimentation that demonstrated the optimum soil condition: ―a sandy loam augmented
37
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by heavy manuring.‖ 40 In an otherwise difficult environment for crops, poppy offered
several benefits that assisted farmers and facilitated its growth. First, it resisted drought
conditions. Second, once germinated in warmer weather, the established plant survived in
temperatures below freezing. It grew at elevations up to 6000 feet. Agricultural
understanding and poppy adaptation intersected, and as a result, the farmers produced
superior opium, among the best in the world due to its high morphine content, especially
in the Badakhshan province.
With a suitable climate, extensive trading routes, and an excellent quality product,
the question of why Afghanistan did not have a more significant foreign trade, before
1919, should be addressed. First, with the British controlling the export of opium from
India, the Afghans were not mandated or encouraged to increase their output. Second, the
nation, regardless of its Pashtun trading networks, had a primitive transportation system,
lacking roads and rail track. Neither the Russians nor the British extended their rail
system to the Afghan border. Third, although opium can withstand drought, it benefited
from irrigation. Afghans farmers lacked significant irrigation and thus could not, as they
would do in the future, exponentially increase their cultivation. Fourth, the colonial
powers, with their own opium distribution networks, dominated the world market. Thus,
a lack of transportation, water, and demand kept the Afghan opium, despite its high
quality, as a local or regional export (probably mostly to Persia, a long-time consumer
nation).
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Also not in place before Afghanistan became independent was an international
prohibitionist regime. The attempt to criminalize opium and wipe out drugs at the
agricultural source was, initially, not part of the American-led campaign. This model
rested on the assumption that opium supply was inelastic. Once the drugs were eradicated,
the demand would decrease through limiting quantities, higher prices, and prison
sentences for users and traffickers. However, according to Alfred McCoy, the
fundamental rationale for this theory was erroneous, as supply would prove to be elastic.
Higher drug prices induced cultivation elsewhere. But, in 1919, the ―stimulus of
prohibition,‖ the perhaps unavoidable consequences of keeping goods from the people
who want them, had not yet begun to draw forth any significant international demand for
the high quality Afghan opium.41
Although not seen as a major opium producer such as China, India, Persia, or
Turkey, Afghanistan ranked as second-tier regional exporter after 1919. Opium could be
found on one of the five categories of property: ―privately owned land; land under
cultivation by tenant farmers; land held as waqfs, or religious endowments; public or state
lands; and tribal lands.‖42 Farmers grew poppies in three particular provinces: Herat in
the west, Jallalabad in the east, and Badakhshan in the north.43 The exportation of
Afghan opium, apparently in significant quantities, posed problems for Persia, as the
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latter nation could not grow enough to satisfy its demand.44 Two other poppy producers,
China and the Soviet Union, also served as customers for Afghan opium. China, the most
prolific opium patron, had a voracious demand for the narcotic and was the predominant
consumer of the Afghan export out of Badakhshan. The Central Asian Soviet crop, found
in Semiryechensk and the Djarkent region, lacked the high morphine content of the
Badakhshan export. However, the difficulty and cost of transportation through
mountainous routes precluded delivery of Afghan opium to the more wealthy consumers.
Unlike the monopolistic British-India opium regime, Afghans had complete
freedom to grow the plant. Apparently there was previously a government-controlled
monopoly in the past but in 1924 the Afghan authorities informed the League of Nations
that practice was terminated.45 The trade in opium, however, continued generate some
income for the Afghan Customs, which levied a 5% tax on exports, on the "privatized"
industry.46 In spite of this income, the newly emerging nation created anti-opium laws. In
1921 the Afghans constructed a law ―prohibiting the smoking of opium and providing
punishment for offense thereof.‖ The following year, opium trafficking also was
prohibited.47 Both royal governments under Amanullah Khan and later King Nadir Shah
backed the publication of ―articles and didactic poems [which] appeared in Afghan
literary magazines and newspapers depicting the moral, physical, and social ills resulting
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from the use of the drug,‖48 Despite these prohibitions, there is little available
information to suggest that these laws led to any type of crackdown on opium. With the
state collecting revenue from opium sales (at least those not hidden by a culture of crossborder smuggling), it is apparent that poppy cultivators had little fear of legal
repercussions.
As a drug-producing nation, Afghanistan received invitations to participate in the
newly-formed Permanent Central Opium Board. Apparently, they did not send
representatives to either of these conferences.49 This semi-independent creation of the
League of Nations had authorization to control the international trade in opium, although
their actual power was limited, mostly due to the conflicting self-interests of the key
members.50 It functioned ―to determine the amount of each drug necessary for the
medical and scientific needs of the world, and to keep records of the manufacture and
trade in drugs.‖51
The agreement to create the Board, forged at the Second Opium Conference at
the Hague, also brought Afghanistan in its first state-to-state contact with a nation that
had neither recognized it nor been a member of the League: the United States. At these
early meetings the Afghan government appeared eager to either please or hoodwink the
international organization.
48
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First Contact
Early Afghan-American relations started in a haphazard fashion. While
Afghanistan eagerly pushed to establish official relations, Washington remained aloof.
The reticent response from the United States evolved from three factors. First, the process
for official recognition entailed a three-step procedure that could last for years. Second,
ignorance, disinterest, and a lack of economic opportunities diminished any sense of
urgency for the Americans. ―An inquiry as to the commercial opportunities for our people
in Afghanistan indicates that they are extremely limited…little or no opportunity for
trade,‖ noted Secretary of State Charles Hughes in 1921. Third and most important, the
United States did not wish to upset their British allies by negotiating directly with
Afghanistan. Their WWI associates still considered the nation as part of the British
sphere of influence. Acknowledging that ―there is still some sensitivity as to making of
any special agreements with Afghanistan,‖ President Harding courteously, but without
official recognition, met with the visiting Afghan Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Mohammed Wali.52 American intransigence squared off against Afghan enthusiasm. This
early clash of priorities set an uneven foundational relationship between the two nations.
The Afghans ―misconceived the true nature of America,‖ remaining ignorant of the slowmoving U.S. foreign policy bureaucracy. In addition to being viewed as a British pawn,
―Americans misperceived Afghanistan as being a remote, Kiplinguesque land inhabited
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by wild, ferocious tribes whose members were lawless, xenophobic religious fanatics.‖ 53
It would not be the last time in which the relations between the two nations were based
on misunderstandings.
Early American articles on Afghanistan further created distorted views of a
diverse, though admittedly underdeveloped, nation. The well-traveled Lowell Thomas, a
famous American journalist, using ―hyperbolic, purple prose…[painting] a ―most
unsavory‖ image of Afghanistan.‖54 His journey into Afghanistan included a stop at
Peshawar, ―the Paris of Pathans, the city of a thousand and one sins.‖55 A short distance
separated the mysterious city from Afghanistan, a more enigmatic neighboring nation.
Thomas left an indelible image of a city where opium topped the lists of sins committed
therein. Class divisions determined the method of drug use. Only the wealthy could
afford ―the paraphernalia of pipe and lamp and needle.‖56 The less affluent would ingest
opium pellets for medicinal effects or smoke the endemic charas, a hashish mixture.
Indeed, the latter habit caused the most alarm for Thomas, especially after a personal
experience. Despite declaring hashish as more worrisome than opium, especially when
eaten, Thomas created a mental picture of the Pashtuns, though not all, as degenerate
drug users. This description added to his contorted version of Afghanistan which ―set the
style for a long line of journalistic mayhem by later American visitors.‖ 57
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Although Americans shared an exaggerated vision of exotic Afghanistan, other
concerned observers fretted over the latter nation‘s opium production. The regional traffic
into China gained attention in the United States as early as 1925. In alerting Americans to
an ―opium problem,‖ Cornell University instructor Welles A. Gray included Afghanistan
on a list of drug producers. His detailed report on the proceedings of the Geneva
Conference provided Americans with the first numerical estimates of Afghan opium
production for 1922 58 based on data coming from British sources.59 Afghanistan
produced roughly 25,900 pounds of raw opium. Although an insignificant number when
compared to China‘s output of over four million pounds, Afghanistan did rank as the
eighth largest global producer.60 That same year, John Palmer Gavit, Chief of the
Washington Bureau of the Associated Press, warned of the risk from exported Afghan
opium. In an op-ed to the New York Times, he also observed that Afghanistan, along
with its neighboring states, supplied the Celestial Empire.61 Although Afghan poppies did
not yet disturb Americans, no longer could the United States claim ignorance about the
lucrative Afghan export.
Although the United States deferred to the British in Central Asia, Washington
reacted to potential threats to American interests throughout the continent; included as a
peril was the international drug trade. The strategic significance of the opium economy
shaped U.S. foreign policy goals in Asia. After resolving (or managing) its Philippine
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drug problems, and drawing attention to China‘s endemic opium traffic, the U.S. looked
to thwart Japan‘s ability to capitalize on their own trafficking networks. During and
following the First World War, ―opium control became one way to contain Japanese
ambition.‖62 In addition to cultivation in their occupied territories, the Japanese
purchased Persian opium, thereby connecting the Central Asia drug trade with greater
American national security concerns in the Pacific.63
In neighboring Persia, the U.S. assisted in formulating a nationwide campaign
against opium. The State Department recommended Dr. Arthur Chester Millspaugh, who
served at the request of the Shah as the Administrator-General of the Finances in the
1920s. Part of his responsibilities included managing the collection of opium taxes. He
detailed the challenge of forcing the will of the state on smugglers who guarded
contraband with ―one hundred and fifty horsemen.‖ Morally against the use of opium,
Millspaugh believed the centralization of opium by the government was necessary ―in
order to increases the revenues and to establish a measure of governmental control over
an industry which public sentiment condemned and which must eventually be restricted.‖
In the city of Isfahan, where one-quarter of the population was dependent on the opium
trade, the harvest of the sap had a traveling carnival atmosphere as ―dervishes, storytellers, beggars, musicians, and owners of performing animals go from one field to
another, and are rewarded or given alms by having the flat side of the opium knife
scraped on their palms, or on the small bowls carried by the dervishes.‖ Bringing a
centralized system of government control proved difficult, but after perseverance, and the
62
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deaths of five ―peasants,‖ even this previously autonomous city became part of a national
regulated opium distribution and collection centers.‖64
Elsewhere in Asia, American planners looked to their British allies to assist them
in stemming the opium trade. But the English proved difficult partners. Their
maintenance of opium trading systems in Asian colonies alarmed the American
prohibitionists. Indeed, ―suspicion and doubt would mark opium relations between the
two powers.‖65 The inflexibility demonstrated by American drug diplomats ―made for
questionable policy and impaired relations with Great Britain.‖66 By the 1925 Geneva
Conference, however, both nations made concessions. The agreement ―seemed to tolerate
opium-smoking monopolies as sources of revenue.‖ William O. Walker III, noted
historian on U.S. drug diplomacy, detailed the British decision to revise its opium policy
in order to assuage the US and get their help to counter Japanese plans in China.67
Despite this agreement, Americans would find their hard-line stance in Asia made it
―difficult to distinguish between friends and enemies in the fight against opium.68

The Beginning of the Anslinger Era
The first few decades of the twentieth century saw the rise of a prominent
American role in shaping the global drug trade. The evolution of U.S. foreign drug policy
coincided with the expanding notion of American national security. The competition both
for resources and customers in Asia coalesced with an ability – on diplomatic, economic,
64
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and military levels – to intervene in the affairs of nations therein. This expansion of
interests, including reshaping international policies to combat the drug problem in
particular, would necessitate additionally knowledgeable experts in the field and
competent bureaucrats at home.
Creating policy based on moral principles stood as a tenet of the Progressive Era.
Domestically, drug abuse and its attendant misery opened doors, both good and bad,
previously closed to women. As the American foreign drug policy developed, women
played an early, important role in shaping its formation as they would in various reforms
movements since the Second Great Awakening. With its prohibitionist feminist roots, the
anti-opium crusade provided women with an opportunity to interact on a larger political
stage than normally given to them in foreign policy discussions. For example, serving as
a delegate at the International Opium Conference of 1924-1925, Elizabeth Washburn
Wright deserved notice ―as the first American women granted plenipotentiary powers by
the U.S. government.‖69 Another significant female author, Ellen N. LaMotte, brought
the complexities of the opium trade to a wider audience including those from her own
nursing profession. Standing ―at a crossroads in the histories of women, of
professionalism, of nationalism and imperialism,‖ she alerted her readers about opium
dangers in some of her several books and articles.70 In ―The Opium Problem‖ for The
American Journal of Nursing, LaMotte made note of the Afghan poppy production,
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although pointing out its numerical insignificance compared to China, India, Persia,
Turkey, and Serbia.71
Also important in formulating the American foreign narcotics policy, Helen
Howell Morehead pragmatically handled international diplomacy. Her rise to prominence
in drug policy started with her appointment in 1922 as Secretary of the Opium Research
Committee, a creation of the Foreign Policy Association (FPA). The FPA, ―the premier
organization dedicated to educating ordinary Americans about international issues,‖
sought to capitalize on the ―symbolic value of the drug question.‖72 Using her negotiating
skills, Moorhead navigated ―the gender expectations of the age.‖73 Thus, she shaped drug
policy using back channels. She engineered the American participation (led by delegate
Herbert L. May) when the inaugural Permanent Central Opium Board convened.
Moorhead would continue to contribute her skills as an unofficial, yet connected,
representative for decades, a span of time that would later include negotiations with the
Afghans in the 1940s.74
Despite the opportunities provided to these middle and upper class women, no
single American person benefited more from the nexus of national security and drug
policy than bureaucrat Harry J. Anslinger. ―First and foremost…a patriot with a deep and
abiding commitment to the security of America‘s ruling elite,‖ he would serve as the
second-longest head of a federal bureaucracy: the Bureau of Narcotics. He maintained
that position throughout Democratic and Republican administrations by being ―an
71
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apparatchik of corporate America.‖ He skillfully used his agency‘s resources with
political appointments in local districts. Anslinger augmented his small force with
support from the American pharmaceutical industry, private groups, and public opinion.
His power, as a result of these factors, helped him become by the early 1930s
―arguably…the most influential member in the global drug community.‖ 75 As will be
seen, Anslinger will be the pre-eminent decision-maker in regards to the AfghanAmerican drug relationship for decades to come.
Whether he was the right man for the right time or the harbinger of a failed
prohibitionist model is debatable. What is not questionable is the indisputable imprint he
would leave as the architect of American drug policy –domestic and foreign– for over 30
years.76 After an early career with the State Department, he quickly rose up the ranks in
the Prohibition Bureau within the Treasury Department. In 1929, he served as the
assistant commissioner of the Bureau. In 1930 a series of scandals rocked the about-tobe-reorganized Federal Bureau of Narcotics (FBN) and led to the removal of the top
candidate for commissioner, Levi Nutt. Anslinger‘s qualifications and past anti-liquor
success, in particular in conducting foreign operations, led to his appointment as
commissioner of the demoralized and reconfigured Bureau. Anslinger would shape the
department into an intelligent-gathering network –both abroad and at home.77
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In addition to agents in his Bureau, the Commissioner had outside resources to
augment the gathering of foreign intelligence. In 1931, he organized ―the Committee of
One Hundred, a secret group that consisted of the chief narcotics officers‖ from almost
thirty nations that were required by international law ―to establish narcotics bureaus like
the one Anslinger managed.‖ Due to his close relations with American pharmaceutical
manufacturers, he worked with ―drug industry lobbyists to square foreign and domestic
drug policy to the advantage of the industrial elite.‖ The aforementioned Foreign Policy
Association sent its officers such as the secretary of the Opium Research Committee,
Helen Howell Moorhead, abroad and at home to assist Anslinger in his efforts. Finally,
the Commissioner struck up cooperative partnerships with other bureaucrats in the
Executive branch. Most significant for this examination of the Afghan-American drug
connection were personnel from the State Department. His first partner from that
venerable organization was Stuart J. Fuller, who worked ―hand in glove with
Anslinger.‖78
As the American drug bureaucracy solidified under Anslinger‘s control, the
Afghans were emerging from their first decade of independence from the British. The
royal government struggled to maintain control of the new nation, much less formulate a
narcotics policy. Complicating the unveiling of anti-drug programs was a culture of
cooperation among government officials, local and national. In 1929 it became apparent
that there was direct involvement in opium and heroin (more likely due to ease of
transport) smuggling by Afghan diplomats and their staff. Ghalam Nabil Khan, the
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Afghan Minister in Paris, notified French Customs agents of three boxes that were to be
delivered ―under diplomatic franchise‖ to the dragoman of the legation. However,
bureaucratic delays and the furtive activities of the dragoman aroused the suspicions of
French customs agents who discovered 250 kilograms of heroin and a smaller quantity of
cocaine. Unlike later diplomatic smuggling, these drugs did not originate from
Afghanistan. Still, the shipment, worth over a million francs, attracted much attention
from the Parisian newspapers.79
This particular scheme proved significant in examining later drug policies for
three critical reasons. First, the predecessor of the DEA, the Federal Bureau of Narcotics
first devoted its attention to Afghan smuggling. 80 Second, communist plots gained
support as rationalization for the drug traffic. Harry Anslinger and subsequent drug
policy leaders would blame communists for the proliferation of opium and heroin in
particular. Third, Afghan officials would turn to narcotics as a source of funding as a
matter of course or even as a form of revenue when funding from Kabul halted. Such was
the case in 1929 when Amanullah Khan‘s government fell after pressing modern reforms
too quickly on the conservative Afghan people.81 The French newspaper, Le Journal,
noted ―that cases of drugs have been received regularly at the Legation of Afghanistan
and disposed of to defray the expenses of the mission since it fell into reduced
circumstances after the fall of King Amanullah.‖82 Seemingly unconnected to local
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production and unlike later funds channeled for propping up warlords, the Paris
smuggling schemes apparently were either for personal profit or for the economic needs
of the diplomatic post.
Although not serving as the source for Nabil Khan‘s diplomatic traffic
contrivances, northeastern Afghan opium fulfilled the demands of clients in the region.
First reported in British sources at least as early as 1929, the demand for high quality
Badakhshan opium led to the drug being smuggled into China and, less significantly, the
Soviet Union. Since ―opium forms the chief import from Afghanistan,‖ the quantities
were substantial. In 1927 Afghan importers moved an estimated 50,000 lbs. of opium
northward, mostly to the Chinese city of Yarkand in the Xinjiang province. The next year,
the traders delivered 72,000 lbs. Chinese customs agents in Kashgar declared that opium
could be legally sold after paying a duty. In Yarkand and Kashgar, this legal status lasted
only a few months in April 1929 as city magistrates posted notice that the Chinese
government declared opium a contraband item. Muhammed Sharif Khan, a selfnominated ―Afghan Envoy‖ personally received news of this change in policy. The
Yarkand city magistrate told him to pass this information along to his fellow importers.
There was to be no leniency for smugglers as ―anyone who imports opium is to be shot
and the opium is to be confiscated.‖ Despite this dire threat, legal and illegal opium
shipments apparently exceeded those in 1928. The credibility of the Chinese threat is
unknown.83
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What is known is that Afghanistan faced more than its usual inner turmoil with
the brief reign of Bacha-I-Saqao, a reckless warlord, that year. Bacha-I-Saqao led a Tajik
group that was a foreshadowing of the later Pashtun-dominated Taliban. As Jeffrey
Roberts notes, ―Bacha resorted to extortion and terror to maintain his hold on power.‖ 84
During his brief rule, his forces ransacked government buildings, shredding documents
and spreading chaos in their wake. His opium policy, that its usage was "a harmless
passion like playing cards, as opposed to drinking wine," suggested the direction his
regime would have taken had it lasted.85 With an administration (or lack thereof) such as
that back home during the interregnum, Afghan diplomats abroad may have indeed
needed to engage in risky ventures to support themselves and their post. Bacha did not
seem to mind.

Diplomatic Recognition and the Foreshadowing of War
During the early 1930s, the United States continued to dance around two disparate
issues. First, with the continued influence of isolationists, the U.S. refused membership in
the League of Nations. However, on matters of opium control, American diplomats acted
as de facto members of the League. This participation, outside of concern over the
international supplying of domestic addicts, emanated from national security
considerations especially in Asia. Second and less significantly, recognition of
Afghanistan had not been forthcoming from the Americans. When that official
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recognition was granted in 1934, potential economic opportunities unsurprisingly would
provide the rationale for the shift in American policy.
Throughout the 1920s, Afghanistan sought diplomatic relations with the United
States; meanwhile, Washington equivocated on fulfilling this request. As mentioned
previously, a lack of interest, the bureaucratic process, and a desire not to perturb the
British stymied American recognition. By 1931, this reticence dropped. The State
Department‘s Division of Near Asian Affairs acknowledged the long-standing Afghan
wishes for an economic relationship with the U.S. as a counter against British and
Russian pressure. For the Americans, new opportunities would accompany a change in
the diplomatic status of the two nations. Spiritually, the move would give new impetus to
Christian missionaries ―to penetrate this virgin, and particularly heathen, territory.‖ 86
Potential economic benefits included profitable exports –firearms, tires, and cars–and for
American consumers: animal skins and wool. Oil, another potential Afghan export, ―the
subject of special interest on the part of the Afghan government,‖ held out the most
promise for further American-Afghan cooperation. Lastly, open relations could facilitate
―untold possibilities for archaeological research‖ by American institutions. 87 When
international actions led to the realization that U.S. participation in the growing global
war seemed likely, foreign policy makers would soon view the land-locked Central Asia
nation and its capacity to produce opium as a national security concern.
After the election of a Roosevelt administration that backed an internationalist
approach, the days that Afghanistan remained unrecognized dwindled. After fifteen years
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of discrete inquiries, the new Afghan government made a direct request for improving
economic and political relations. By 1934, Mohammed Zahir Shah reigned as the Afghan
King, five years after his father, Nadir, executed Bacha-I-Saqao and then was
subsequently assassinated. In reality, the young monarch ruled at the behest and under the
guidance of his four experienced uncles, all hailing from the ―Yahya Khel lineage of the
Mohammedzai clan of the Barackzai branch of the Durrani tribe.‖88 As such, the Royal
government was essentially ―a limited oligarchy, with the power elite concentrated in the
inner circles of the Mohammedzai family.‖ 89 Although the stability of the new regime
worried the Americans, diplomatic recognition soon followed. However, the exchange of
representatives took some time as the Division of Near Eastern Affairs worried about the
safety of American diplomats in Afghanistan. This delay in recognition and appointment
of personnel wounded the Afghans‘ pride. This cultural difference between American
directness and the Afghan trait of indirect negotiations reflected the first in a series of
misunderstandings the two nations would face in the future.90
U.S. involvement in the League of Nations reflected their ambivalent positions.
In fact, American participation in the League reversed their Afghan stance: external
acceptance and inward resistance. Thus, the U.S would display public opposition to the
League while working in association with it on specific issues. Primarily this cooperation
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revolved around opium.91 However, this collaboration did not guarantee positive results
from imperial powers, which used opium to fund the governance of their colonies. Still,
the United States pushed for a major international effort to control the flow of opiates and
other drugs. That endeavor came to fruition in 1931, with the ―Conference on the
Limitation of the Manufacture of Narcotic Drugs.‖ Two critical developments arose from
this meeting. First, the attendees created the Drug Supervisory Board, which existed
outside of the League of Nations, thereby providing an approved entity for full American
participation. Second, Harry J. Anslinger consolidated his ability to affect drug policy
domestically and internationally. He would decide which American companies had
license to process opium and which nations could export drugs into the U.S. With an
astute use of international treaties and skillful use of public relations, Anslinger protected
the Federal Bureau of Narcotics from the government reorganizations that occurred
during the Depression.
Anslinger boosted the power of the FBN by linking its domestic focus with
foreign affairs. The ability of a ―middle-level‖ bureaucrat to connect domestic drugs fears
(often tinged with racism) and international concerns enabled Anslinger to ―use the vague
authority vested in the narcotics commissioner to establish an incipient personal fiefdom
in the federal bureaucracy.‖ He further inflated the significance of his Bureau by
combining it with larger diplomatic goals of the State Department. Drawing attention to
the foreign drug manufacturers, Anslinger ―greatly increased the FBN‘s access to
information, which brought the bureau onto the periphery of an emerging intelligence
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community.‖92 As mentioned previously, the onset of the Anslinger era meant that one
person would control American drug policy for the next three decades. When
Afghanistan and the United States discussed drug issues and transactions over the next
three decades, it would be Anslinger who ultimately controlled the American response.
The concomitant U.S. participation in League of Nations activities came about as
Afghanistan positioned itself for entry into the international body. While the fear of a loss
of sovereignty blocked American entry, Afghanistan desired to join to create ―a degree of
security through membership in international organizations.‖93 Just after the Soviets
entered the League, Afghanistan did the same in September 1934.94 Although League
actions impacted Afghanistan minimally at this point, its involvement in setting global
drug policy, along with the Drug Advisory Board, set the stage for later United Nations
determinations about which nations could be legal international opium producers.
Afghanistan leaders early on adopted a nuanced, if furtive, approach to their drug
policy, most apparent when comparing the nation‘s official rhetoric concerning domestic
narcotics use with the behind-the-scenes zeal for opium exports. In a pattern that will
repeat itself ('the shell game'), Afghan government officials had two opposing stances
about the poppy. The first involved an embracing of opium exports, the second a
repudiation of the trade. In 1931 for example, the State Department noted that
Afghanistan had a 30% export duty on opium.95 The following year, the Royal
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government reported that it cultivated seventy tons of opium on forty hectares.96
Conversely, the Afghan Customs Act of 1313 (1934) declared that ―all kinds of poisons,
opium, morphine, cocaine, charas [hash], wine and all other intoxicants‖ could not be
imported. A ban on foreign sales of opium is noticeably absent from the detailed
exporting list of the same Act.97 It is critical to examine this earlier pattern as it points to
two significant facts. First, Afghan government officials have long benefitted from their
domestic drug production. Second, regardless of whatever public pronouncements that
were made, a large portion of poppy cultivation existed outside of the various Afghan
governments‘ ability to control.
The entry of Afghanistan into the League of Nation meant that the nation would
need to engage diplomatically with member nations and critical non-members, in
particular the United States, over narcotics issues. In June 1935, Afghanistan agreed to
accede to the 1931 Convention for Limiting the Manufacture and Regulating the
Distribution of Narcotic Drugs.98 The next year, the government assigned General
Mohamed Omer Khan, the Afghan League of Nation delegate, to attend a ―Convention
for the Suppression of the Illicit Traffic in Dangerous Drugs.‖99 Although he presented
impressive military and diplomatic credentials, it is unclear what drug expertise the
general offered.100
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The fact that Afghanistan lacked diplomats who had hands-on knowledge
concerning drugs was not surprising since there were no government organizations that
competently compiled information on the drug trade in the 1930s, nor was there much
indication of an internal addict crisis. As the first League of Nations data on Afghanistan
made clear, before the new administration of Zahir Shah joined the international body, no
Afghan department competently tabulated drug statistics. The only agency that exercised
authority over opium, the Ministry of Public Health, concerned itself with the domestic
consumption of drugs.101 The Ministry apparently enforced earlier Afghan drug laws,
although it appears, especially in the Badakhshan province, that these laws lacked
enforcement mechanisms. Adding to earlier flaccid anti-opium measures, Afghanistan
outlawed the importation of opium (and cannabis-related products) in 1930.102 This fear
of foreign opium seemed misplaced. From the Afghan perspective, the rarely encountered
domestic opium abusers posed little problem. The American legation in Tehran agreed as
well, noting that in Afghanistan, unlike Persia (Iran), ―opium is smoked by a very limited
number of the inhabitants, but it is apparently used in moderation and the population as a
whole shows no sign of addiction.‖103 Other foreign visitors commented on the "endless"
poppy fields.104
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Whether due to disinterest, the lack of enforcement resources, instability, or
malfeasance, Afghanistan demonstrated a certain reticence to supply the League of
Nations with accurate, timely information. In particular, League officials required the
statistics on the amount of raw opium held in stock.105 Afghanistan was by no means the
only country, which did not meet the request for narcotics data, an international
obligation after committing to the 1931 Drug Convention.106 An American inquiry one
year later into the missing data found the Afghan government reluctant to furnish the
information as ―new laws are now in the process of being printed.‖107 This flimsy excuse,
at the advent of their participation in international drug control, marked a recurring theme
for Afghans and accountability for the domestic drug trade: obfuscation along with
feigned and actual barriers to compliance. When Afghanistan finally reported statistics
for the years 1934 through 1940, it was clear to the State Department that these figures
were grossly inaccurate. In 1934 through 1938, the Soviet Union purchased the largest
amount of opium with a major 50 ton transaction in 1938.108 The declared opium yields
were 26, 302 kilograms in 1937, 32,140 in 1938, 8,920 in 1939, and 11, 196 in 1940.
Noting that the nation‘s average annual opium production ―probably exceeded 75,000
kilograms,‖ it was apparent that ―Afghanistan reported only a small portion of its
exports.‖109
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The inconsistency of the production figures given to the League of Nations by
Afghan officials began to capture the interest of two different agencies in the United
States. The growing involvement of the State Department in drug diplomacy, starting in
the 1920s, could have proven detrimental to the newest bureaucracy on the international
block: the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, under the aegis of the Treasury. However, these
venerable organizations forged working relations on narcotics issues. This cooperation
was mostly due to the efforts of Anslinger and Stuart J. Fuller, assistant chief of the Far
Eastern division in the State Department. With his use of informants worldwide,
Anslinger managed to inflate the significance of his small bureau through funneling of
intelligence to ―the State Department, the Justice Department (especially the Federal
Bureau of Investigations), the Customs Agency Service, and military intelligence.‖ 110
Despite the ability to gather and disseminate information, neither the State nor the
Treasury could garner accurate data on the Afghan drug trade. The State Department,
albeit without much alarm, noted Afghanistan exported roughly ninety tons of opium to
the Soviet Union in the three years before 1937.111 Looking at similar numbers, the
League of Nations commented that the Soviet Union, despite being the lead importer of
Afghan opium, deserved to be considered an exporter since the Soviets sold more than
they purchased or produced.112 The 1937 to 1940 statistics also pointed to the Soviet
Union as the prime destination, at least according to official Afghan sources. 113 More
worrisome than these transactions to American interests, Axis powers looked to make
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trade agreements with Afghanistan. As will be seen shortly, American policy makers
reshaped their views concerning Afghanistan opium and especially its international
customers in light of the coming global war.

Conclusion
In part stemming from their occupation of Philippines in 1898, the United States
engaged in a hard fought campaign to get international support for the end of recreational
opium. Unlike other empires of the day, America decided not to create colonial opium
regimes. Rather, anti-drug crusaders led to League of Nations-affiliated programs that
attempted to regulate the global narcotics trade. By the 1930s, the U.S. extensively and
relatively successfully shaped a policy of domestic control –the criminalization of
addiction– and a set of international agreements.
Meanwhile, after winning their freedom from British control, the Afghans moved
to organize their nation and economy. This change included new provisions for trade and
tariffs on export. One traditional crop was a plant that had been forging its relationship
with particular Afghan regions before Columbus had left Europe: opium. It provided
regional trade opportunities for Afghan farmers and traders. The nation had no railroads
and few roads but many smuggling trails. At best Afghan opium ventured only to its
neighboring states, most likely China, Persia, and the Central Asian Republics of the
Soviet Union. Both government-approved and government-affiliated producers delivered
their goods into a legal system for international sales. Outside those channels domestic
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drug traffickers peddled their wares throughout the nation while serving foreign
customers. As Afghanistan entered the international drug regulation system under the
League of Nations, the need to present accurate and timely reports of the drug economy
pestered Kabul. Corruption, dismal transportation systems, and a lack of resources
inhibited this effort.
Located between Soviet and British spheres of influence, Afghanistan attracted
little attention from Americans or the American government. Kabul‘s efforts to gain
official recognition exposed the nation to the vagaries of U.S. foreign policy and its
implementations. Depression-era realities led the Roosevelt Administration to recognize
Afghanistan for potential economic gains, although little came of it during the 1930s.
Simultaneously, Harry J. Anslinger steered the Bureau of Narcotics throughout the
decade, solidifying his control over the direction the domestic and foreign incipient war
on drugs would take for decades into the future. In this formative period, Anslinger paid
little attention to the remote poppy fields of Afghanistan. Like most of his fellow citizens,
the director ignored the land-locked and exotic (by American standards) nation.
U.S. lack of interest (both economic and political) in Afghanistan would end with
the coming of the Second World War. The two nations would begin their on-again-offagain relationship in the context of national security. For the Afghans, the United States
offered an alternative to Russian or British intrigues; the Americans would view
Afghanistan as a source for a critical wartime resource.
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CHAPTER 2: THE OPIUM SALES
"His Government would agree to sell it [opium] at a reasonable price, as the main idea is
to establish friendly commercial relations with the United States."114
Mohammed Omar, the Consul of Afghanistan in New York
"It is doubtful whether it [the Afghan government] could effectively control the trade in
outlying provinces where most of the opium is grown, without the greatest difficulty and
possibly even minor rebellions."115
Charles Thayer, Charge d‘Affaires, Kabul

At the precipice of an unprecedented global conflict, foreign policy decision
makers prioritized the acquisition of needed supplies during a period of mounting
tensions. As Axis and Allied nations marched toward war, strategic resources, (oil, food,
steel etc.) grew scarce. Added to that list were the most effective painkillers: opiates and
their derivatives. The connection between national security and narcotics would lead to a
'marriage of convenience' for the United States and Afghanistan
The United States and Afghanistan forged their symbiotic drug relationship
during the Second World War. Before the advent of this global war, neither nation had
any significant connection with each other. Although Afghanistan did come to the notice
of drug crusaders before the conflict, the American planners who designed national
security policy paid little attention to Afghan opium. That omission would change shortly
after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
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The chaos and destructiveness of WWII provided the Americans with an
opportunity to enact an audacious scheme to dominate the world‘s legal opium supply.
Under this plan, the United States, after receiving the blessings of the British, secretly
negotiated with Afghans in order to purchase their poppy harvests. No one-time
transaction, the United States government and leading American drug manufacturers
bought tons of the raw material. As the U.S. achieved dominance in the legal opium trade
and the war drew to a conclusion, a new message was given to Afghanistan: end the
cultivation of the highly profitable plant. After their brief but significant opium
commerce during the war, when the purchase of Afghan opium was deemed of critical
importance, the United States no longer viewed the land-locked nation or its prized
export as a matter of national security.
This chapter will examine the developments that led to the secret drug
transactions between the United States and Afghanistan. In doing so, it will be
demonstrated that contrary to most research on the history of U.S.-Afghan relations (and
especially any examination of the drug connection between the two nations), the
Americans had a greater level of national security interests in Afghanistan than has
previously been disclosed. In the face of German and Japanese aggression, the United
States willingly engaged with the Afghan people for their most lucrative export. Indeed,
the Allies feared a possible lean towards the Axis from Kabul would thwart potential
alternative land lease routes into the Soviet Union and China. This chapter charts the
secretive opium purchase negotiations that started the process of the United States
replacing the British in the 'Great Game.' The next section explores how the United States
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made the most of its new commercial relationship with Afghanistan in relation to the goal
of increased intelligence about drug production in the nation. The results of that effort
conclude the chapter.
After being a leader in the fight against opium in the 1920s, the United States
foreign policy establishment altered its understanding of the drug, regarding it not just for
its narcotic effects but as a method for funding combatants in East Asia. This reconceptualization of Asian opium for the United States intensified during the chaos of the
growing conflict between China and Japan. Although both of the preceding nations
capitalized on narcotics trafficking, the Americans particularly viewed Japanese control
as dangerous after the clash at the Marco Polo Bridge south of Beijing (then called
Beiping) in June 1937. American policy makers gave credence to the belief ―that Japan
was partly trying to conquer China with narcotics.‖116 These authorities also projected
that further Japanese advances could promote opium addictions in neighboring nations;
thereby debilitating the citizenry while reaping increased profits for the aggressors.117
This fear of Tokyo capitalizing on the chaotic conditions in China spread
throughout the United States, a fear that anti-drug crusaders hoped to capitalize on. In an
effort to inflate the importance of Bureau of Narcotics in light of the growing
uncertainties of war, Harry J. Anslinger, the Commissioner of Narcotics, intentionally
provided distorted reports about the Japanese to the media. Anslinger claimed that
Japan‘s earlier expansion into Manchuria led to the control of the Chinese opium traffic.
This consolidation of power demonstrated the intentional effort by the Japanese to create
116
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a monopoly which was used as ―a weapon of war.‖ The Commissioner and his close ally
in the State Department, Stuart Fuller, overlooked the Nationalists‘ own substantial drug
trafficking.118 As such, the Americans backed off on demanding that the Chinese
suppress their opium. With a limited ability to pressure Tokyo to curtail the drug traffic in
the Far East, the U.S. leaned heavily on British diplomats to join their efforts against the
Japanese. To this effect, Helen Howell Moorhead continued in her capacity as an
unofficial spokesperson for the U.S. Although not part of the government, ―she was close
enough to the State Department to know its thinking on the matter.‖119 Soon the nearallies saw opium ―control as an aspect of security policy.‖ 120 When the U.S. finally
entered the war a few years later, opium policy assumed an even greater degree of
importance.
American foreign policy decision-makers demonstrated this new sensitivity to the
national security aspects of Asian opium in the first strategic conceptualization of
Afghanistan. Most historical treatises of the Afghan-American relationship claim that the
U.S. had little strategic interest in Afghanistan before the Cold War. A closer
examination of the opium negotiations during the Second World War suggests that the
nation, bordering important allies, China, and the Soviet Union, (not to mention Iran and
British-controlled India) attained a greater level of significance earlier than previously
academics have acknowledged.
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Two key factors shaped this new mindset: geography and ‗agriculture.‘ The first
feature offered the Allies an alternative route to ship war materials to the Russians and
Chinese.121 When the Americans opened their first mission in Kabul after the attack on
Pearl Harbor, one of the top priorities involved gaining Afghan permission to route lendlease aid to Joseph Stalin and Chiang Kai-shek. This potential route alone ―meant that
Afghanistan had acquired a very significant strategic importance for Allied war plans.‖ 122
Although Afghanistan‘s potential as a transit route for lend-lease aid never came to
fruition, opium played a critical role in planning and implementing an American national
security policy for Afghanistan. Starting in the late 1930s and continuing after the United
States entered the war, Afghanistan, and its most profitable export in particular, became
the subject of a series of reports and observations from the State Department and Bureau
of Narcotics personnel.
Afghanistan opium officially transformed into a national security priority as the
U.S. stood on the precipice of WWII. As in the First World War, American planners
noted the strategic value of the poppy plant for four critical reasons. Primarily, the
morphine processed from the raw opium served as a crucial battlefield medicament.
Second, purchasing the potent Afghan export would deny these resources to the enemy,
in this case, the Axis nations. Third, buying the unprocessed drug provided an economic
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benefit for Afghanistan and helped the impoverished nation during the war and thus,
conversely, keeping it from cooperating fully with the Axis. Forth, opium served as a de
facto currency for American military commanders who used it "to pay for information
about enemy movements and opium was also used for money to pay for chicken, egg,
rice, salt, etc. [replacing] Japanese currency and British silver."123
Before the first inclinations that the U.S. would become part of the anti-Axis
Alliance, the State Department directed their personnel to provide confidential reports on
the Afghan economy and its relations with major nations. The first reporting from a 1935
visit by State employee Raymond Hare noted three significant issues about the nation‘s
trade and trading partners. First (and not surprising considering the shared border), the
Soviet Union was the pre-eminent purchaser of Afghan goods, including agricultural
products, cotton and wool. The third largest Soviet agricultural purchase was of opium,
roughly ninety tons in a three years span. The second item of note, the growing presence
of Germans and Japanese in Kabul, appeared more troublesome than these Russian
transactions. At this stage, Japan apparently had alternative sources for opium and had no
need to purchase the unprocessed drug from Afghanistan. 124 Germany only bought a
small reported amount in 1935 and 1936, averaging 1.5 tons each year.125 One of the
Afghans' foreign partners, France, would soon be under the control of the Axis. Before
the war, they sold smoking opium destined for the French Indochina colony, specifically
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for use by the Meo tribe.126 After their collapse at the hands of the Germans, France (who
previously bought 2.4 tons in 1939 127) ended their opium trade with Afghanistan.
The third significant item reported described the preferred Afghan method of
conducting trade: monopolies under the control of the royal government. The prime
institution that engaged in trading monopolies was the Afghan National Bank (Banki
Milli). Created in 1930 (then called Sherkat-i-Ashami-i-Afghan), this institution operated
as a joint-stock company, receiving profits ―from trade rather than exclusively from
interest or usury.‖ Funds, public and private, financed the operations of the Banki Milli. It
provided services in most major Afghan cities and had several offices abroad, including
one in New York.128 Along with conducting trade directly with other nations, the Bank
also functioned as a facilitator for foreign trade for commodities not directly under its
authority.129 It also provided ―unprecedented opportunities for private profit‖ in
Afghanistan.130 Not surprisingly in the destitute nation, the elite benefitted most from the
monopolies as the arrangement led to ―a mutually beneficial cooperation with the Afghan
ruling dynasty.‖ 131 With the tripling of foreign trade between 1938 and 1944, members of
the royal family "made fortunes" since they were the principal shareholders. 132
The bank would soon be instrumental in the massive American purchases of raw
opium. With royal blessings (and despite the public pronouncements against drug
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consumption), the Banki Milli encouraged opium cultivation with a 10% ad valorem
tax.133 Following a model influenced by Italian fascism, Afghanistan also relied on local
government-run opium monopolies to assist in the exportation of opium. For example,
the Shirkat-i-Sadirat-i-Tiryak exported the opium grown in Herat.134 This joint-stock
company maintained its status as the prime government-approved opium distributor from
1935 to 1944, of which the last three years saw the Americans as the most significant
customer.135 Despite the relative paucity of natural resources and commercial
opportunities, Afghanistan managed to have ―a favorable balance of payments‖ during
most years from 1937-1944. Although karakul skins were the largest single export, no
product was more valuable by weight than opium for the Afghans. 136
Not surprisingly, the monopoly arrangement did not always pay well for the
individual farmers. Some opium cultivators found black market prices too tempting and
sold part of their harvest to traffickers. They swindled the government collectors by
mixing "clay and cooked dried apricots" in with their opium.137 Still, the Banki Milli and
Shirkat-i-Sadirat-i-Tiryak exporters must have been selective as Afghan opium always
maintained a reputation as being of superior quality.
The advent of war in 1939 pushed the Soviet Union and the Axis countries to look
to Afghanistan for opium. As throughout the early and mid 1930s, Russia purchased the
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bulk of legally exported opium, with an average of thirty tons per year. 138 It is not fully
clear why the Soviets bought Afghan opium as the U.S.S.R. itself was a producer and an
exporter of the drug. Most likely, the superiority of the Afghan poppy (with its higher
morphine content) attracted the attention of regional traders, medicine producers, and
addicts. Despite these and other transactions between the Afghans and the Soviets, the
former remained wary of the latter, even more so than their other traditional great power
enemy, the British.139 In the 1930s, the Royal Government in Kabul believed that the
U.S.S.R. ―was the only immediate threat to continued Afghan independence.‖140 This
fear would be increased by the presence of Soviet forces in Central Asia that eventually
moved westward after the fall of France to Germany in 1940.141 With Stalin‘s attention
on Western Europe, the Axis looked to increase their contacts with Afghanistan.
Japan had earlier begun to make contacts with the Afghan nation. Japanese trade
with Afghanistan increased greatly by the end of the 1930s. According to a later Central
Intelligence Agency post-war report, ―Japan occupied first place in supplying
Afghanistan with goods before World War II. 142 The Japanese primarily sent finished
textile products along with ―bazaar goods‖ (described as ―general merchandise‖) to the
detriment of India who could not compete with these less expensive imports.143 The State
Department‘s sources believed a claim, later proved false, that importing Afghan opium
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was not necessary as the Japanese were able to purchase the narcotic from Iran, or
Thailand, two nations that also imported some of their smoking opium from Afghanistan.
Beyond commercial benefits, Japan attempted to use Afghanistan as an espionage base
against their Russian and Chinese rivals in the territories of Soviet Turkestan and
Sinkiang, respectively. 144 Despite its limited success in textiles, Japan‘s brazen attempt to
use Afghanistan failed as ―their efforts were obvious to everyone and reached a point
where the Afghan Government found it necessary both to request the recall of the
Japanese Military Attaché at Kabul and to dispense with the services of a Japanese
instructor in the Army whose ostensible functions were to give lessons in ju-jitsu.‖ Japan
suffered a further loss of prestige in their inability to complete other projects in
Afghanistan such as bridge-building in the Helmand Province. This botched attempt to
gain Afghan favor was most evident in their refusal to grant an oil concession in the
Herat Province to the petroleum-starved Japanese.145
The other two main Axis members, Germany and Italy, achieved some success in
its dealings with Afghanistan, which had pro-Axis leanings during the height of Hitler‘s
battlefield victories. Arnold Fletcher notes that ―from the Afghan point of view, Germans
were desirable foreigners… [with] no history of imperialism in the area, and [were] on
unfriendly terms with both the Soviet Union and Great Britain.‖146 The Nazis improved
their standing among the people of Afghanistan through their willingness to supply easy
credit for industrial equipment. The Third Reich‘s eagerness to construct roads and
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bridges, to permit Lufthansa to run flights between Berlin and Kabul (the only European
nation to offer such direct connections), and to supply the Afghan army also conveyed
the impression that Germany could serve as a counterweight to the machinations of the
British and the Soviets.147 By 1939, Germany had the largest contingent of foreigners
within Afghanistan; its commercial functions allowed the Nazi regime to position agents
from various intelligence gathering bureaucracies: the Abwehr (military intelligence), the
Auswaretige (the foreign secret service of the Nazi party), and the Sicherheitdienst (the
Foreign Secret Service).148 Germany also took ―special delight in sending agents into the
tribal territories to stir up trouble for the British.‖ Kabul was abuzz during the war ―with
stories about secret meetings between German emissaries and such strange-sounding
local troublemakers [according to an American diplomat] as the Faqir of Ipi and the Mad
Mullas.‖ These efforts came to naught but apparently ―the Faqir and the Mullah turned a
pretty penny at German expense.‖149 Their attempts to improve Afghanistan's
infrastructure also proved to be a failure as the bridges and dams the Germans had built
collapsed due to spring flooding.150
The Afghan Royal Government also welcomed the Italians who, like the Germans,
made a significant push to assist Kabul in modernization efforts. Indeed, Afghan-Italian
relations started off on an early, positive note after the establishment of a diplomatic
147
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mission right after independence from the British in 1919. 151 This emphatic relationship
continued in the follow-up to World War II. Rome conducted direct negotiations with the
Royal Afghan government for raw opium. In February 1939, Mussolini‘s delegates
worked out an agreement to buy cotton, hides, and an undisclosed amount of opium from
Afghanistan in exchange for Italian manufactured goods. Upon discovery of this deal
after conversing with Italian diplomats in Tehran, the American Legation promptly
reported its findings to Washington. 152 Large scale opium deals by the Axis powers
attracted attention from the State Department.
The German invasion of the Soviet Union fundamentally reshaped Afghanistan's
foreign policy. No longer would the Axis serve as an alternative source of funding as the
two 'Great Game' powers that surrounded the Afghans had become allies. In August 1941,
next door Iran had been invaded by the British and the Soviets after refusing to expel
Axis personnel. Afghanistan had previously issued a declaration of neutrality in August
1940. However, in October 1941 when the U.K. and the U.S.S.R. requested that Kabul
oust its Axis guests, the Afghan government, unhappily, granted this demand to prevent a
joint-occupation by its two powerful neighbors. No longer would Afghanistan engage
with the Axis.153
Later investigations by foreign attaches demonstrated that American fears of Axis
opium transactions with Kabul proved accurate. As early as 1935, Germany purchased
opium from Afghanistan, transiting the drug through India. In 1940 the Japanese
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orchestrated their purchase of seventy-five cases of Herat and twenty-five cases of
Badakhshan opium using the official authority in charge of the exportation of the drug:
the Afghan National Bank. This particular transaction was routed through the Persian
cities of Meshed and Bushire, with a processing fee apparently charged to the National
Bank in Tehran. The following year, the Afghan National Bank refused an opium
shipment to the Soviets, who offered Russian merchandise, in lieu of the cash made from
selling to Indochina (then under Japanese control), Japan and Siam. This willingness to
make opium available in 1941 for export was an official decision, at least on the
province-level. The American foreign Minister in Afghanistan, Cornelius Van H. Engert,
noted that ―the Director of Agriculture in the province of Herat was encouraging farmers
to cultivate poppies for the production of opium. Apparently no restrictions were placed
on such production, and, provided the growers have a government permit, they can also
sell opium. Only the purchase of opium without a permit is a punishable offense.‖ 154
Whether to the Axis or to the Allies, Afghanistan was ready, willing, and able to sell its
high-quality opium to the highest (cash) bidders. In 1942, a new bidder would
permanently change the dynamics of Afghanistan‘s drug export market.

Negotiations
Less than a month after the December 7, 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor and now
engaged in a global conflict against the Axis, the United States first conceived of
Afghanistan as a matter of national security in good part due to its poppy fields. War-time
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necessities influenced and altered previous American anti-drug sentiments; this abrupt
change was most apparent when the U.S. continued its plan to stockpile raw opium. On
January 7 1942, the American Commissioner in India, Thomas Murray Wilson, received
information from the Secretary of External Affairs for the Government of India, Hugh
Weightman, about a possible supplier: Afghanistan.
The British-occupiers of India grew concerned over the fragility of the Afghan
economy and hoped that coupling an American demand for opium with an Afghan need
for trade (something the cash strapped English could not provide) would fulfill two needs
with one action. Weightman wrote: ―As you are aware the Government of India take [sic]
a close interest in the stability of Afghanistan and its Government. That stability naturally
depends very closely on the continued sales of the country‘s main products, and of course
has been very greatly affected by the outbreak of war with Japan. Two of these products
have been or may be of interest to the United States of America…‖ These products,
opium and Karakul skins, no longer could be traded without great difficulty due to the
war. Japan‘s quick successes led to a lack of access to Far East opium markets for
Afghan opium, notably Malaya and Thailand. A land-locked nation at the whim of its
beleaguered neighbors, Afghanistan found few opportunities to transport or market its
products abroad, a condition made worse when the U.S. was drawn into the conflict.155
The collapse of the small but essential American trade in Karakul skins impacted the
Afghans. From the outbreak of world war in 1939 to December 7th 1941, the U.S. served
as the ―sole remaining market‖ of the prized lamb skins. Secretary Weightman saw an
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American solution as beneficial for all three parties involved: Afghanistan, British India,
and the United States.156
After Commissioner Wilson informed Secretary of State Hull, this potential deal
drew the attention of the person singularly in charge of American drug policy during the
war: Harry Anslinger. Working through the State Department, he passed on his interests
to negotiate with the Afghan people, asking details on ―morphine content, and price per
pound.‖ The Commissioner hoped that Afghanistan could supply the U.S. with one
thousands chests, each containing 160 pounds of raw opium–eighty tons in total.
An opium deal between the Americans and Afghans would not have been out of
place for the United States at the start of the war. A later United Nations report listed the
United States as being a purchaser of the raw material from Afghanistan starting at least
as early as 1937. The following year, the Americans bought over four tons of opium.
Most likely, these U.S. pharmaceutical companies conducted these purchases.
Regardless the shipped product was "mostly of very high quality, 13 to 16 per cent of
morphine."157 As such, neither the Afghans nor the Americans were completely ignorant
about each other as buyer or seller before Pearl Harbor.
The initial informal offer reported was shocking: an outrageous price of $2170 per
chest, a ten-fold increase in price. Weightman offered his government‘s service in
working with the Afghans to lower the offer. However, he believed that direct
intervention by the British in the negotiations would be detrimental as he feared giving
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the Afghans ―the impression that large demands might be coming in and that
consequently they could push their prices to the sky.‖ He recommended a direct meeting
between the Narcotics Bureau and the Afghan government. Through ―round-about
information,‖ Weightman discovered that the ―Af American [sic] Bank in New York‖
could be contacted to negotiate a large scale opium transaction. The Secretary noted that
despite the Indian Government‘s inability to work a better deal, it could facilitate transit
from Afghanistan and through India. Overall, he expressed the Indian ―Government‘s
gratitude to you for your co-operation in this matter.‖158
Not surprisingly Anslinger turned down this unrealistic offer. Herbert Gaston, the
assistant Secretary of Treasury, whose authority included the Narcotics Bureau, noted the
Commissioner's specific concerns to the Secretary of State:
The Commissioner of Narcotics states that the price quoted is excessive;
that much cheaper opium is available in international markets. He also
states that if this Government should find it desirable to purchase
opium in order to relieve the situation in Afghanistan it would become
necessary to increase the price of morphine and codeine manufactured
from this opium, and that the increase would have to be borne by the
sick and injured. He is reluctant to agree to such policy at this time for
the reason that there has been no price increase in manufactured
narcotics since the outbreak of the war several years ago.159

The Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, referred this refusal to Thomas Wilson, the
American Commissioner in India, adding that the Indian Government should assist in this
situation especially in light of ―their expressed willingness to cooperate in every way.‖160
Again, the British demurred from a direct role. Weightman claimed that evidence
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of ―the hand of the Indian Government [should not be] shown in this question…,
[because] 1) it would not operate to their own good and, 2) might have the effect of
causing the Afghan Government to feel we were desperately in need of the opium if the
Government of India approached them.‖ He advised either making a direct contact ―to
make a flat offer‖ between the United States Narcotics Commissioner and the Afghan
Bank in New York or to ―let the whole thing rest for while…a ‗wait-see‘ policy seems
indicated.‖ The price-gouging scheme, as evident in Karakul skins as well, would
eventually come to be regretted, Weightman believed, as ―they will learn in time that this
kind of a game will hurt them more than they realize today.‖ 161 For the first part of 1942,
Anslinger followed Weightman‘s advice and did nothing on the proposed purchase.162
Weightman‘s counsel appeared accurate as the Afghan Government approached
the Americans with a price more reflective of market values by September. Mohammed
Omar served as both the Consul of Afghanistan in New York and President of the
Afghan-American Trading Corporation. In his meeting with Harry Anslinger in New
York, Omar noted that the Afghanistan Government Opium Monopoly had thirty tons of
high-quality raw opium available for purchase. Unlike the bloated original offer, he
―believed his Government would agree to sell it at a reasonable price, as the main idea is
to establish friendly commercial relations with the United States.‖ With a better price
available, Anslinger discussed his other main concern over this large drug deal: the
transportation. The U.S. could only get access to the opium from the Indian port city of
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Karachi. There would be not any possibility of American transportation from Afghanistan
however. To allay his concerns, Omar noted that his government would handle shipment
over-land to Karachi. With the price negotiated and a neutral drop-off point arranged,
Anslinger recommended the drug purchase to his superiors in the Treasury
Department.163
After the international aspects had been handled, Anslinger needed to rationalize
the proposed deal back home. His efforts had reached an early impasse after initial
resistance from domestic manufacturers who refused to join the negotiations. ―The
American importers advise[d] that they are unable to purchase this opium because they
are overburdened financially with present reserve stocks now being carried,‖ he lamented.
Despite this apparent surplus for the few authorized drug manufacturers, Anslinger
determined that the Afghan opium should be bought by the American government. He
sent this request to the Defense Supplies Corporation (DSC), a wartime agency
specifically designated to ―produce, acquire, carry, sell, and otherwise deal in strategic
and critical materials, as defined by the President.‖164 The confidential nature of the
negotiations led to a personal appeal from Anslinger, asking the State Department ―not to
cable Kabul about this opium unless approved by your office and this office.‖ DSC
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approved and the government of the United States directly purchased thirty tons of
Afghan opium at $18.75 per kilo.165
The symbolic value of this Afghan opium could be seen in its place of
storage during WWII: in the highly secured vaults of the Treasury Department, side-byside with another crucial resource, the gold reserve. 166 The decision to locate the opium
there demonstrated the re-examination of American foreign policy planners concerning
Afghanistan and its impact on national security. With this reassessment, Afghanistan
became integrated into the American national security mindset. It is my contention that in
this situation and in particular concerning Afghan opium that Afghanistan became a
matter of national security for the United States during World War II. The conventional
analysis on Afghanistan and American national security concerns is that the land-locked
nation was not considered a matter of any importance to the U.S until the late 1970s. My
research demonstrates otherwise although this conclusion must be put into context. After
December 7, 1941, the U.S engaged in a global war against the Axis. As such, areas
previously considered irrelevant backwaters (such as Afghanistan) now became critical.
Communications between the Secretary of State and his representatives in Tehran and
Kabul and the head of Federal Bureau of Narcotics pointed to the concern over
Afghanistan, its potential Axis leanings, and exportable opium.
This new outlook was three-fold. First and most secretive, military planners held
out the possibility that Afghanistan could serve as a transit route for lend-lease aid to
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either China or the Soviet Union.167 Second, the U.S. hoped to increase its strategic
opium stockpile. Lastly, the U.S. and equally important, its British and Russian allies,
looked to force neutral Afghanistan away from the Axis.
Before the American entry into the war, Afghans saw Germany as an effective 3 rd
party who had no lingering claims, past clashes, or territorial desires on Afghanistan; the
same could not be said for the Soviet Union or the previously defeated occupiers, the
British in neighboring India.168 Washington, despite its earlier reluctance to recognize
Afghanistan, enjoyed an early sense of positive feelings in the royal government due to a
previous lack of American interventions in Afghan affairs. The United States sought to
capitalize on this constructive relationship at the end of 1942 by establishing a permanent
mission in Afghanistan.169
Although the head of the Bureau of Narcotics was the prime mover of American
drug policy before and during the war, he did share decision-making duties with other
agencies when politically and operationally feasible. Anslinger, as the architect of this
newly evolving course of action toward Afghan opium, had solidified his role as a
significant player in determining drug policy after surviving the budget cuts forced by the
Great Depression. Although overshadowed by his longtime rival, J. Edgar Hoover,
Anslinger had hung on to power ―by making himself indispensable.‖ The result of this
dependency (due to his loyal domestic followers and his foreign intelligence contacts)
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―further expanded the historically nebulous power vested in his office.‖ Mostly through
the channels of the State Department (with the full cooperation of the Secretary of State
Cordell Hull), Anslinger crafted the American opium policy during World War II and
beyond.170
The majority of information collected about the Afghan drug trade came from the
State Department; in particular from the two American diplomats assigned to Kabul, the
Ambassador, Cornelius Van H. Engert and the Charge d’Affaires, Charles W. Thayer.171
Thayer, due to arrive first, found the Afghans an obstinate host. For almost six months,
he waited in Tehran for an Afghan visa as Kabul stewed over the perceived insult in
sending anything less than a fully accredited Minister. When Roosevelt assigned Engert
to Kabul, the Royal government gave Thayer his visa. 172 The value of the intelligence
that these two State Department diplomats provided pointed to the lack of FBN resources
in Afghanistan.173 Adolph Berle, the assistant secretary of state with intelligence liaison
duties,174 directed Thayer to collect drug ―information…that will be of considerable value
to the Commissioner of Narcotics.‖175 Throughout the remainder of the war, the Bureau
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of Narcotics and the State Department together implemented American drug policy in
Afghanistan.
Gathering data had been a critical mission for the Americans in Afghanistan as
the war progressed. The newly created Office of Strategic Services (OSS) sent (at least)
two agents after 1942 to Kabul just for that purpose. Thayer noted that the two men
―officially confirmed to me what I and others surmised –they were secret agents of the
OSS. Precisely what they were to do in Afghanistan was unclear, except that they were
under instructions to increase the flow of information from Kabul to Washington.‖ It was
remarked that the agents, being experts in ―Central Asian archeology or history,‖ made
for ineffective spies with an espionage background. 176 Despite Anslinger‘s connection to
the OSS (having assisted in its creation by sharing agents, resources, and expertise in
intelligence work), there was no apparent signs of any greater OSS-Bureau of Narcotics
dalliance in Afghanistan. Although the fledgling intelligence agency used ―secret drug
smuggling routes to insert agents behind enemy lines and recruit foreign national drug
smugglers in the cause of freedom and democracy,‖ there would be no strategic reason to
do so in Afghanistan.177 While the O.S.S. did use its agents to transport Iranian opium to
Kachin resistance fighters in Burma178, the available documentation does not suggest any
O.S.S. connection to Afghan drugs. That collaboration would await another agency (the
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CIA) during a different global war (the Cold War). In sum with the only competent
agents on the ground during the war, the State Department supplied the United States
with the lion‘s share of its intelligence on the Afghan drug trade.

Digging Deeper
The war-time trade in opiates between Afghanistan and the United States was not
one-way. Despite its opium cultivation, Afghanistan woefully lacked opiate-based
medicines –a condition made worse by the war. As the nation engaged in negotiations to
sell its prime medicinal plant, the Royal Government pleaded for American
pharmaceuticals. After Secretary of State Cordell Hull instructed the Kabul Legation to
determine what goods (allowable under the purview of the Board of Economic Warfare)
the Afghan people needed from the United States, the American Ambassador, Cornelius
Engert provided a ―badly prepared‖ laundry list of needed drugs. Along with cannabis
extracts and processed cocaine, the Afghan Government asked for a variety of opiatebased medicines: opium tinctures, morphine, and codeine.179
After earlier being cooperative, the Indian government proved less helpful in
transporting American goods, even medicines, to and from Afghanistan. The American
Ambassador, Cornelius Engert had requested that the Department of State push to get
space available on ocean steamers from India that were shipping goods to the U.S.
Providing a small amount of cargo room for Afghan goods, Engert claimed, would be
beneficial ―for purely political reasons.‖ As five tons of needed medicines sat unshipped
179
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in a Mallinckrodt Chemical Works warehouse, the Afghan Counsel in New York
appealed to the State Department for a resolution to the difficulties in working with the
Indian General Agency, ―We beg with you to impress the Indian General Agency with
the urgency of this matter.‖180
Apparently, the State Department succeeded in getting both American medicines
and Afghan opium through India. Interestingly, in communicating the information that
the trade was approved, Engert wanted to make a clarification to the terms of the deal.
Under no circumstances was the Afghan Minister of Foreign Affairs to regard this bulk
purchase as being done by the American Government. The Ambassador specifically
pointed out that ―neither my Government nor this Legation ‗requested‘ to purchase
50,000 pounds of opium [as noted by the Afghan National Bank] but, as clearly
stated…merely wished to confirm the fact that the authorization had been granted for the
importation of not to exceed 50,000 pounds of Afghan opium…issued to the firm of
Merck and Company.‖181 Despite this obfuscation, it was documented that the American
Government played a crucial role in the transaction: as financier, facilitator, and
negotiator. At the highest levels and behind closed doors, the United States authorized a
huge purchase of opium from Afghanistan. For the first, and certainly not the last time,
Afghan opium transformed from a regionally traded commodity to a global export with
this transaction. American planners viewed their opium trade as a brief, wartime
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partnership; Afghans regarded it as a step to encourage stronger relations with the United
States.
The 1942 opium transaction, the first significant secret contact between
Afghanistan and the United States, took months to finalize. From the beginning of the
first discussions between the British and the Americans regarding the purchase of the
drug in January 1942 to the first shipments of opium to the United States in March 1943,
price negotiations between Anslinger and Mohammed Omar of the Afghan National
Bank along with navigating the labyrinth of export and import papers required for
transportation (especially through India) led to the long delay. After the 1943 poppy
harvest season, the process was streamlined and the next large scale purchase occurred
more smoothly.
That same year, as Axis powers began their eventual retreat, the United
States conveyed mixed messages to Afghanistan when discussing opium. The first related
to continuing American concerns that Afghanistan adhere to the 1912 Opium Convention.
Using State Department channels to convey its intentions, American policy makers
publically called for Afghan to curtail its drug trade. Secretly, however, the Roosevelt
Administration wanted to continue its newly established trade with Kabul. The Secretary,
Cordell Hull, with the approval of Anslinger, addressed two concerns: how much opium
did Afghanistan have available for American export and what is the general state and
recent history of opium production in the nation. Thus, an anti-drug message for public
consumption was pushed along the mid and low-level channels at the State while the
Secretary, exposing the deeper connections between Afghan opium and American policy,
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sent a less public message. This bifurcated response suggested an erratic American
foreign policy. As noted by researcher Bewley-Taylor, "behind the ostensible
inconsistencies, a pattern can be discerned...moral idealism and political realism." 182 Not
for the first time would the U.S. publicly back anti opium measures while negotiating
behind closed doors for additional poppy production in Afghanistan.
American concern with Afghanistan‘s devotion to drug laws did not seem to
impact its initial purchase of the drug. Rather, Ambassador Engert relayed the
―assumption that the Royal Government will shortly adhere to the International Opium
Convention of 1912‖ while discussing a shipment of U.S. manufactured narcotic drugs in
January 1943.183 The following month, the Director General of the Political Affairs
informed Engert that the instructions to deliver their adherence to the 1912 Opium
Convention had been conveyed to the Afghan Minister for presentation to the
Netherlands Government, then in-exile in London.184 Shortly thereafter in April, Engert
asked for its assistance in providing information on Afghanistan‘s domestic drug
production. The Ambassador pointed out to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ali
Mohamed Khan:
…the Government of the United States has for many years been active in the
suppression of the illicit use of narcotic and other habit-forming drugs. And I
believe that I am right in saying that the Royal Afghan Government, too, regards
the use of drugs for other than medical purposes as a most pernicious evil, as
182
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witnessed by the fact that it has enacted severe laws to prevent such use and has
adhered to the International Opium Conventions of 1912 and 1931.

Since the January communication, the royal Afghanistan government made clear its
intentions to adhere to these international agreements. This acquiescence involved three
factors. The first, they wanted to gain or, from their perspective, increase American
goodwill. The second reason, and most ironic, was that the Bureau of Narcotics refused
to authorize a delivery of American manufactured narcotics. This, of course, was the
same department led by the bureaucrat, Anslinger, who personally negotiated the first
large scale purchase.185 This use of his leverage was understandable considering his
belief in the essential nature of international cooperation in curtailing drug trafficking. 186
The third consideration hinted at a continuation of the opium transactions between
the two nations. The State Department gave the Afghans two reasons to provide
information on opium cultivation. As mentioned, Engert noted that disclosure of
particular details ―would be of considerable value to American opium manufacturers who
may in future be interested in importing raw Afghan opium.‖ The second reason
referenced the intelligence gathering functions of the Bureau of Narcotics (information
that would later be shared with the Central Intelligence Agency). The United States
Government ―maintains a world-wide organization which collects and collates data on
the production, manufacture, and consumption of all drugs, in order that it may more
readily assist in preventing these drugs from falling into the hands of illicit traffickers.‖
However, verifiable data was not available on the Afghan opium trade. As such, and to
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comply with the 1912 Convention, the Ambassador looked to get specific details on
acreage, methods of control, internal and external trade (including the names of its
international customers), and the price and morphine content.187
The following month American policy makers communicated their desire to
continue the opium relationship with Afghanistan. With clear approval from the
Commissioner of Narcotics, the Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, dictated in a telegram
the secret instructions that demonstrated the significance top bureaucrats placed on
Afghanistan drug trade. He requested an ―estimate [of the] 1943 Afghan opium crop
together with quantity likely to be available for export to the United States.‖ 188 Engert
supplied that answer within a few weeks: a twenty-five ton metric harvest, twenty-three
of which was available for export ―depending upon prices offered‖ to the United
States.189 The following day, Engert sent a telegram concerning a previously arranged
shipment for the Merck Company. Either due to sloppiness or an eagerness to please, the
shipment, when weighed in Karachi, proved to be almost seven hundred pounds heavier
than noted on the export slip.190
In August 1943, Charge d’Affaires Charles Thayer, supplied the Secretary of
State with the most in-depth analysis of the Afghan opium trade completed to that date by
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the Americans. This critical document, transmitted confidentially to Hull, supplied two
sets of descriptions of this commerce. Much like the American policy, there was an
official version and a reality that was ―somewhat at variance‖ with the reporting from the
―competent Afghan authorities.‖ First of all, the Afghan Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ali
Mohamed Khan, reported on the available acreage (20,000 acres per annum) for poppy
production. From this available land, farmers planted just under 3,500 acres yearly. The
system was a combination of government enterprise and individualism, as the
Government Opium Company cultivated the plant along with independent farmers.
Despite the ability to grow poppies, these planters were required to turn in the appropriate
applications through ―their local supervisors (alaqadar) that would be forwarded to Kabul
to wait for the issuance of a permit from the Department of Agriculture.191 Secondly,
according to the Afghan statements, the nation had maintained a firm grip on its opium
cultivation. Abuse of the drug appeared to be out of the question as ―raw opium is not
consumed in Afghanistan.‖ Thayer noted that based on these claims ―it appears that all
production for the last three years has been exported and that none has been consumed
internally or stocked.‖192
The reported control of domestic opium production implied that Afghanistan
could manage its international trade of the narcotic. In 1940-1942, only two foreign
nations reported by the Royal Government to the United States made recognized
transaction: Thailand and Singapore. In 1943, both of the former buyers would not have
191
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made purchases as their own drug needs were being supplied by the opium networks
accessible through the occupying Japanese.193 That year, the Afghan Government Opium
Company had only one officially acknowledged customer: the United States. The demand
from the United States led to a significant increase in exportation almost twice the
amounts sold in the previous years combined.194

"The necessary abracadabra of occidental civilization"
As reported by the Royal Government, Afghan opium production was a wellregulated operation. The reality was a different story. As Thayer noted, ―so much for the
official version of the opium traffic.‖ There was little concerted effort to monitor poppy
cultivation as ―production control is very lax.‖ Even upon discovery of an opium field,
Afghan growers could rely on corrupt officials as the ―rules…can be circumvented by the
payment of small bribes.‖ Also casting doubt on the information gained from the Afghan
Ministry of Foreign Affairs was the discrepancies in the amount of acreage and harvest
levels: ―the fact that the Afghan Government reported in 1937 that the usual acreage was
in the neighborhood of 10,000 acres and production 160,600 pounds would indicate that a
much greater quantity is grown than comes into the hands of the Government Opium
Company.‖ Despite the claim otherwise, Afghan users, especially ―in Badakhshan where
1 out of 5 are said to be addicts,‖ consumed the drug. Left out of the official version as
193
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well was the ―illicit opium retailers who are known to exist in Kabul and the other larger
towns.‖ These smugglers could sell raw opium on the Kabul black market for three to
five dollars per pound cheaper than the officially licensed price.195
The variance from the official report could be explained by several factors. The
first is that with the extensive unofficial trading networks, the best example being the
Pashtuns, drug traffic would be difficult for which to account. Second, travel across
Afghanistan, with its primitive road system and a lack of a railroad, would not permit any
officials with authority over opium cultivation to travel to hard-to-reach provinces.196
Third, the reality of internal opium consumption was at odds with Islam‘s edict against
the narcotic. Fourth, admitting publicly that the government had no control over this
illegal activity could be embarrassing. Privately, however, ―highly-placed Afghan
officials speaking ‗unofficially‘,‖ made no secret of extent of the drug traffic as they
―readily confirm the existence of smuggling and illicit narcotics.‖197
At this stage, Thayer recognized that the United States, in control of the legal
Afghan supply as the only customer, would have an interest in stopping illicit opium
traffic:
The question naturally arises as to what steps the American
Government should take to curtail illegal traffic in Afghan raw opium.
If any action at all is to be taken the Afghan Government will
immediately demand proof positive of the existence of this trade. No
doubt, the Legation could by surreptitious action obtain proof, but such
activities would be deeply resented by the Government as they would
doubtless be considered both as an interference on the internal affairs of
the country and as an aspersion on the religious discipline of the
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population –than which a more sensitive spot would be difficult to find
in the Afghan character.

Not doubted by Thayer was the sincerity of the monarchy to address this problem: ―the
Afghan Government is genuinely anxious to put a stop to the internal consumption of
narcotics and in use of or trade in opium and hashish to three years imprisonment.‖
However, the special conditions of the country led the diplomat to recommend to the
Secretary of State that the Afghan be given some breathing room over the illicit harvests:
The present is not believed to be an appropriate time to stir up such
antagonisms…even with the best will in the world, it is doubtful
whether it could effectively control the trade in outlying provinces
where most of the opium is grown, without the greatest difficulty and
possibly even minor rebellions among the semi-lawless tribes who
deeply resent the slightest interference on the part of the Government
with their affairs. Even to request the Government to keep reliable
acreage and production figures would be asking the impossible in a
country where a land census is unknown and where statistics are
generally fabricated by imaginative clerks to satisfy the curiosity of
foreign investigators or to impress the ruling family who regard
statistics as a part of the necessary abracadabra of occidental
civilization.198

The implications were evident. Afghanistan did not have the ability to tackle its opium
problem. American pressure otherwise would poison the relationship between the two
nations as even the public pronouncement that Afghan had a drug problem would both
reflect on the Islamic piety of the people and the ineffectiveness of the royal government.
It would apparently be very unlikely that controlling the traffic was attainable anytime in
the near future.
What policy should the U.S. adopt in this situation? Thayer offered this advice:
―Under the [previously discussed] circumstances the Legation suggests that the matter be
198
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dropped until the war is over and until the Afghan Government is a little better equipped
than at present to cope with the problem.‖199 This sagacious advice implied the Americans
needed cordial relations with Afghanistan.
In a report on Afghanistan‘s potential agricultural produce sent a week later to the
Secretary of State, Thayer confirmed the inability for Afghanistan to control its opium
harvest. It was noted that Afghanistan had a sizeable amount of raw opium available for
purchase, roughly 22,000 pounds. This harvest was smaller than the previous year when
43,500 lbs. were collected. The estimated 1943 crop of 52,000 lbs. fell short of
expectations. Thayer offered two possible explanations for this discrepancy: either the
crop yield was less than expected due to poor climatic conditions or that the ―smuggling
was unusually profitable.‖ The latter claim is backed by the boost in prices stemming
from the large-scale American purchases from the previous year. He confirmed the
distinct likelihood that cross-border traffic was the best explanation, as ―local
consumption is small though doubtless a considerable quantity is smuggled across the
frontiers.‖200
Top State Department personnel on the ground in Afghanistan had previously
been tasked by Cordell Hull to collect information on all aspects of the opium trade,
whether officially sanctioned by the Royal Government or not. Cornelius Engert in
particular expressed his dismay with the obfuscation coming from the Afghan Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. On several occasions in 1942 and 1943, the Ministry promised to
199
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provide an accurate and complete rendition of laws concerning opium production. By the
end of 1943, that information, again, was not given to the Ambassador, suggesting the
lack of desire and inherent limitations of the Afghan government to comply with
American demands on precise data on drug production. Engert suggested that this
unwillingness was deliberate as ―it is feared, however, that it will probably be found that
no laws on the subject have ever been actually promulgated.‖201

Conclusion
In the context of the long-term American impact on Afghan opium, it is worth
emphasizing the consequences of the secret World War II purchases. After little previous
contact, the United States, at the urging of their British allies, conducted large scale
opium sales with Kabul. These transactions also enabled the U.S. to stockpile a critical
wartime commodity. Conversely, the Afghan people avoided a complete disaster with the
influx of American dollars as even with this aid the economy was ―extremely
gloomy…[as] repercussions of the war on economic conditions are rapidly diminishing
national prosperity.‖202 Fundamentally, opium was a significant export for the Afghan
people, a fact not hidden from American policy makers. After a period of pursuing better
relations with the U.S., the Royal Government regarded the prospect of an American
presence, to counter balance British-Soviet pressure, as a positive development. However,
they discovered that a democratic superpower could be unpredictable and thus
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untrustworthy. On the other hand, Washington noted that Afghan leaders were less than
forthcoming concerning opium. Regardless of the fact that the derivatives of the poppy
plant was a central, even essential, commodity, the U.S. would in the coming year decide
emphatically that Afghanistan no longer would be a legal producer of opium. Unlike the
past experiences of unofficial American involvement in the successful centralization of
the opium trade in Persia in the 1920s, the U.S. missed out on a chance to assist the
nation in gaining a handle on the drug trafficking.203 It was a mistake that would be
repeated, more than once, in the future.
Two larger developments occurred as a result of the Afghan-American opium
interactions. First, as American influence rose in Afghanistan, the British began to
question U.S. motives in Afghanistan. Although the two nations shared an unprecedented
partnership during the war, tensions arose as the Americans entered the ‗Great Game.‘
Initial communications indicate that the leader of the newly established American
diplomatic post, Cornelius Van H. Engert, was gladly accepted by his British counterpart,
Sir Francis Wylie. That cordiality would change over the incessant arguments and delays
about shipping requirements, the resolution of which occupied a good portion of Engert‘s
mission activities. Due to tight war-time restrictions, cargo space was often as valuable as
the item being transported. Since imports came into and out of Afghanistan (to the Allies)
through India, myriad squabbles over paperwork and priorities led to delays for much
needed supplies for the impoverished nation. In part, the American diplomatic staff in
Kabul believed that the British intentionally put up obstacles due to a concern by Britain
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and India that the U.S. was looking to supplant the two nations as the major commercial
partner of the Afghans.204 British records do confirm that was exactly the fear as Sir
Wylie, in a series of dismissive reports about Engert, suggested that American policy was
motivated by more than altruism: ―The principal purpose of the new American Legation
here may conceivably be to muscle in on post war trade with this country [Afghanistan].‖
Wylie found the American Ambassador to be open and honest yet would turn
―mysterious and queer (e.g. over supply, particularly supply of arms)‖ when the topic was
broached. 205
Despite these difficulties between diplomats, the United Kingdom had previously
passed the baton to the United States concerning Afghanistan at least during the duration
of the war. Regardless of the complaints of its staff, higher level British foreign officers
disregarded potential American gains for the larger strategic picture. Afghan affairs
dropped in importance for the United Kingdom as control of the greater prize, India, was
slipping away. As noted when Secretary of External Affairs for the Government of India,
Hugh Weightman, asked for American assistance to provide aid to the Afghan people, a
critical moment occurred in Middle East/ Central Asian affairs. For the first time, the
British Empire privately admitted weaknesses and prompted the Americans to intervene
economically for the sake of keeping Kabul from allying with the Axis. The
recommended manner to do this included purchasing opium. Soon, the Americans would
turn this request into a strategic and economic benefit for itself.
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The second significant development can be attributed to the machinations of one
man, Harry Anslinger, from the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. Serving as the ―guardian of
the free world drug supply,‖ he successfully carried out an effort that led to an American
monopoly on legally available opium supplies by 1943.206 Using previous contacts in the
Near East, Anslinger, as chief architect of American wartime narcotics policy, authorized
opium purchases from past legal sources: India, Persia (Iran), and Turkey. 207 The opium
transactions from Afghanistan differed both in their secretive nature and that the initial
shipments were not made at the request of American pharmaceutical companies. Along
with successfully pressuring the Netherlands and the United Kingdom to end their
colonial opium distribution system, Anslinger essentially mapped out a post-war future
where the United States, through the United Nations, would be the pre-eminent nation for
the formation of anti-narcotics policy. Conversely and reflective of the intelligencegathering functions of his small but global department, his ―prestige and power increased
dramatically within the national security Establishment.‖ 208 In addition to his sui generis
ability to control the legal drug trade, Anslinger supplied networks, informants,
operatives, agents, funding, and plausible cover for intelligence agencies during the war
(the Office of Strategic Services) and after (the Central Intelligence Agency). 209
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The United States made a strategic decision during World War II to corner the
global market in opium. After initially being urged by the British to assist Afghanistan, as
one of the few major producers not under Axis control, Anslinger directly negotiated with
top Afghan leaders to facilitate the purchase of opium and provide a critically needed
economic boost. In a short period, the United States had a near monopoly on the narcotic.
Additionally, the national security establishment benefitted from close contact with the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics. Some of these war-time relationships set the foundation for
the use of covert operatives and paramilitary forces that despite their deep involvement in
drug trafficking embraced similar enemies, mostly Communists after 1945.
Afghanistan served as one of the prime sources of opium during the war, with the
transactions negotiated by high-level officials in secret. In return, Afghanistan received
much needed funds, while gaining further recognition and assistance from the United
States. This support from the Americans served as a counterweight to pressures from the
traditional Afghan enemies: the Russians and the British. In the coming year, 1944,
however, Kabul would discover that despite the fact that the Afghan economy, to a
certain degree, was dependent on opium sales –information not unknown by the Western
diplomats who served there– the United States would shut down the possibility that
nation could join the ranks of legal producers of the drug. As Afghanistan faded in
importance due to the weakening of the Axis and the vast stockpile of opium
accumulated during the war, American national security policy decision-makers (in
particular Harry Anslinger) altered their analysis that the country had an important role.
The first indication of this change would revolve around the most economically
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significant export the Afghan people produced. Thus, when it no longer served the geopolitical aspirations of the United States, Afghan raw opium transformed from a strategic
commodity to a pariah crop.
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CHAPTER 3: FAILURE OF DIPLOMACY
"A very ready market could be found for this product in the United States for the use of
bakers. You know we enjoy poppy seed on our bread.‖210 Helen Howell Moorhead,
Foreign Policy Association
"There is hardly any question that Afghanistan would have been included in the 1953
Protocol if that country had been represented...their opium is of the highest
quality...none... has been found in the illicit narcotic traffic."211 Harry Anslinger
―The United States Government is pleased to inform the Afghanistan Government that it
will support the resolution [adding it as a legal opium exporter] adopted by the
Commission if the resolution should be considered by the [U.N.] Economic and Social
Council."212 U.S. Department of State

As the Second World War drew to a close, the United States, well aware of its
preponderance of power and influence across the globe, began to re-evaluate its wartime
policies and alliances, the most obvious example being with the Soviet Union. As
tensions with the latter nation grew (and eventually transformed into the Cold War), the
United States also re-assessed its short-term opium relationship with Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, the Afghan government hoped to continue what it saw as a
productive partnership with the U.S. In particular, Kabul sought to demonstrate that it
could both control its opium production and channel it into legal markets, while at the
same time strongly backing the post-war restrictions the U.S. sought to impose through a
210
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new international organization, the United Nations. However, American planners, fully
aware of the economic reliance Afghanistan placed on the plant, would eventually betray
the Afghan desire to get legal recognition for their opium harvests. This decision, a
failure of diplomacy influenced by the new contours of the Cold War, would lead to
American policies that, decades in the future, would shape Afghanistan's rise as the most
prolific opium producer in the world.
This failure of diplomacy had four components. The first was the passage of the
1944 Judd Resolution, a congressional law that symbolized the evolving American drug
policy during the war. Second, the United States neglected to capitalize on the Afghan
government's vocal support for an American-designed system of global opium
suppression; indeed, behind closed doors, and away from the need to spout prohibitionist
rhetoric, the United States openly suggested Afghanistan might remain a legal producer.
As a consequence of Afghan eagerness to appease Washington's post-war international
drug policy, the third failure of diplomacy involved a US reticence to acknowledge the
damage that even a mildly successful opium ban had on the economy of Afghanistan.
The fourth component, the American betrayal of Afghan interests in the UN, displayed
the reality that US drug policy in Central Asia would be shaped by global and regional
national security goals.

1944: The Judd Resolution
The 1944 trip to Kabul by Major General Patrick Hurley indirectly influenced the
change in American policy toward Afghan opium. This highest-level visit from an
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American government official (months before his infamous tenure in China) came at the
earliest realization for the average Afghan citizen that the war was turning against the
Axis. Hurley‘s six-day stay, ―an unqualified success‖ according to American Minister
Cornelius Van H. Engert, gave the Royal Government hope that ―the United States was
now prepared to assist in disentangling the manifold difficulties when the war is over.‖
The often contentious diplomat proclaimed the official state of Afghan-American
relations to be characterized by: ―friendly understanding, perfect sincerity, and mutual
confidence.‖213 When it came to opium, however, Afghans and Americans gave other
each reason for mistrust. American concern over the apparent obfuscation from the
Afghan Ministry of Foreign Affairs carried over into 1944. Days after the Hurley visit,
Engert confirmed that he had yet to receive any opium laws from the Afghan Foreign
Office and suggested ―that no Afghan opium laws or regulations are at the present
moment in force.‖214
Kabul was equally perplexed by the contradictory nature of U. S. policy; in
particular, the Bureau of Narcotics‘ decision to prohibit the exportation of medicinal
processed drugs defied explanation. After working to secure the large-scale opium
purchases, Harry Anslinger, Commissioner of Narcotics, dragged his feet on delivering
the promised, and needed, processed narcotics in anticipation of clear evidence
Afghanistan would comply with the new international opium regime that was forming
under American direction.
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Continuing their cooperative efforts with Anslinger concerning Afghan opium
(and opium policy in general during the war), the State Department provided the Afghans
with an idealistic rationale for why the opium transactions occurred in the first place:
―The United States has found it expedient, owing to the exigencies of the war and in
order to improve Afghanistan‘s economic situation, temporarily to suspend its practice of
not purchasing opium from countries which have not enacted laws or regulations
governing the control of trade in opium…‖ Noting the decisions of the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands in the previous year to end smoking opium monopolies in their
colonies, the United States hoped Afghanistan would assist in its goal in closely
regulating the opium trade in Asia.
American demands that Afghanistan follow its leadership in this matter deviated
from the ―carrot and stick‖ approach. Rather, the State Department stressed to Cordell
Hull that opium discussions ―should be made in the most friendly [sic] spirit.‖ Indeed,
Adolf A. Berle, Assistant Secretary of State, writing for Hull, wanted the American
Minister to go out of his way to comfort Kabul with ―assurances that the manufacturers
of opium alkaloids in the United States are desirous of being able to continue making
imports of Afghan opium and, in return, of selling morphine, codeine, and other narcotic
drugs to Afghanistan.‖ Hinting at a post-war system where a limited number of nations
would have international approval to export raw opium for medicinal purposes, Berle
authorized Engert to state ―in as much as Afghanistan produces opium of high morphine
content, it would be unfortunate if Afghanistan could not qualify to become an exporter,
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and to share in the world‘s legitimate trade in opium.‖215 In all, Hull needed to present the
situation as an opportunity for a continued opium trade.
After receiving a response from the Royal Government, Engert expressed his
displeasure over the lack of apparent control of the opium production, a concern that
Kabul was initially slow to address. In the course of several ―unproductive conversations
with the Afghan Foreign Minister and the Second under Secretary of Foreign Affairs,‖
the Ambassador received notification that Afghanistan previously had declared its
acceptance of the 1912 International Opium Convention. That Kabul had acceded to the
1912 Opium Convention was not news to the State Department, having been informed of
this in early May by the Dutch-Government in-exile in London.216 Insisting that the
nation had also previously adhered to Geneva Convention of 1931, the Royal
Government alluded to the hypocrisy of American policy. U.S. dollars could pay for the
raw material; however, Afghanistan could not import the finished pharmaceutical product.
Nevertheless, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs noted its appreciation for ―the cooperation
rendered by the Government of the United States in importing large quantities of Afghan
opium.‖217
Despite the flowery-rhetoric, of ―friendly understanding, perfect sincerity, and
mutual confidence,‖ uttered by General Hurley during his visit to Afghanistan, American
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policy toward opium, domestic and foreign, would shift in the summer of 1944 in a
manner that did not suggest an understanding of or consideration for Afghan sensibilities
concerning the opium trade. Flush with the knowledge that the United States could solve
its own anticipated, postwar drug problems through shrewd negotiations with its allied
nations and pressure on producing nations, influential Americans pushed for a more
stringent international regulation system. Cooperation among public figures such as
Harry Anslinger and Elizabeth Washburn Wright, a vocal anti-opium lecturer with the
Foreign Policy Association, influenced lawmakers into enacting a pledge for a postwar
conference to implement strict control over the production of opium. Minnesota
Representative Walter Judd crafted Public Law 400, otherwise known as the Judd
Resolution, without regard for the potential opium deals promised to the Afghans by the
State Department. The bill ―requested the President to urge upon the Governments of
those countries where the cultivation of the poppy plant exists the necessity of
immediately limiting the production of opium to the amount required for strictly
medicinal and scientific purposes.‖218 This call for prohibition would prove to be
detrimental to the Afghan people as it would lead to international agreements banning
any of its exportable opium.
Outside of the domestic fears over drug abuse in the United States, the path to the
Judd Resolution had its origins in two different overseas concerns: national security and
international drug control. The first issue manifested itself in the threat of the exposure of
218
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American soldiers to drugs in more tolerant nations, a fear also aroused by ―Anslinger‘s
Army‖ back home. With the stationing of American personnel abroad, it became apparent
to the War Department, and especially the Navy, that there was a risk of contact with
still-existing opium dens, in India and Iran in particular. Top-level decision-makers in the
State and Treasury Departments cooperated with the military in crafting a policy that
would address this potential problem. First, the Americans set an example by having a
complete ban on smoking opium in territories that they liberated from the Japanese.
Second, negotiations with the British and the Dutch led to an agreement to ban smoking
opium from their territories upon future liberation. Third, the United States gave
assurances to particular opium producers about post-war opium export opportunities. Iran,
specifically, received extended attention concerning its large domestic production that
was deemed especially worrisome due to the growing number of American servicemen
stationed there by 1943. The State Department, as it did Afghanistan, suggested that the
Iranians could join Turkey and Yugoslavia as legal exporters to the United States. This
action would continue the American purchase of raw opium for medicinal purposes
which began in 1943. The United States offered a compromise to Tehran, to ―refrain from
producing opium in the United States and using its influence to discourage their
production in this hemisphere.‖219 Overall, the Americans offered the Iranians a more
substantial set of agreements than Afghanistan to persuade them to enact greater controls.
After the war, these promises were kept with Iran and broken with the Afghans.
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The second path to the Rudd Bill, an international drug control plan, could be
traced to a series of informal meetings conducted in the office of the Commissioner of
Narcotics, Harry J. Anslinger. Gathering together representatives of several allied nations
(Australia, Canada, China, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and New Zealand), the group
focused on the disposition of government-controlled opium monopolies. Sitting in with
the various drug-enforcement officials were representatives from the State Department
(most likely George Morlock from the Division of Far Eastern Affairs) and Helen Howell
Moorhead of the Foreign Policy Association. Along with influencing the aforementioned
Rudd Bill, Anslinger managed to place his personal stamp of authority on international
drug laws as an outcome of these gatherings, an impact that would last for at least another
two decades, the extent of his term as head of the Bureau of Narcotics.220 His power
would also extend into the United Nations, where he greatly influenced the formation of
U.N. drug policy.
Linking national security to the stability of opium producers including
Afghanistan and Iran, the Roosevelt Administration considered the implications that
greater control would have on the economy of the cooperating nations. For the Afghans
in particular, the Foreign Economic Administration (FEA) in general determined that it
was in ―the best interests of the U.S.‖ to provide economic assistance during the war.
Even though ―few strategic materials [were] obtainable from Afghanistan…the Afghan
economy is dependent to a considerable extent on the proceeds obtained from its exports
to the United States…‖ A list of exports from Afghanistan included karakul skins, goat
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and camel hair, sausage casings, and carpets. No Afghan export was given a higher
priority (a B-1 rating) by the FEA than the thirty tons of shipping dedicated in 1944 for
opium.221
With an opium surplus already amassed and the availability of the drug from
India, Iran, and Turkey, the Americans found themselves with much greater room to
negotiate prices with the Afghan government. Dr Mohammed Omar, the Afghan Consul
in New York, discovered this first hand when he met with George Morlock in September
1944. Hoping to get some assistance with completing a stalled transaction, Omar found
American manufacturers unwilling to purchase the drug at an inflated price as they had
the previous year.222 Morlock, a resident expert on Asia narcotics in the State Department,
knew the Afghan offer was costly. Rather than provide assistance in pushing a deal
through, Morlock gave the Consul a lesson in the realities of the global drug trade. He
―reminded Mr. Omar that the war in Europe was nearing its end and stated that the
United States Government still had a large stock of raw opium on hand, that the Turkish
1944 crop was large and was now coming on the market and that prices of raw opium
should now come down to reasonable figures.‖ Omar was willing to negotiate the price
for the above-average-grade opium (offering to drop the cost from 34 to 32 dollars per
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kilogram, still a distant number from Morlock‘s suggested 20 dollars per kilogram).
However, with this impasse over the price, the best Morlock could do was to ―to
inform…Anslinger…of the conversations and of the desire of the Afghan Government to
sell 30 [sic] tons of opium.‖223
With the war drawing to a conclusion and with the knowledge the United States
would be the prime creator of the coming post-war drug regime, the Royal Government
adopted a two-fold strategy. First, they would publicly cooperate with international (i.e.
American) efforts to control opium production. Second, they planned to use the deeper
channels of the State Department to communicate their desire to continue to sell opium.
Afghanistan moved quickly to adopt the first strategy, which was shaped in
response to the United States announcement of the Judd Resolution to all opium
producing nations. The Americans, under the direction of Anslinger and Morlock,
dictated the terms of the post-war opium regime which included a ban on recreational use
of opium and a new regulated system with a limited number of opium producing nations.
Exactly who would be considered a permissible exporter was a bit opaque under this new
plan: ―restricting the cultivation of opium poppies for the production of raw opium to the
countries which have been producing opium in quantities for many years, and restricting
the number of countries which may export to not more than five of the largest
producers.‖224 Would this list include Afghanistan? American communications with
Afghan leaders suggested that possibility. As will be recalled, just months earlier Engert
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was instructed by higher-ups in the State Department to inform Kabul ―it would be
unfortunate if Afghanistan could not qualify to become an exporter, and to share in the
world‘s legitimate trade in opium.‖225 This apparent indication that the architect of the
new international drug order, the United States, would continue to allow and encourage
legal, yet limited, opium cultivation motivated Afghan leaders to cooperate with
Washington.
Internally, the Royal Government knew that the economic consequence of an
opium ban would be steep, especially for the stock-holders of the Herat-based monopoly,
Shirkat-i-Sadirat-i-Tiryak, in its last year, 1944. The Afghan Ministrer of National
Economy, Abdul Majid Zabuli, who previously created and ran the Banki Milli226 (which
clearly profited from opium sales, and by extension, enriching members of the royal
family) presented to the Council of Ministers ―the difficulties with respect to the
cultivation of and trade in opium.‖ Nevertheless, he reportedly had received ―compliance
with the legal requirements.‖ Unfortunately, the source of this information to Minister
Engert, the Afghan Minister of Agriculture, Dr. Muhammad Yusuf, elaborated on the
details of the implementation of the ban.227 He reported the Council‘s decision to end
opium cultivation. First, they acknowledged that ―opium is considered one of the export
products which enjoys a ready and profitable market abroad at present." However, the
Council believed ―its cultivation in view of the non-existence of the necessary controlling
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organizations has evil effects, both morally and maternally upon the Public Health.‖228 So
the ―evil‖ had to be contained, unless a necessary controlling organization came to be.
Thus, Afghanistan responded forcefully to the American-authored drug control plan.
Although the United States rationalized its Afghan drug purchases, as the war
progressed and the international opium regulation system remained in flux, American
policy makers also hindered Kabul's future plans to be a legally recognized exporter of
opium. As previously detailed, Afghanistan sold substantial quantities of the strategic raw
material to the United States federal government and to American drug manufacturers.
Harry Anslinger, Commissioner of Narcotics, approved of these transactions due to
domestic concerns at home (securing a stockpile) and in Afghanistan (propping up a
fragile economy and lessening Axis influence). Even before the end of the war, the
United States no longer had need for this arrangement. A new global drug regime loomed
and the Americans would, for the most part, dictate its terms. Afghanistan, in spite of the
likely damage from ending the foreign export of drugs, stood out as the first opiumproducing nation to respond vigorously to the call from Washington to follow U.S.
leadership on poppy cultivation. After receiving promises of participation in a regulation
system (which would come under the mandate of the newly-organized United Nations),
Afghanistan pushed for legal international recognition to resume exportation. However,
the United States, under the guidance of Anslinger, set the international agenda on
narcotics, which proved to be the major obstacle to this Afghan initiative. Along with a
continuing refusal to supply Kabul with military aid, the American policy of reneging on
228
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previous claims that the Afghans would be allowed to export opium legally would later
drive Afghanistan closer to the Soviet Union.
Although not a full-fledged member of the alliance against the Axis powers,
Afghanistan acted positively to secure a working relationship with the United States, in
particular after the latter nation joined in the fight against the Axis. Acceding to the
wishes of the English and Soviets specifically, the royal government in Kabul ordered the
expulsion of Axis nationals. And, fundamentally critical for this study, Afghanistan
willingly engaged in large scale opium transactions that allowed the United States to keep
this strategic commodity away from the enemy nations while increasing the Allied (read:
American) drug stockpile. Although fraught with difficulties due to exorbitant price
demands and delays stemming from red-tape and other obstructions from Britishcontrolled India, the government of the Barackzai Dynasty, led by the uncles of King
Muhammed Zahir, gained some satisfaction from their growing ties with the United
States which had the potential to provide much-desired assistance without reliance on the
United Kingdom or Soviet Union. Not for the first time, however, the Afghan people
discovered that American foreign policy would be unpredictable and haphazard in its
application.
At the onset of full U.S. participation in World War II, American policy makers
focused on limiting the enemies‘ access to opium while securing their own stockpile.
Aware of the potential for Washington to dictate global policies after the foreseeable end
of the conflict, the State Department and the Bureau of Narcotics cooperated in
purchasing available opium and in pressuring allied nations to curtail their opium
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monopolies. The net result of these actions provided the United States with a unique
opportunity to shape global drug policy. Pushing for a much stricter system of regulation,
American leaders crafted an international system that, post-war, would outlaw the
recreational use of opium and limit the number of nations authorized for the production
of opium. Indeed, the United States had a hegemonic ability to influence the fledgling
U.N. The guiding hand of the Americans in the birth of the United Nations ensured that
the U.S. played the most prominent role in shaping international drug control."229 In
addition to its preponderance of economic and military power, the United States also had
the ubiquitous and tenacious Harry Anslinger, who used his talents to the utmost at the
new multinational venue.
Soon, the American-dominated United Nations would determine which countries
had the opportunity to grow opium for legal medicinal export. With an abundance of the
drug and the Axis threat subsided, the United States no longer viewed Afghan opium as a
matter of national security. The wartime narcotics alliance ended. As the Cold War
dawned, the American mindset on Afghanistan, at least in reference to narcotics, focused
on forcing Kabul to fall in place in the new international drug policies as dictated by
Washington.

1945: Afghanistan, the premier American anti-drug ally
Although American foreign policy makers had good reasons to doubt Afghan
intentions, they surely appreciated the eagerness of Kabul's response on the world stage
229
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to the Judd Resolution. The Afghan Minister of National Economy, Abdul Majid Zabuli,
announced a complete opium ban beginning on March 21, 1945. Among the first to
congratulate the Afghan people was the bill‘s sponsor, Representative Walter Judd, who
announced to the New York Times that ―the decisions of Afghanistan was [sic] the first
direct result of the American note and a step toward solution of a world problem.‖ 230 The
State Department shared this praise, being ―gratified by the decision of the Afghan
Government to prohibit the cultivation of the opium poppy, which is in accord with the
policy of the United States Government. The Afghan Government‘s motion, prompted by
a spirit of hearty cooperation and humanitarian sentiments, notwithstanding the heavy
financial sacrifices involved, will be a not unimportant forward step in the solution of the
world opium problem…‖ The message was clear: Afghanistan publicly backed the
American global opium policies, even though there would be an economic price to pay.
The United States hoped ―that a number of other opium-producing countries [will] find it
possible to follow the example set by the Government of Afghanistan in prohibiting the
opium production.‖231
After their public declaration of an opium ban, the Royal Government pursued its
second strategy, private discussions with the State Department. This attempt to convince
American diplomats of the economic necessity of continuing some level of legal opium
exports was apparent to Cornelius Engert. A week after the public announcement of the
coming opium ban, the Minister informed the Secretary of State about his discussions
230
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with a confidential source. The effects of a ban would be a harsh blow to the already
struggling economy: ―if the Afghan Government should maintain its decision to prohibit
the cultivation of all opium poppies as from next March, the financial loss to the Afghan
National Bank alone would amount to $1,000,000, while the loss to the country as a
whole would amount to about $3,000,000 per annum.‖ With this amount of damage to a
fragile economy, Engert believed that ―it would therefore not be surprising if the Afghan
Government should…permit a certain limited cultivation of the poppy under license for
medical and other legitimate purposes.‖232
With a changing of leadership in the State Department after the retirement of
Cordell Hull, an official response to Engert concern‘s over the impact of the planned
opium ban was delayed. In the meantime, the Washington Post heralded Afghanistan‘s
anti-drug declaration ―done so in such clear and unequivocal fashion,‖ which would lead
to ―real progress…in eradicating the opium evil.‖ Indeed, the newspaper believed the
fight against the drug was best fought in the producer nations as the ―progressive leaders
of the middle eastern kingdom…[were] fully aware that the only effective way of
eliminating the opium evil is to strike it at its root.‖ Even though ―the loss of revenue
resulting from the ban on opium poppy cultivation will be felt by a nation whose sources
of income are not very great,‖ Afghanistan deserved recognition for its bold and
sacrificial action.233
The initial response to Engert‘s previous warnings from Edward Stettinius, the
new Secretary of State, suggest that Afghanistan‘s economic woes no longer were as
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strategically significant for the United States. Without instructions, the Secretary referred
the Minister to an attached copy of the Washington Post article.234 Although 1945 would
mark the end of the war against the Axis, this December 1944 response marked the end
of the short-lived yet strategically significant American-Afghan opium connection.
Kabul had hoped even before the war to cement commercial relations with the
United States; this opportunity first came with the opium purchases. The Roosevelt
Administration, after the attack on Pearl Harbor, re-conceptualized the entire world, in a
rapid and dramatic fashion. Although by no stretch was Afghanistan a major national
security issue for Washington, the previously-ignored nation now did have relevance for
the United States. This transformation was in good part due to opium. As relations
warmed between the two nations, it became further apparent to the Americans that the
poppy was a critical plant for the Afghan economy.
By the end of the war, however, the chief architect of the American drug policy,
Harry Anslinger, did not grant leniency to Kabul, regardless of the apparent willingness
to adhere to his larger policy goals. The aggressive administrator knew that he would
dictate American and thus, to a degree, international drug control policy. Afghanistan,
despite previous assurances otherwise, had no visible role in Anslinger‘s plan. State
Department records demonstrate that the United States promised Iran, Turkey, and
Yugoslavia the opportunity to export their opium legally for medical purposes. 235 As has
been shown, the same department, in consultation with the Narcotics Commissioner,
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insinuated to Afghanistan that its opium would be acceptable for legal exports.
Nevertheless, the Americans only implied that possibility in their discussions with Kabul.
It would be a promise unfulfilled.
Despite the official ban, however, an unofficial channel for opium distribution
remained open for future business. With the apparent end of legal exports to the United
States or elsewhere, Afghanistan actually attracted attention, not for its production but for
its lack thereof. Although still pleased with the ban on opium (as reflected in an August
1945 Washington Post editorial), the United States sent mixed signals to the first Afghan
Minister to the U.S., Abdul Husain Aziz.236 As part of the still-relevant Opium Research
Committee of the Foreign Policy Association, Helen Howell Moorhead met with Aziz to
discuss the opium ban. Although not an apparent official meeting under the direct
authorization of any organization of the government, both the State and Treasury
Department paid attention to this conversation. As mentioned in chapter one, Moorhead
served as an auxiliary member to the State Department specifically in reference to
international opium issues. She perhaps performed the same function in her June 1945
interview with the Minister whose content was relayed to Anslinger. Surprisingly,
Moorhead questioned why the Afghans were being so diligent in pursuing opium
suppression. After being informed of the goal of total prohibition, she reminded him that
his nation was not required to eliminate totally poppy cultivation but rather ―to limit
production and to prevent access to their supplies.‖ She suggested that the danger of
addiction would be a valid reason to prohibit the drug, a claim Aziz vehemently denied.
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―Islam was against all forms of intoxication, he exclaimed, ―this had prevented his people
from ever becoming addicted to opium in any form.‖ It was in the name of religion that
the ban was in place, he re-affirmed. As well, ―it was better to plant food than poppy.‖ 237
The latter part of her interview with Abdul Husain Aziz demonstrated that even
with the public ban against opium, the nation could still serve as an international supplier.
Even without American authorization of opium grown legally in Afghanistan, the nation
rationalized its potential future exportations as a result of being a prohibitionist state. The
new policy led to growing stockpiles of confiscated drugs. Aziz connected this domestic
surplus to an international market: ―when all poppy cultivation had ceased and all stocks
in the country had been called in by the government that they would doubtlessly turn over
this opium to some country that needed it.‖238
Moorhead continued her correspondence with the Afghan Minister the following
week. In addition to attaching a list of questions about Afghanistan‘s opium production,
she provided the odd suggestion, especially in regards to Aziz‘s admonition that ―it was
better to plant food than poppy,‖ that poppy seeds could serve as a food export. To this
effect, she claimed ―that a very ready market could be found for this product in the
United States for the use of bakers. You know we enjoy poppy seed on our bread.‖239
Americans were indeed deprived of poppy seeds during the war. Entrepreneurial farmers
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attempted to grow the poppy in the United States but this effort was quickly shut down by
both the Bureau of Narcotics and the federal court system. Despite the apparent folly of
her statement, it must be recognized that Moorhead was an expert concerning opium laws.
She should have been aware in her discussions with Aziz that international law had ―no
authorization of production merely for seed yield.‖ 240 At a minimum, her statements
demonstrated to Afghan leaders once again that outside of the public channels, the United
States conveyed a different message about opium cultivation. Moorhead may also have
been indirectly informing the foreign minister that a market could still exist in the United
States. Another possibility, if one accepts the view of the FPA as ―an Establishment front
organization,‖ created to push policies that assisted the drug manufactures, was that
Moorhead acted in the interests of the American drug manufacturers. 241 That may explain
the 2.4 tons that was purchased by an unidentified U.S. source as reported in a 1949
United Nations report.242 It is feasible that Moorhead provide an opening for this 1945
purchase by a U.S pharmaceutical company, after the American government changed its
policy on buying opium from Afghanistan.

Afghan Opium Ban
American disregard for the impact that opium had on the economy of Afghanistan
symbolizes the third U.S. failure of diplomacy in the early post-war period. After sending
conflicting messages on multiple channels to Afghanistan concerning its poppy harvests,
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the United States re-assessed its national security interests in Central Asia and also its
back-channel policy on Afghan opium. Keeping the economy afloat was no longer an
issue as Afghanistan's geographic location lost value for American national security
planners. Outside of the purview of bigger foreign-policy objectives, Afghanistan, in
American eyes, began its brief journey from supplier to neglected nation.
Post-1945 realities led to reconsideration of drug policies for both the U.S and
Afghanistan. Washington‘s opium policy was shaped during a period of war. For three
years, the high-level Afghan and American leaders conducted confidential and substantial
drug transactions. The United States pointed out to Kabul that this arrangement was
expedited due to domestic concerns (having enough raw materials available for drug
manufacturers) and foreign affairs, in this case pumping cash into the Afghan economy.
With the end of the war, Afghanistan lost national security significance for the United
States due to the demise of the Axis, the proximity of the Soviet Union, and other
regional crises the U.S. had to deal with. Perhaps an indication of the success of the
March 21, 1945, opium ban or perhaps due to an effort by Anslinger and his acolytes in
demonizing the new national enemy ―communists (which Afghanistan was certainly not
at that time)― attention given to Afghan drugs plummeted by 1945. There would be no
more direct drug transactions arranged between Kabul and Washington again. It would
not, however, be the last time the American government cooperated with drug traffickers
in Afghanistan.
Afghanistan‘s status in the ―Great Game,‖ where Russia (and later the Soviet
Union) and the British contested for power in Central Asia, changed significantly after
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1945. Initially more ominous was the resurgence of the Soviets under Stalin. However, it
would be the disintegration of the British Empire that mostly concerned Kabul. In
particular, the creation of Pakistan out of northwest India in 1947 jarred the Afghan
people, most notably those of Pashtun ethnicity. Casting (although later rescinding) the
sole vote against allowing Pakistan in the United Nations, the Afghan people passionately
believed that the actions of Britain, India, and Pakistan denied the right of selfdetermination for Pashtuns in the border provinces, who were given a choice of India or
Pakistan but not Afghanistan.243 What this meant for the context of the ―Great Game‖
was the loss of capabilities in the region for the United Kingdom. The Central
Intelligence Agency noted that ―withdrawal of the UK from India has destroyed the
balance of power in the region, and the Afghans look to the US to fill the void.‖ 244 Indeed,
according to Arnold Fletcher, ―the Afghans quickly realized that the power of Great
Britain as a barrier against Soviet expansion had been replaced by that of the United
States of America –a situation that boded well, since at the time the Americans stood
higher in the Afghans‘ esteem than any nation.‖245 The British no longer would or could
put direct pressure on Kabul. In most places of the world where the Americans had this
opportunity to supplant British suzerainty, they did just that. But not in Afghanistan;
rather, the Americans proved to be hesitant replacements for the past colonial master. In
manners explored in greater depth in later chapters, the existence of Pakistan and
neighboring, oil-rich, Iran complicated U.S. policy for the region.
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Although Afghan opium no longer was viewed as a strategic commodity, Harry
Anslinger pushed to gain information on the results of the ban that began in March 1945.
Under the Commissioner of Narcotics' direction, Undersecretary of State Robert Lovett
instructed the Kabul Ministry to gather data on the ―effectiveness [of] enforcement
measures and [the] extent [of] clandestine cultivation.‖ 246 By this time, Ely Palmer had
taken over for the retired Cornelius Van H. Engert in 1945. His assignment was still that
of Minister until the establishment of an Embassy in Kabul the following year.247 In
response to the request of Lovett, Palmer found that the apparent ban was sincere, at least
according to his Afghan handlers. His sole informant claimed the prohibition was
―effective 100 per cent with no clandestine cultivation.‖248 Anslinger, however, was
apparently not devoid of intelligence-gathering options in Afghanistan outside of the
State Department. Palmer received the message that ―The United States Treasury
Department has learned that the Afghan Foreign Office has informed the British Minister
to Afghanistan that Afghanistan is continuing to produce opium for sale for medical and
scientific purposes. As this information is contradictory to that furnished to the Legation
by the Foreign Office, it is requested that the Legation endeavor to ascertain through any
reliable source, official or unofficial, the true situation.‖249
Despite the suggestion that exportation of opium still occurred, Afghanistan
demonstrated its commitment to the continued imposition of a ban despite a growing
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reticence (no pun intended). As later documents would reveal, the Royal Government
regretted the decision to end the legal exportation of opium. Still, Afghanistan was the
only opium-producing (or in this case, ‗former‘ producer) that had publically backed the
Judd Resolution more than two years after the United States had issued it abroad. The
Afghan government also supported American efforts to convene an international meeting
to craft new limitations on opium exports.250
In the face of the adoption of the opium ban, the commercial relationship during
the war, and the suggestions from the State Department of post-war sales, Anslinger
adopted a hands-off attitude toward Afghanistan. The changing mind-set over Afghan
opium was reflected in the annual reports of the Bureau of Narcotics. In 1943, the agency,
while demurring on revealing its sources, since ―importation by the Government for
emergency reserves are not reported for obvious reasons,‖ pointed out the significance of
Afghanistan‘s opium. Indeed, for domestic American manufacturers ―the entire
importation for 1943 was from Afghanistan.‖251 By 1945, Afghan opium or growth
potential no longer concerned the Bureau. In discussing the international opium trade,
Anslinger‘s staff commented on both the large outputs from historically prolific
producers (China, India, Iran, especially) and on the production of non-traditional sources
including Argentina, Denmark, Germany, and Czechoslovakia.252 Afghanistan had either
effectively enforced its ban or convinced the American government that it had done so.
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This veil over acknowledging Afghanistan‘s once significant trade was matched
by the omission of the nation to the newly established Commission on Narcotics Drugs,
which would report to the Economic and Social Council of the fledgling United Nations.
Authorized under the Protocol of 1946, which transferred many of the functions of the
League of Nations to the UN, the new international organization met to face the problems
of the post-war world including drugs.253 The fifteen representative nations included
major consumer and producer nations. The European Imperialist nations, France,
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, managing drug issues in their colonies in
divergently different manners, shared the table with former (or soon-to-be former)
colonies or territories: Egypt, India, and Iran. Along with the English, the rest of the 'Four
Policemen', China, the Soviet Union, and the United States had representation. Rounding
out the membership were the producers, Mexico, Peru, Turkey, and Yugoslavia. Canada
and Poland, perhaps, received the seats that may have otherwise gone to the just defeated
Germany and Japan.254 Left outside of this select group was Afghanistan, which received
praise for otherwise carrying out a successful step toward opium reduction. Exactly why
Afghanistan did not qualify for participation was unknown. What is discernable was that
through the apparatus of the United Nations, Harry Anslinger increased his ability to craft
international drug policy, although this power was not absolute due to occasional
direction from the State Department.255 With the glaring admission of the Afghan
government from any representation on international organizations committed to drug
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control, Anslinger insured that Afghanistan would not play a role in any legal distribution
system.
It is not clear why the Commissioner of Narcotics shut out the Afghan
government from direct participation in the Commission on Narcotic Drugs. He had
conflicting sources of information on whether opium growing was being cultivated for
clandestine exportation. His unofficial network of foreign sources, which included
narcotics officials from various governments, seemed to suggest opium was available for
sale. Conversely, the American Ambassador in Kabul, Ely Palmer, had only one
unnamed government source who claimed cultivation had ceased. Forged out of the
remnants of the Office of Strategic Services, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), in its
first official report on Afghanistan a year after it was created, also hinted the ban was
successful: ―in 1944, cultivation of the opium poppy, formerly widespread, was forbidden
by government decree.‖256 The accuracy of the report was tarnished by the omission of
the opium relationship between the two nations during the war in an otherwise extensive
examination of American-Afghan contacts.

A Change of Heart: Rethinking the Opium Ban
By October 1948, Afghanistan found itself in a difficult position. Since the end of
the war, its economy suffered as a result of the end of large-scale exports of opium and
karakul skins. Farming production declined as well, leading the nation "for the first time
in its history," to require foreign wheat. With the decline of British power, the Afghans
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faced hard choices.257 Wishing to gain aid from the U.S., the decision was made to
suppress one of its most economically significant crops. American foreign policy
decision-makers seemed oblivious to the economic damage that the end of legal opium
exportation had on Afghanistan. Even when acknowledging that the country had a ten
million dollar trade deficit with the United States alone, the CIA claimed in 1948 that
―the financial position [of Afghanistan] is good.‖258 This assessment was curious
considering the large shipment of food amidst the drought the previous year.
With little relief in sight and with a growing stockpile of confiscated opium,
patience became exhausted in Kabul for a resolution to their cash-strapped situation.
With the Commission on Narcotics still debating the protocols and arrangements
necessary for a new international system, the Afghan government decided to bypass the
diplomatic route and directly negotiate with Anslinger again. A. Rahim Madjid, from the
Afghan American Trading Company based in New York, let it be known that
Afghanistan had thirty tons available for sale. Still well-prepared with the opium
stockpiled during the Second World War, Anslinger saw no need for a deal. Rather, he
courteously mentioned that Madjid should ―communicate with Mr. F. J. Reid, the New
York Quinine and Chemical Works, New York.‖259
This pattern of making informal requests to the Americans continued in the final
years of the Truman Administration. In 1950, Afghanistan passed on to the new
American Ambassador in Kabul, Louis Dreyfus, its growing reticence over the opium
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ban. Abdul Wahab Haider, the head of the Commercial Section of the Ministry of
National Economy, regarded the ban as temporary. He ―mentioned confidentially that he
had always considered it a mistake for Afghanistan to have agreed to discontinue the sale
of opium to manufacturers of medicine. Afghanistan, he stated, had done very well in this
trade in the past.‖ Although not fully declaring that production would resume, ―the
implication was strong that Afghanistan might consider entering into this trade again,
especially in view of its greatly reduced foreign currency holdings.‖ 260 It must be
emphasized that international opium sales between the Afghan government and other
nations served as the best source for foreign currency in the economically deprived
country.
Although by March 1951 when both the Afghans and the Americans left the issue
up in the air, Kabul would make it quite evident its belief that they could and should
manage and export opium. Commerce Minister Haider, in a much more serious manner,
informed the American government of the full intent of Afghanistan to resume
production. He argued that the rationale, economic in nature, was based on the loss of
foreign currency. As such, Afghanistan ―certainly needs the revenue…[as a harvest of]
about 100 tons ...would mean an income in foreign exchange of about $1,500,000.‖
Despite the admission ―that enforcement of regulations against the cultivation of opium
was impossible in Afghanistan,‖ he believed that keeping excess production out of a
regional black market was possible. The bulk of opium grown illicitly in the country was
done ―by individuals for domestic use,‖ an honest assessment considering former Foreign
260
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Minister‘s Aziz‘s indignation over the suggestion of internal consumption. He recognized
that ―smuggling does go on along…[the] extensive borders which cannot be completely
patrolled.‖ However, he sought to assure the Americans that ―the country could control
the export trade.‖ 261
That Kabul could have relative control over its opium production was backed by
statistics from the Permanent Central Opium Board. From 1933 to 1937, 95% of
Afghanistan legal exports (averaging twenty-five tons per year during this period, thus
placing Afghanistan fifth on the list of exporters) were sent directly to morphine
manufacturers. This very high percentage contrasted with that of Turkey (75% sent to
opium manufacturers), Iran (30%), Japan (0%), and India (0%).262 Furthermore,
Commerce Minister Haider promoted his country‘s prized export, a fact already known to
Anslinger. Afghanistan, in particular the province of Badakhshan, cultivated a superior
product, one ―of the best in the world with a morphine content of 18%.‖263 Even its midlevel opium grown near Herat could measure up to a 15% morphine count. Having
forewarned the Americans again, Haider, whose knowledge in financial matters was
enhanced by a graduate degree in economics from the United States, intended to bring his
country‘s request to the United Nations.264
Despite previously hinting at a resumption of production, the Afghan government
had not reported any legal cultivation since the 1945 ban. However, as mentioned,
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authorities rounded up illegal harvests, when possible, and kept the opium under storage.
Having a growing opium surplus that came as a result of enforcement activities and not
direct cultivation provided the Afghans a way around their stalled effort to get
international permission to produce again. Officially, without a seal of international
approval (or specific laws yet prohibiting the Afghan trade), the royal government
refused to ship its opium out of the country. British diplomat E.R. Lingeman, a specialist
in commercial affairs in the Middle East discovered this: ―We have had previous
enquiries about obtaining opium from Afghanistan but have been invariably been
informed, when approaching the local authorities officially, that this is prohibited by
law.‖ Thus it would seem impossible to get an agreement unless ―individual
dealers…should be prepared to smuggle opium out of the country perhaps with the
connivance of the authorities.‖265 By 1952, the decision was made to export twenty tons
of this seized opium to an unknown nation.266

Afghanistan, Anslinger, and the United Nations
By 1953, the Afghan stockpile had become an issue of economic and national
security. British sources discovered that ―a stock of 120 tons of opium [was] in the hands
of Ministry of Health and ‗safeguarded by the Army.‘‖ By abiding international
regulations Kabul squandered opportunities as ―it seems that buyers in several countries
are prepared to pay dollars for opium.‖ This loss of revenue led to further efforts by
Abdul Wahib Haider to push for re-authorization from the International Narcotics Board.
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Especially frustrating for a chief Afghan commerce official, ―the previous fairly lucrative
market of this country had been lost to Persia,‖ led to a lament over the loss of ―badly
needed dollars for Afghanistan.‖267
Haider in fact insisted that any potential drug transactions be made with American
dollars. This arrangement proved to be the case in 1953 when the Afghan government
contacted the Soviets and the British to arrange two small shipments. The opium, owned
by a Kabul merchant, sat for several years in a Tehran warehouse. After clearing a longdelayed documentation problem, the seller managed to get his merchandise delivered to
Herat. Then, according to the State Department, ―the Government immediately took
control of this opium under the terms of the old royal decree establishing a government
monopoly in the opium trade.‖ Despite the seizure, ―the original owner was compensated
at a rate previously agreed upon between the owner and the Government.‖268 Meeting
with officials at the Vostokintorg, the Soviet Combine for Trade with Afghanistan,
Haider sold his northern neighbors of five tons of opium.269 Shortly thereafter, he made a
second offer to the British which ―was made quite spontaneously [and thus] we need not
query its legality.‖ 270 Symbolically, the two former competitors in the ‗Great Game‘
negotiated prices in dollars, at the specific request of the Afghan government.
Despite the confidential nature of these transactions, the Afghan government
made sure to inform the State Department about these actions. American ambassador
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Angus Ward, who arrived in Kabul the previous year, regarded Afghanistan‘s transaction
as legitimate as the opium was from before the ban. However, he presented a bit of a
different version of events. The Soviets, after much badgering on the part of the Afghans,
bartered sugar for opium, although still priced in dollars. If accurate, it did not help a
nation with a foreign currency deficit. Initially priced at $16.00 a kilogram based on 10%
morphine content, the Afghans met and exceeded Russian expectations. Ward reported
that ―the opium tested very well.‖271 As a result, the Afghans bartered the opium at
$17.90 per kilogram. The British, in contrast, hedged on the deal due to the difference
between their asking price, $13.00 per kilogram and that of the seller, $17.50-18.00 per
kilogram. Also troubling for U.K. drug manufacturers was the quality of the merchandise
as ―they prefer opium with a higher morphine content, 10% considered very low for
Afghanistan.‖272 Thus, after pleasing the Soviets with the same shipment and verifying
that ―prices [were] to be adjusted after independent analysis,‖ the Afghans could not
close the deal with the British.
Although there was some wiggle room in the application of opium laws in the
early 1950s which allowed some sales, the Royal Afghan government wanted to get
official international recognition. However, the first part of 1953 proved chaotic in Kabul
as the extended royal family began the process of reorganizing the government.
Afghanistan missed out on an opportunity to present its case to the world during the 1953
International Opium Conference at the United Nations. Abdul Hamid Aziz, now the
Afghan U.N. representative, noted that ―because of certain unavoidable circumstances,
271
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Afghanistan was not represented at this Conference, with the results that its legitimate
interests as an exporter of opium‖ did not get discussed.‖ 273 Most likely the brevity of
tenure for new Foreign Minister Sultan Muhammad (a few months) and the agitated
focus of Prime Minister Shah Mahmud , soon to be replaced with the king's cousin,
Mohammed Daoud, distracted a government in turmoil274 Their absence would be a
diplomatic misfortune that Anslinger would use against the Afghans.
Also not present at the International Opium Conference was the Soviet Bloc. This
critical absence was orchestrated, intentionally or not, by the public rhetoric of Harry
Anslinger, who blamed Chinese communists for the bulk of global drug trafficking.
Despite being well aware that this information was untrue, the Commissioner also had
first-hand knowledge that the CIA was actively cooperating with drug traffickers in Asia
while Communist China was cracking down on smugglers, dealers, and users. Although
the Psychological Strategy Board, the Eisenhower-approved executive psy-ops
committee, decried Anslinger‘s outdated information and lack of coordination in this
situation, he certainly managed to influence the representation at the Opium
Conference.275 As a result of this propaganda, the Soviet Bloc boycotted the meeting and
ignored its final outcome as ―it has little or no significance.‖
Without this potential opposition, American delegate, Harry Anslinger could
greatly determine its conclusions.276 His control at these proceedings enhanced the
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American power at the U.N. Indeed, the United Nations served U.S. interests in both
subtle and overt ways. Being located within the U.S. and with the American footing a
significant portion of the bill for the international organization led to this reality. Also,
using the United Nations as a proponent of American designed and desired prohibition
mindset had a disguising effect on the crafting and implementation of such like-minded
policies. Indeed "an image of the UN as a well-meaning, philanthropic world
organization which is intent on safeguarding the well-being of all humankind...apparent
universality of the global drug prohibition regimes means it does not openly reflect the
self-interest of any individual state."277 Thus, the imposition of American prohibition at
the UN acquired a mantle of inherit righteousness and something above reproach.
By September 1954, Anslinger looked to shut down any discussion at the United
Nations about a return to production for Afghanistan. Having been informed that the
Afghan representative to the United Nations, Abdul Qayyam, had been pushing the issue
with other diplomats, the Commissioner suggested to his counterpart in the State
Department, George Morlock, ―that you prepare a note to our representative in Kabul
asking him to discourage this renewed production on the ground that opium already is in
overproduction, and that the United States would not purchase any of this opium even
though they produce it because we are committed to purchase only from the four
countries[India, Iran, Turkey, and Yugoslavia] now in production.‖278 Secretary of State
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John Foster Dulles relayed Anslinger‘s concerns to the American embassy in Kabul. 279
Soon, however, Anslinger's hard-line would soften.
In spring 1955, after years of downplaying the desire for Afghanistan to resume
production, Anslinger became conspicuously supportive of permitting Afghanistan to
resume cultivation. He first received notification from a narcotics agent in Egypt who
informed the Commissioner of his host nation‘s intention to support Afghanistan at an
upcoming meeting of the ECOSOC Narcotics Committee. The Egyptians believed the
ban should be lifted as Afghanistan was ―a poor and remote country and has special need
for [a] hard currency crop of high value.‖ Shortly thereafter, the Afghan Permanent
Representative to the United Nations and former opium deal facilitator, Abdul Hamid
Aziz, reported to his American equivalent at the U.N., Henry Cabot Lodge, of his
nation‘s decision to pursue an amendment of the 1953 Opium Conference Protocol to add
Afghanistan to the short list of producers. With the approval of the Narcotics
Commission, who ―generally expressed considerable sympathy for the position of
Afghanistan, and recognized that this problem would not have arisen had Afghanistan
been represented at the International Opium Conference of 1953,‖ Aziz hoped that Lodge
would ―kindly instruct your Representative taking part in the July session of the
Economic and Social Council to support our case when it is presented there.‖280
With the State Department requesting the Commissioner‘s guidance, Anslinger
now approved of the Afghan request to resume legal production. Indeed, ―there is hardly
any question that Afghanistan would have been included in the 1953 Protocol if that
279
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country had been represented,‖ he noted. His rationale included the claim that their
annual yield would ―amount to about twenty tons.‖ As the drug expert knew, ―their
opium is of the highest quality.‖ Especially pleasing for the Drug Commissioner, the
Afghan nation knew how to manage its opium harvests as none ―has been found in the
illicit narcotic traffic.‖ ―They are entitled to this production,‖ he argued,‖ more so than
Greece or Bulgaria.‖ When the time comes at the U.N., Anslinger stated, ―we could
support them.‖281 With this recommendation in mind, Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles reassured the Afghans that the United States Representative on the Commission of
Narcotics Drugs and on the Economic and Social Council would ―obtain sympathetic
consideration of a proposal‖ to valid Afghanistan as a legal exporter.282
A deeper examination into Anslinger‘s ‗conversion‘ demonstrates that he was not
fully forthcoming in his rationale to allow legal Afghan exports. First, he had negotiated
drug deals with Kabul during the war and thus had first-hand knowledge of their annual
output, which was certainly greater than twenty tons. Second, he should have been well
aware that some opium found its way into neighboring countries. Abdul Wahab Haider,
the Chief of the Commercial Section of the Ministry of National Economy, admitted as
much five years earlier to American Charge D’Affairs, Frederick Jandrey: ―smuggling
does go on along Afghanistan‘s extensive borders which cannot be completely
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patrolled.‖283 This illicit trade was also apparently known to the British (who frequently
shared information on trafficking with the United States) that smugglers crossed into the
Soviet Union with Badakhshan opium around 1952.284 One reason Anslinger may have
ignored Afghan opium traffic into the Soviet Union was that it countered his vocal, and
patently false, accusations that communist nations were drug producers, not importers.
Anslinger‘s claim that Afghanistan could not gain international acceptance due to
its absence from the 1953 Opium Conference contradicts the reality of the meetings in
New York. As previously mentioned, due to the Commissioner‘s backing of the lie that
Chinese Communists were major traffickers, the Soviet Bloc boycotted the sessions. The
Afghans missed the proceedings as well due to other reasons. Out of the final seven
producers given the opportunity to be legal opium exporters, three were absent
communist nations (Bulgaria, the Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia). These countries were
chosen after proposals from Greece, the U.K., and the U.S. 285 With the diplomatic power
attributed to Anslinger, had he chosen so, it would seem that if he wanted Afghanistan to
be an authorized legal producer, there would have been ample opportunity to do so in the
Conference. Despite the apparent clear case the Afghans could make (which included
their steadfast commitment to opium control), despite the U.S. power to set the agenda
and outcome at the U.N., and despite the absence of the Soviet Bloc (which still managed
to get three of seven legal permits), Anslinger ignored their long-standing request to get
international permission to export again. But by spring 1955, something clearly changed
his perspective.
283
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After the Afghan lean toward the Soviets, Anslinger once again (as he did during
the Second World War) viewed the royal government's opium dilemma as an issue of
national security. The Commissioner would connect legitimate opium production and
exportation in Afghanistan to a strategic U.S. goal of boosting the former nation‘s
economy. A move to support Kabul in the Economic and Social Council could thwart the
threat of accepting more Soviet aid and coming more under the influence of Nikita
Khrushchev. Although opium production was not at the core of American national
security concerns for Afghanistan, its strategic nature was enhanced by knowledge of its
impact on the Afghan economy. As such, a resumption of opium exports was vitally
important to the Afghans. With this knowledge, the Americans realized they could use
their backing of Afghanistan's request in the U.N. to demonstrate their support with the
Afghans.286 But as the Afghans would discover, other American clientele nations in the
region had greater significance for the United States and would help derail any return to
legal exports.

Iran and Afghanistan
As detailed previously, the United States, under the leadership of Harry Anslinger,
dictated the terms of the post-1945 international drug regime. Most effectively done
through the United Nations, the Commissioner of Narcotics decided the membership and
shaped the outcome of the ongoing efforts to regulate the world‘s opium production.
286

A major difference between this 1955 re-conceptualization and the decision made to purchase Afghan
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With the Soviet Bloc conveniently boycotting some critical meetings due to the false
accusations against Communist China, the United States had almost free rein to
determine which nations would be authorized opium producers. Absence did not affect
the Soviets or their allies as three communist nations (Bulgaria, the Soviet Union, and
Yugoslavia) out of seven in total received permission to export opium legally. Left off
the list was Afghanistan. In spite of the obvious economic needs of the Afghan people,
the apparent cooperation by Kabul during the Second World War and its eagerness to
adapt to America‘s global struggle against illicit opium, Anslinger saw no compelling
reasons to give Afghanistan permission to export its most lucrative product. In 1955,
Anslinger‘s attitude would change. That year, the Commissioner would once again (albeit
briefly) view Afghan opium as a matter of national security. As earlier chapters
demonstrate, when need be, Anslinger and the State Department as well would
reprioritize the prohibitionist view to that of geopolitical concerns.
Another sign that American foreign policy decision makers connected opium to
national security in Afghanistan was the regular channeling of State Department
communications regarding narcotics in that nation to the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA). Not since the inception of the CIA in 1947 had Afghan opium production been
deemed critical to warrant this level of attention. The CIA also began to include Afghan
college students, studying in the U.S., in its larger international effort to recruit foreign
agents, a program continued into the late 1960s. How fruitful this campaign is unknown
although there were claims that in the near future (mid 1960s) American-educated
Afghan government officials, up to the cabinet-level, were then-current or former CIA
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asset, including Zia N. Noorzay, the later president of the State Treasury. 287 Once the
Daoud government started its shift towards the Soviet Union, the United States shifted its
Afghan policies, including re-visiting the significance of its opium and the issue of
inclusion of Afghanistan on the list of legal producers.
Simultaneously, Afghanistan also re-examined its opium production and decided
to bring back the government-run opium monopoly. Despite the top-down impression of
a traditional monopoly, the new Afghan system provided a decentralized four-part
method of production that was still under the overall control of Kabul. The most basic
unit, ―the farm,‖ was defined under the Opium (Prohibition and Control of Production
and Sale) Act of [Islamic Year] 1335 as land that had been ―used for five years or more
before the commencement of prohibition,‖ although the Central Government had the sole
option of leasing new lands for production. The second stage of the system, the
middlemen, otherwise labeled as ―inspectors,‖ were to be drawn from ―influential
persons, of the same village in which the poppies are cultivated as may be appointed by
the Provisional Government and District Authorities.‖ Thus, officials were given the
authority to supervise all aspects of poppy cultivation and harvesting in their local area.
The third part of the new opium regulations included ―Representatives,‖ a hodgepodge of
various power-brokers in Afghanistan: ―directors of lands, Directors of Agriculture,
President of the Chamber of Commerce, District Offices of Land Directorates, members
of the Municipal bodies of the districts and representatives of the Boto Sherkat.‖ Having
―the entire authority for the control of‖ the entire national system would be the Royal
287
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Government.288 Beyond the implementation of a manageable system, the Royal
Government also embodied two other principles into its new opium regulation. The first
was a willingness to adhere to United Nations regulations. The second dealt with limiting
the funnel of licit production for illicit means.
The Narcotics Bureau, with its network of informants and intelligence
collaborators across the globe, soon discovered that Afghanistan was open for the opium
export business again. Chief of the French Central Pharmacy Service informed Anslinger
of Afghan inquiries into renewed trade. He noted ―this high official has made contact
with French purchasers of opium and has told them of the institution in Afghanistan of a
State Society relative to the production and foreign commerce in opium, and is involved
in a regular survey of prospective rulers.‖289
Kabul opium marketing techniques, targeted toward US pharmaceutical
companies, became aggressive. Soon, discrete boxes arrived ―wrapped in a letter head of
the Trade Department, Ministry of Finance, Royal Afghan Government.‖ The mildly
deceptive title labeled ―sample Afghan Almond,‖ contained a portion of quality,
government-controlled opium. Even the otherwise challenges on Afghanistan geography
would not be a hindrance to quick service as the package came with an offer to airship
any purchased opium.290
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Along with this new insistent push for international certification, Afghanistan
desired to demonstrate to the US that it could successfully manage its poppy harvests,
only (or mostly) channeling its products into legitimate export markets. After meeting
with Anslinger the night before, Dr. A. H. Tabibi, writing from the Afghan embassy in
Washington, D.C., hoped that Afghanistan‘s‘ recent actions have gained Anslinger‘s
approval.291 In addition, the Afghan government continued to be a willing participant in
Bureau of Narcotics-led cases in the Middle East and Europe.292
By the summer of 1956, the opium question clashed with American national
security interests as its new client state, Iran, demonstrably complained about
Afghanistan becoming a legal producer of opium.293 The reasons were first, a fear of
overproduction on a regional and global level. Iranian diplomats claimed that their
neighbor's "lack of experience in controlling production would" led to opium being
siphoned into a black market, the first victim, most undoubtedly being Iran. 294 Second,
adding Afghanistan to the list of internationally recognized producers would increase the
illegal traffic. Third, it would impede Iranian attempts to end its domestic opium
addiction problems. Iran hoped for a favorable American appreciation of their view at the
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U.N.295 The Iranian position to block Afghanistan's maneuvers was backed by India,
who feared competition from another opium producer.296
Initially, the United States supported this new request by Afghanistan to get
official recognition. The Bureau of Narcotics and the State Department refuted Iranian
complaints about illicit Afghan opium. In a meeting with Iranian diplomats, Anslinger
pointed out to Iran that the U.S. would back Afghanistan‘s request. He asked for proof of
Afghan opium found in seizures.297 Likewise, in their clarification of American policy to
Iran, the State Department declared "that there is no necessary connection between
authorized legal exports from Afghanistan and whatever illicit border trafficking may
exist.‖298 Which of the two agencies was the prime driver for this united front is unclear,
although Anslinger did point out that he was "reliably informed that certain persons in
your department have stated that present State Department policy in this matter [Afghan
opium] is due entirely to my request, which I think is most unfortunate. I corrected that
impression on several occasions.‖299
Regardless of whether Anslinger or the State Department led this new initiative,
the US faced pressure from both its new Iranian client state and its tepid relationship with
Afghanistan. Despite knowing the impact of opium on a normally weak Afghan economy
and internal discussions that demonstrated the belief in the Afghans' ability to control its
295
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drug trade to a reasonable degree, American planners would make another failure of
diplomacy in the behind-the-scenes torpedoing of Afghanistan's request at the United
Nations. Conversely, other researchers claim that it was the Americans that applied the
pressure concerning Iranian opium production, a policy that led to the adoption, (after the
1953 CIA deposing of Prime Minister Mohammed Mossadeq) of "laws that were
completely in line with US prohibitive ideals."300
Either way, the United States hoped to find a way to appease Iran and lose the
least amount of face with Afghanistan. As it did back in the early period of AmericanAfghanistan relations, bureaucracy, this time in the form of the U.N., assisted the United
States in deflecting Afghan requests. Up front, the U.S. responded positively to
Afghanistan‘s request to be included as an opium producer: ―The United States
Government is pleased to inform the Afghanistan Government that it will support the
resolution adopted by the Commission if the resolution should be considered by the
Economic and Social Council." Furthermore, "The United States Government noted that
the resolution expressed approval in principle that Afghanistan should be included among
the list of authorized opium exporting states and requested the Secretary General of the
United Nations to include Afghanistan in the draft Single Convention as an authorized
opium exporting state." Ostensibly, the US appeared to be an enthusiastic backed of
Kabul's resolution.301
Unfortunately, rewording the previous list of recognized-opium producers proved
too big a hurdle for the superpower nation that otherwise dominated drug policy at the
300
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United Nations. In August 1956, Harry Anslinger reported that "a proposal to amend the
1953 Protocol to the same end was defeated, as the Afghanistan Government is of course
aware. Although the United States Representative supported the proposal in the
Commission, the United States Government had decided to accept the view that
amendment of the 1953 Protocol (which while not yet in force, had already been ratified
or acceded to by a number of states)" would prove to be so complex a matter legally as to
make it impracticable.‖302
The U.S. then asked for drug statistics for the last five years as a stalling tactic.
Anslinger stressed that ―the United States Government trusts that the Royal Government
of Afghanistan is aware that any evidence of Afghanistan‘s opium entering into the illicit
traffic would be reviewed at forthcoming sessions of the Commission and that under the
circumstances the Royal Government of Afghanistan will consider the advisability of
taking special precautions to combat such illicit trafficking may exist.‖ 303
Still, Afghanistan had three reasons to hope that it would achieve its goal: first,
the grounds for initial omission from the 1953 Protocol, and, now, with the support from
the United States and an unexpected source, Iran. A discussion held thereafter by the U.N.
Commission on Narcotics Drugs, (CND) led by Anslinger, ―revealed among other things
that Afghanistan was omitted from the list of authorized opium exporting states appearing
in the 1953 Protocol quite by accident, Afghanistan not having been represented on the
Commission which drew up the text of the Protocol. It will be noted that the Iranian
representative approved a recommendation that the Afghanistan request be
302
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submitted…for approval.‖ Afghanistan‘s request was backed by the United States. The
Commission ―expressed approval in principle of Afghanistan‘s right to export opium and
requested the Secretary General to include Afghanistan among the list of authorized
opium exporting states.‖304 With the blessings of the top-level drug international drug
strategists, the CND, and the most powerful anti-drug nation, the US, along with
unexpected, if flaccid, support from its most vocal anti-drug neighbor (at that point, in the
summer of 1956), Iran, a reversal in fortunes for Afghanistan approached imminently.
But the fix was in. Behind a public show of support for Kabul's petition,
amending the Protocol, not yet in effect, was deemed too legally complex despite
American backing. The hassles of bureaucracy and the fear of protracted negotiations
stymied Afghanistan's best hope for international redressing of the earlier omission in
1953.
Having made what the US must have calculated as the most prudent choice
(placate the Iranians while thwarting the Afghans with bureaucracy and calls for
statistics), the State Department reassured Kabul that it and ―the Bureau of Narcotics
continue to support in principle Afghanistan‘s right to a certain share of the export
market.‖ However, this backing was only lip service as the United States, unbeknownst to
the Daoud government, planned to abstain if any Afghan opium amendments were reintroduced into the ECO-SOC.305 Although some research suggests that the United
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States sided with Afghanistan on this issue,306 further investigation demonstrates the
duplicitous nature of American diplomacy.
The Afghans, undoubtedly discouraged by this tepid support from the US,
appealed to the United Nations to re-consider its world-class product. Part of this plea
was the claim that "ninety per cent of the population in certain parts of Afghanistan
depended on their living on poppy-growing. With this economic factor in mind, officials
declared that if "their country was to conform to international regulations, she must be
authorized to produce for export."307
Simultaneously, Afghanistan renewed its plea for American assistance in getting
recognized as a legal producer:
―Although Afghanistan has cultivated for years the best quality of opium with
17% morphine content for export, due to an unfortunate combination of circumstances it
could not participate in the 1953 Conference…Afghanistan requests now that its
legitimate right to be recognized. It is asking the support of the United Nations, and is of
the opinion that if the United Nations desires to enlist the cooperation of all countries in
the struggle against the illicit traffic in narcotics, it is essential that it make possible their
licit traffic, and recognize the rights of eligible countries to this end.‖ 308

The appeal failed. Never again would Afghanistan have this best chance at legal
recognition from the United Nations; subsequently, the United States missed an
opportunity to provide some economic relief for the terminally cash-strapped Zahir Shah
monarchy.
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Presumably, the United States faced opposition from the communist bloc in
setting the agenda and swaying the formation of drug policy. That was not the case in the
mid-1950s. Absent from membership and absent in all ways from drug discussions at the
UN was the Soviet Bloc. Any parliamentary maneuvering from America's global
competitor, the Soviet Union, in establishing the formation of the evolving UN drug
protocols, was not forthcoming. Already displaying hegemonic power, the absence of the
Soviet Bloc amplified US power in shaping drug policy. When the list of the seven
approved producers emerged, three of the listed nations, unlike Afghanistan, were
boycotting the deliberations due to outrageous claims by Harry Anslinger: Bulgaria, the
Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia. Those three nations, along with Greece, India, and Turkey,
had been given the legal right to produce opium without even a formal request at the
United Nations. Indeed, communist intransigence in engaging in drug dialogue at the UN
continued until at least 1962, six years after Afghanistan pleaded its case in New York. 309
Why did the United States not push the case for Afghanistan becoming a
recognized legal producer? Several factors certainly impacted this policy decision. First,
Afghanistan was clearly less significant to American national security interests than Iran.
Tehran's wishes needed to be attended to before Kabul's. Second, the denial of a smalllevel of economic self-sufficiency could lead to reliance on American loans or aid. Third,
the Afghan trafficking networks had no intrinsic value for an American foreign policy
apparatus that, when national security interests deemed necessary, complicity engaged in
drug trafficking. Regardless of its legal or illegal status since the United States had no
309
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large-scale intelligence operations in Afghanistan (yet), its peasant farmers had not
become de-facto US military forces as in Burma and Indochina.
The new leader of Afghanistan, Mohammed Daoud, pursued policies that
Washington found troubling. His course of action presented challenges to American
diplomacy and regional US interests. A brief window opened for Afghanistan to receive
international recognition. Most significantly, Afghanistan's lean toward the Soviets (after
increasing frustration with the Americans) may have influenced the Eisenhower
Administration to play hardball, simultaneously denying requests while offering
opportunities, as will be discussed in the next chapter.

Conclusion
U.S. drug policy impacted the Afghans for over a decade after 1942. The
exchange of tons of opium for American dollars provided critical assistance to
Afghanistan‘s economy. With the end of the war (and with insinuations of post-war legal
sales), the Royal Government maintained a mostly effective ban on opium. Even while
enduring drought conditions and suffering economic hardship, the Afghans adhered to the
American-backed goal of suppression. Using discrete method and loopholes in
international treaties, the Royal Government sent out hints that they wished to resume
production. However, from 1945 to 1957, U.S. foreign policy decision-makers assigned
little strategic importance to Afghanistan‘s opium. Once Kabul decided to accept Soviet
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military aid, that perception changed. Harry Anslinger, the chief architect of American
drug policy thought so, as reflected in his short-term effort to back Kabul in the U.N.,
although his level of sincerity remained to be seen.
The United States, as the leading prohibitionist nation, may have missed a golden
opportunity in the decade following WWII to assist Afghanistan with legalizing and
implementing a viable system of control over its opium. Even without any American
guidance (like that given to neighboring Iran), Anslinger claimed (although with
knowledge of smuggling) that the Royal Government had a handle on its drug production.
His downplaying of the illicit opium trade in Afghanistan along with his newfound
support for their quest to be added to the opium-producers list, portrayed the nation as
being capable and worthy of an international license. Instead of contributing to a global
overproduction of opium, the Commissioner believed, with an unknown amount of
certainty, that resumed production would be a manageable situation for Kabul. Instead,
Afghan hopes were dispensed with in a parliamentary fashion in the U.N.
On one hand having thwarted the land-locked, impoverished nation from using
one of its only significant hard currency resources, the Americans offered gifts on the
other hand. Soon, men, material, and money from the US competed with Russian funds
for projects to win the hearts and stomachs of the Afghan people. Even with the best
intentions implied, certainly unforeseen was the impact of American aid programs with
Afghanistan's capacity to cultivate and distribute opium.
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CHAPTER 4: FAILURE OF AID
"It didn't take long for these fellows [the Afghan Government] to pass the hat."
Gilmore Flues, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
"We seem to have bought it."310 Harry Anslinger
"[The] decision of Iran and Afghanistan to outlaw opium production called attention to
the fact that a closed list of exporters could conceivably lead to serious drug
shortages."311 Food and Drug Cosmetic Law Journal

Starting with the Second World War, the Americans had become fully aware of
the economic importance that opium held for Afghanistan. Despite this knowledge, the
United States would prove to be very unhelpful in fulfilling Kabul's goal of legal
international recognition of its opium exports. Weighing both global and regional
concerns in an era of growing competition in Asia with the Soviet Union, Washington
would create policies that benefitted a series of nations bordering its major rival. Thus, as
part of an overall policy of containment, Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey received millions of
dollars in funding to thwart any Soviet move southward in Central Asia and the Middle
East. After years of pleading with the United States for similar military funding,
Afghanistan, who also shared a boundary with the U.S.S.R., found itself playing a
familiar game with two major foreign powers. In the post-Stalin era where the new Soviet
leader, Nikita Khrushchev, looked to improve its relations with aid packages, the United
States felt compelled to respond, for in the zero-sum game of Cold War, any gain in
prestige for the U.S.S.R. anywhere was viewed as a loss for Washington.
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This chapter explores the evolution of American aid in Afghanistan from the postWWII period until, generally, the end of the 1960s. The first section details Afghanistan's
reaction to its frustrating experience at the UN in a period where US concern over the
former nation's opium was at an all-time low. What follows provides a foundation for the
later globalization of Afghanistan's poppy products. Early American aid packages arrived
but do not greatly ameliorate harsh economic conditions in Afghanistan. A new USdriven plan sought to recreate an American success story in the Helmand Valley, a start
of a decades-long relationship that would, inadvertently, lead to massive opium harvests
later on. The final section places the air and road construction projects at the nexus of a
transformation of Afghanistan's drug industry, including domestic labs to produce opium
into morphine. Along with greater ability to transit narcotics internally, the improvement
of civilian aviation and highways contributed to the spread of opium and morphine to
customers who previously could not be reached. Many users from these consumer nations
took advantage of these transportation routes in another phase of the globalization of
Afghanistan opium. The reality of this final factor would lead to a refocusing of
American attention on Afghanistan by the end of the decade.
With its hat metaphorically in its hands, the Afghan government made two major
requests for aid in the 1950s. The first, military aid, would not be forthcoming. The
second request, covered in chapter three ―international recognition for opium exports―
ended as the United States effectively torpedoed Kabul's desire to have a stable source of
hard foreign currency, an essential component to improve economic conditions in the
impoverished nation.
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Although unwilling to recognize Afghanistan as a legal opium producer and to
include the nation under its protective 'umbrella', the United States did begin a series of
programs there designed to improve agricultural and transportation. These aid packages
had three elements that will be examined in further detail: competition with the Soviets,
improvements for the Afghan people, and the programs' eventual impact. As such, this
chapter will discuss these aid programs, including large-scale irrigation projects and
improvements in air and road transportation. Although these efforts were intended to
develop the internal economic status of Afghanistan, the end result would have major and
unforeseen consequences for the cultivation and transportation of opium countrywide,
and then, eventually, globally. Therefore, the applications of aid packages in Afghanistan
led to another dismal American policy: the failure of aid packages.
From its inception, Afghanistan was an impoverished nation. Its fragile condition
became apparent to outside observers beginning in World War II, as "Afghanistan's
almost complete dependence upon foreign trade and assistance not only for economic
progress but also for political stability."312 Despite having some of the best opium in
world, Kabul could not capitalize on one of its most lucrative products. Afghan opium
mostly arrived, illicitly, into Iran during the 1950s (especially after the latter nation's
opium ban in 1955) and the 1960s. All told, there were several reasons why Afghan
opium remained, generally, a regional product. First, competing opium producers nearby
had access to previous licit and illicit smuggling routes, and in some areas such as the
Chinese-Burmese border, complicity of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and
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conversely, some international protection. Not until the 1980s would the CIA would
empower opium warlords in Afghanistan. As well, the lack of demand due to opium
supplied more easily out of Turkey, France (Marseilles, specifically), or Hong Kong
meant that Afghan opium mostly found its way to regional addicts.
Although not a perfectly harmonious nation in the 1950s and 1960s, Afghanistan
did not suffer the internal chaos that would be later seen starting in the 1980s and
continuing into the second decade of the twenty-first century. Opium researcher and
historian Pierre-Arnaud Chouvy noted that "the wars and internecine conflicts that
plagued...[Afghanistan] clearly stimulated opium production."313 Therefore, it can be
confidently stated that, comparing the 1950s and 1960s in Afghanistan to the 1980s and
beyond, having general peace in the nation played an important function in the
determination of who grows opium and why. For a variety of reasons, chaotic conditions
encouraged massive opium growth in that nation in later decades. Thus, foreshadowing
subsequent developments, the incorporation of Afghan opium in the American
intelligence nexus and the Soviet invasion, civil war, and the consequences of the Taliban
regime will unmistakably play a significant role in later record-breaking opium harvests.
However, other processes occurred with American assistance that would later improve
Afghanistan's ability to both cultivate and transport opium. These progressions were
unintentional and unforeseen. Absolving the United States from any knowledge that its
aid packages and efforts to advance Afghanistan's fortunes would led to improved opium
cultivation does not negate the consequences that developed as a result. As such,
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ostensibly beneficial American policies to assist Afghanistan to develop its harvest and
the ability to transport its crops did just that, but few, if any, plants benefitted more than
opium.
Detailing the history of American aid programs in Afghanistan starts with opium.
Previously mentioned in chapter two, one of the factors that led to the United States to
purchase the raw material for morphine from Afghanistan, economic aid, was part of an
American effort to keep the Afghans from cooperating with the Axis. Thus, indirectly,
the first American aid package involved buying tons of opium from the government of
Afghanistan. Following the war, United States thwarted Kabul's push for legal
recognition from the world community. Despite a lack of substantial help at the U.N.
from the Americans, Afghanistan continued to cultivate a significant amount of opium in
the 1950s and 1960s (although certainly much smaller amounts when compared to after
1980). While American foreign policy makers debated and created assistance programs
for Afghanistan, the latter would still remain a regional opium producer. Before
examining the history and impact of U.S. aid in Afghanistan, the continued Afghan
opium traffic during the 1950s and 1960s will be addressed.

After the UN Betrayal
Midway into Daoud's ten-year tenure in office, the autocratic leader had alarmed
the US with his lean towards the Soviets. The State Department, in the name of national
security and in the context of the Cold War, decided that the geostrategic benefits
warranted a change in policy, allowing Afghanistan to be added to the list of the 1953
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Opium Protocol. Bewley-Taylor suggests that "the timing of the US decision concerning
Afghan opium production therefore makes it highly probable that American support on
the issue was also at the vanguard of the new policy towards Afghanistan." He added that
there was an economic calculation involved as Foggy Bottom posited that increased
Afghan opium sales would lessen their reliance on their Russian neighbor. However, it
was also apparent that State support for backing Kabul's request was ephemeral.314
Fortunately for the State Department, Afghanistan did not press the issue. The
next year, Daoud announced a comprehensive opium ban. To observers who were not
cognizant of the Royal government's habit of periodically calling for similar bans, the
news was a minor victory in the campaign against drugs. Most likely, the Prime Minister
backed this bold move for dual purposes. First would be to maintain positive relations
with the U.S. Second and more important, the Commission on Narcotic Drug at the UN
(under the influence of Harry Anslinger) led Kabul to believe that financial and technical
support would be forthcoming. Specifically, the US announced its readiness to offer such
assistance, most likely at the direction of the State Department. The Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury, Gilmore Flues, downplayed this approach, with Anslinger, agreeing with
the assessment, "it didn't take long for these fellows to pass the hat," to which the
Commissioner replied. "We seem to have bought it."315
Even while the United States was in the process of thwarting Afghanistan's
attempts to be recognized as legitimate opium producer at the UN, Kabul demonstrated
that it was still willing to be a partner in the nascent war on drugs. Its cooperation was
314
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two-fold. First, the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics trained Afghan anti-drug agents to conduct
joint operations in the Middle East. These training sessions, ―2-week sessions, held six
times a year,‖ would provide the Bureau with overseas operatives, who managed, at least
once, to apprehend high-level drug traffickers. Harry J. Anslinger noted that
recently three of our foreign graduates heading home to Afghanistan stopped off in Beirut,
Lebanon, where they visited Fred Wilson, our narcotics agent there. They asked if they
could put their training into action. He suggested they ‗hit the street‘ and try to turn up
something. Within 24 hours one of them was deep in negotiations with an international
Lebanese smuggler. The conversation led to the breakup of a huge narcotics smuggling
ring. This application of training is unique but not unusual. 316

As such, not only did Kabul display its desire to appease the American approach to
curbing narcotics use, but also Anslinger provided insight into the intelligence-gathering
capabilities of the Bureau of Narcotics as these American-trained Afghan agents served
as auxiliary members of Anslinger's agency.
The second component of Afghanistan's willingness to assist the United States in
its efforts to end drug trafficking was on the Afghan home front. At some point in the late
1950s and early to mid 1960s, ―Customs Officers have been stationed
in…Afghanistan…‖317 It is unclear as to what level of success these agents had in
Afghanistan, whether they were for training purposes or interdiction. Later research
would suggest that their level of effectiveness was minimal, at best.318 What is obvious is
that Afghanistan would supply operatives for anti-drug operations abroad and also allow
American counter-narcotics agents to review (or implement) strategies against traffickers.
316
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By the late 1950s, Anslinger recognized that successful (or at least moderately
successful) bans in Afghanistan and Iran could have a detrimental impact on the global
supply of opiates for medicine. In an Interdepartmental Committee on Narcotics meeting
in 1959, with representatives from the Departments of Defense, State, and Treasury, the
Commissioner painted a potentially bleak picture. His international efforts ―have
advanced to the point where actual shortages for legitimate medical and scientific
purposes may be in prospect.‖319 This fear was mirrored two years later in the Food and
Drug Cosmetic Law Journal: "[the] decision of Iran and Afghanistan to outlaw opium
production called attention to the fact that a closed list of exporters could conceivably
lead to serious drug shortages."320 Recognition of this potential lack of opiate medicine
did not lead Anslinger or the United States to reconsider Afghanistan as a legal producer.
Indeed, State Department were under instructions to "temporize the issue" in the situation
of future Afghan pleas.321
One reason behind Anslinger's reticence to review Afghanistan's plight was the
fear that the nation's opium would enter illegal markets. Kabul responded by providing
the Commissioner with the data that he had requested back in 1957. Afghanistan
estimated a production level of 12,500 kilograms in that year. They reported exports to
morphine manufacturing nations of 6,949 kilograms (1957), 7,119 (1958), and 982
(1960). In contrast, the countries or territories where the largest confiscation or account
of illicit import or export of opium in the years 1957 to 1961 demonstrate that
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Afghanistan made an effort to end opium cultivation. The Royal Government report of
drug seizures in the period under review (zero seizures in 1957, 438 (kilograms) in 1958,
381 (1959), 636 (1960), and 5,888 (1961) reflected this push. In the last reported year,
Afghanistan ranked 2nd globally in reported opium seizures.322 Whether to appease the
Americans, a reflection of renewed production to meet the needs of Iranian addicts, or a
honest effort from the Afghan government, these statistics suggest that trafficking was
being taken seriously.
Afghanistan self-reporting on drug abuse indicated that opium addiction was not a
grave problem domestically. However, at least one ethnic group, the Wakhi, had
comparatively high rates of opium addiction. For whatever reason or reasons, corruption,
ignorance, complicity, religion, this absence of this dependence left an impression that
opium consumption was not a problem for Afghanistan.323 Apparently though,
Afghanistan did have an alleged drug problem and that was with cannabis.324 As such, the
royal government conveyed that ―a few isolated cases of addicts to opium and of the use
of cannabis are reported." Nonetheless, on a chart labeled ―Incidence of Drug Addiction,‖
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs assigned Afghanistan the highest rating of ―1‖
signifying ―1 addict per 1000 or less population.‖ Presumably, cannabis estimates led to
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this suggestion that the Afghan people were among the most drug-addicted people, by
percentage, in the world.325
After the five year period in which the United States asked Afghanistan to
produce drug statistics, three critical points that have bearing on future analysis, must be
restated. First, Afghanistan had few reported opium addicts, and probably a minuscule if
not not-existent heroin problem. Second, senior American foreign policy decision makers
had knowledge that there were potential medicinal opiate shortages across the globe.
Finally, despite its failure at the U.N., the Royal Afghan government remained a staunch
ally of the United States in its policy of opium suppression, even with the economic
struggles that it entailed for Afghanistan.
Paradoxically, Afghanistan backed U.S. anti-drug initiatives even as it drew
closer to the Soviet Union in the early 1960s, a period which had several Cold War
flashpoints (the Bay of Pigs, Berlin, and the Cuban Missile Crisis). The latter nation,
unsurprisingly, did not follow American leadership on opiates. After their earlier absence,
the Soviets were not quick to agree to the closed list of producers from the 1953 Opium
Protocol, even though three of the seven nations (Bulgaria, U.S.S.R., and Yugoslavia). As
of 1962, the Soviet Bloc had not ratified the treaty. 326
As such, Russian help at the U.N. would not be forthcoming for Afghanistan.
Kabul accepted their exclusion from the list of producer nations in the 1961 international
drug laws revisions. Officially at least, the Daoud administration acted enthusiastically,
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noting the "Government considered the Single Convention a major United Nations
achievement."327 It was hoped "that the Single Convention would enter into force as soon
as possible.‖328 Their domestic agenda, a proclaimed opium ban, mirrored their foreign
policy.
The Afghan announcement that it was, once again, enacting a total ban on opium
came months before the Soviet Union began to attack American anti-opium policies at
the United Nations. In the laborious discussions that would lead to the eventual
acceptance on the 1961 Single Convention Treaty, the Soviet Union resisted U.S.
leadership. The Soviets, continuing their attempts to created goodwill in non-aligned and
newly emerging nations, made a connection between opium cultivation and struggling
economies. Harry Anslinger complained that the U.S.S.R. was "holding out as bait to the
small nations a proposal to allow any nation to produce 100 tons of opium annually for
the export market. The Russians pointed out to the small African and Asian nations that
this could be their economic salvation."329
Afghanistan attempted a new short-lived PR campaign at the United Nations
before the 1961 Convention came into effects. First, Afghan diplomats claimed their
1958 total ban (done "in the interests of humanity and out of concern for international
cooperation") on opium demonstrated their control over opium, an affirmation that no
international observers shared. Second, Afghan foreign minister, Tabibi, refuted new
Iranian claims that Kabul rescinded its wish to be a legal export, vehemently adding that
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"we have never renounced our intention of joining the 'exporters' club?" Espousing its
superior morphine content, the Minister, to no avail argued that "there can be no control
over the world trade in narcotics unless this is founded on good faith and mutual
cooperation." After their request was initially tabled, an early draft listed as Afghanistan
as the 8th producer nation. However, for the final draft, as noted by researchers Catherine
Lamour and Michel R. Lamberti, "the U.N. fell back on half-measures and simply
abolished the list of exporting countries." Instead, the new U.N. agreement "stipulates
that only such countries as traditionally produce opium for export may continue to supply
the world pharmaceutical industry."330 Afghanistan once again found itself on the outside
looking in. Despite cultivating the drug for centuries and having sold opium in significant
quantities to China, France, Italy, Japan, the Soviet Union, Thailand, and the United
States in the past, Afghanistan did not qualify as a 'traditional producer.'
Unfortunately for Afghanistan their window of opportunity at the U.N. closed, the
Communist Bloc's intransigence notwithstanding. In February 1963, three of the seven
producing countries, Greece, Iran, and India ratified the Protocol, which, according to the
U.N. mediated agreements, put the new international drug policy into effect. 331 Oddly,
two of the previous nations had essentially halted their poppy cultivation by this point, as
noted by the U.N.:"Iran has prohibited opium production, and Greece for all practical
purposes has ceased production." The remaining four nations–Bulgaria, Turkey, the
Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia– had no apparent intentions to accept the Protocol at that
point. In these circumstances a party to the Protocol could rely only on India for its
330
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supplies. A large manufacturing country might find this embarrassing, even if India were
able to supply large quantities. In such a situation it may be that the other large
producing/exporting country –Turkey– may find it desirable to become a party to the
Protocol.‖332 Thwarted again, the Afghan Royal Government called for another ban on
opium production for 1963.333
Afghan opium smugglers, prohibited from legal exports, may have been mollified
with their trade with next-door neighbor, angering Tehran. Iranian attempts to identify
Afghanistan as a major source of their black market met with mixed results. After
assistance from the United Nations laboratory in Geneva, Iranian scientists applied a new
and apparently very reliable technique, ―direct absorption spectrophotometry,‖ to uncover
the nation of origin for seized opium. Having samples from producing nations made the
scientists‘ task much simpler. As such, the lab had, along with its domestic sources,
comparison samples from India (200 identified sources), Turkey (150), Greece and
Pakistan (6), USSR and China (3), Afghanistan (3), and Mexico (1). Having a shortage of
samples from bordering states apparently hampered the lab‘s ability to judge foreign
sources other than as ―Not Turkish‖ or ―Not Iranian.‖ ―On a local scale the authorities in
Iran were interested only in whether a particular seizure was Iranian, Turkish, Pakistani,
or Afghanistani, the possibilities of opium from other countries being brought into Iran
being rather scanty.‖ 334 The evidence that Iran's opium addiction came from Afghan
sources primarily was not forthcoming.
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Throughout the 1960s, it was clear that Afghanistan produced opium. Although
denied at the U.N., drug traffickers benefited from the harsh measures that Iran's leader,
the Shah Reza Pahlavi, enacted to end the high level of addiction. He successfully (if
repressively) used his military to eradicate opium harvests in Iran. However, as noted by
Alfred McCoy, the extensive and mountainous border that Iran shared with Afghanistan,
as well as Turkey, provided access to the smugglers, who filled the opium void. Iran
struggled to end addiction in the fourteen years after it enacted a poppy ban. By the end
of the 1960s, the Shah revamped Iranian drug policies, even allowing opium to be
cultivated again. McCoy stated that "still unable to supply its own needs, Iran consumed
all of Afghanistan's production, about 100 tons..."335
Ultimately, throughout the 1960s, Afghan drug production merited little concern
for U.S. policy makers. Not until the end of the decade would Afghanistan and drugs
again attract attention from Washington. But at that time, it was not opium exports that
alarmed the U.S. government but rather the American drug tourists that were coming into
Afghanistan, a topic that will addressed in the next chapter.

Early American Aid to Afghanistan
As mentioned previously, Britain had essentially handed over their former role as
counterbalance to the Soviets in the so-called "Great Game' during the Second World
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War. Initially, the Americans were reticent to get involved with a nation with whom it
had little previous contact. To make the point that the United States was a reluctant
replacement for the British after the Second World War is not to suggest that American
aid did not go to Afghanistan. The United States regarded its WWII opium purchases as a
form of economic aid for Afghanistan. The first true American aid packages came shortly
after the war ended. In 1946, Washington authorized shipments of wheat and flour to help
the Afghan people through a period of drought.
This food delivery was one of the three types of aid packages that the Afghans
received or would be requesting from the United States starting in 1946. As noted, the
initial request, wheat and flour shipments, can be considered ad-hoc emergency
assistance. The second type of aid packages are the main focus of this chapter:
development programs, including the massive Helmand River project and other
improvements, whether agricultural or for transportation networks. The third type of aid,
which will briefly be examined in more detail below, were requested military sales and
assistance.
Afghans asked for military aid in 1946, hoping to buy new or surplus weapons.
Again, in 1948, Kabul desired American arms to defend the nation from foreign invaders,
in particular the Soviet Union. The Afghan Ambassador to the U.S. and cousin to the
king, Sardar Mohammed Naim,336 asserted that "properly armed and convinced of US
backing the Afghans would stand in the Hindu Kush and hold the Soviets back to give the
United States and its allies time to defend the Middle East and South Asia." When the
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Prime Minister, Shah Mahmood repeated a similar claim that same year that the Afghans
could resist the Russians, Secretary of State George Marshall offensively laughed in
derision.337
In a further blow to Afghan pride, the United States disregarded Kabul's
continued requests for military assistance. Adding salt to the wounds in 1949 was that
Iran and Turkey were considered important enough to get weapons from the U.S., while
Afghanistan, who also shared a border with the Russians, was denied. In good part, the
Truman Administration feared the Afghans would use any supplied weapons against
Pakistan and not the Soviets.338 Further attempts at getting military aid by the royal
government failed that year. The anger and astonishment that Afghanistan felt, according
to Poullada, would fester over time, leading them to embrace additional aid from the
U.S.S.R. The Soviets, for their part, saw a lack of American commitment as having
"conceded [Afghanistan] as being within the Soviet sphere of influence."339
A top secret analysis of Afghanistan the following year (1950) for the Joint Chiefs
of Staff (JCS) sheds further light on how the U.S. viewed the nation at the highest levels.
Bluntly put, the report declared that "Afghanistan is of little or no strategic importance to
the United States." Despite Kabul's appeals to the U.S., "it remains nominally
independent of Soviet domination, but its geographic location coupled with the
realization by Afghan leaders of Soviet capabilities presages Soviet control of the country
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whenever the international situation so dictates."340 Afghanistan's minimal contribution
was to remain neutral.
Two years later, however, (and before the Afghan government received
significant military aid from the Soviets), the Truman Administration reassessed its
position on Afghanistan. The Cold War in Asia grew hotter with American troops on the
ground fighting North Korean and Chinese communists while supporting the French
reoccupation of Vietnam. Lumped together with other Central Asian nations, including
Pakistan and India, Afghanistan now was viewed as having "great significance to the
stability and security of the free world." Their geographic location in Asia and the fact
that they were "disposed to be friendly toward the West," led to the conclusion that
American aid would be critical in helping these countries resist any "Communist
subversion and aggression."341 Even with this new assessment, the Truman
Administration did not send military aid to Afghanistan. Most likely, the president feared
giving the Soviets incentive to attack Afghanistan and possibly then move into oil-rich
Iran, a nation that would, within a year's time be controlled by a CIA-backed dictator.
American foreign policy decision makers had less compunction about sending aid
when dealing with famine situations in Afghanistan. In 1946, the Afghans had an
unprecedented food crisis to deal with. First, due to a greatly inflated economy during
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WWII, food prices greatly escalated. The impact led to declining exports, scarce
consumer products, and an expanding black market. All told, "for the first time in its
history, Afghanistan had to import wheat from abroad."342 With British influence
diminishing in Afghanistan, the Afghan government appealed to the United States for
assistance, a plea that led to a small but appreciated wheat shipment. Several years later
in 1953, the U.S. would again provide to a potentially famished Afghanistan a loan of 1.5
million; ironically around this same time, the cash-poor Afghans would note that selling
its opium legally could lead to hard-currency sales of 1.5 million dollars. Regardless, this
emergency aid was brought to the personal attention of President Harry Truman in 1952.
Fearing that Kabul would turn to the Soviets if aid was not forthcoming, W. Averell
Harriman, the Director of the Mutual Security Agency, advised the president that due to
the food shortage, "the Department of State considers it of great political importance that
the United States be prepared to assist Afghanistan promptly in this crisis, and thus to
strengthen our ties with this strategically important country." The State Department also
projected that Afghanistan would face "the likelihood of a serious foreign exchange
deficit for Afghanistan in the foreseeable future."343 As will be recalled from chapter
three, State Department knowledge of Afghanistan's currency woes did not lead to
recognition to be a legal opium producer at the U.N. in the 1950s and beyond.
The third form of aid, developmental aid, whether for agriculture or transportation,
is the main focus for this chapter due to the impact it would have on Afghanistan's ability
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to cultivate or transport opium, and later, heroin. There is no documentary evidence from
the 1950s and 1960s that demonstrated that American foreign policy decision makers
realized or even conceptualized that improving irrigation systems or constructing airports
or roads would play a role in globalization of Afghanistan's opium exports in later
decades. Nevertheless, they did, which led to a failure of aid.
American developmental aid first arrived in Afghanistan after the end of the
Second World War. Previously, the Afghan government determined that a long-range
plan was needed to improve the agricultural capacity of the Helmand Province, the
largest in Afghanistan. At one time harnessed for wide-scale agriculture in Afghanistan's
distant past, the Helmand river system was also the largest in the nation with an annual
discharge of some 5 million-acre feet.344 Before the war, Kabul looked to Japan and
Germany for assistance to harness the river's potential once again, but other than some
preliminary work from Japanese engineers, the project went nowhere after the British and
Soviets demanded that all Axis personnel leave Afghanistan. 345 The Zahir Shah regime
brought the proposed Helmand improvements back to the table in 1946. Flushed with $20
million dollars in cash reserves from the sales of karakul skins during the war,346
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Afghanistan hired an American construction company, the Morrison-Knudsen Company
(MK). Based in Boise, Idaho, MK had previous foreign experience in Brazil, China, and
Mexico, where, according to company literature, " 'globe-trotting' is said to bring many
novel tests of character and stability."347 Equally compelling, MK had completed
ventures in nearby countries, Iran and India.348 Domestically, MK planned and
implemented two of the most impressive construction projects in American history: the
San Francisco Bridge and the Hoover Dam.349 Soon, the company would arrive in
Afghanistan, setting up their headquarters, "nicknamed kichne nowyork, 'little New
York'," in the rundown city of Lashkargah.350
Problems arose earlier than anticipated. By 1949, Afghanistan had spent its builtup capital with little to show. "With its reputation and most of its foreign assets
committed to the project," the nation turned to the Truman Administration that year to get
additional funding.351 Abdul Majid Zabuli, in his capacity as the Afghan Minister of
National Economy, looked to salvage the project with a "modest, well-conceived,
integrated economic development plan." However, the State Department downplayed
their ideas, directing them to the Export-Import Bank. Morrison-Knudsen, using its
"domestic American political clout," had their scheme funded before Majid's smaller,
locally-conceived approach. Over-ruling Majid, who feared that "long term irrigation
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projects would result in unbalanced development and would cause serious problems," the
Afghan Prime Minister, Shah Mahmud acknowledged the political significance of the
more-stringent-than-desired loan.352
Financing was not the only problem encountered early on. With the completion of
the first diversion dam, it was apparent that the salinity of the soil, a factor known yet not
previously planned for, would inhibit the future agricultural output from the planned
construction along the Helmand and Arghandab rivers. MK's normally meticulous
surveying was deemed unnecessary by both the company engineers and its Afghan
employers.353 Despite these premature signs of trouble and the lack of foresight involving
the financing of the project, first Harry Truman, and then later administrations in the
1950s and 1960s, "made Southern Afghanistan a showcase of nation building, in its
attempts to 'reclaim' and modernize a swath of territory comprising roughly half the
country."354

The Best Intentions: Helmand Valley
Flush from the successes of WWII and the resultant status of U.S. power,
American leaders believed that what worked at home could work abroad. For example, in
Afghanistan, Harry Truman viewed the Helmand Valley project as great opportunity to
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upgrade the agricultural potential of an impoverished nation while demonstrating the
inherent superiority of the American-dominated capitalist system. He believed what
discernibly worked for the United States, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) project
begun during the Depression, would also be suitable for Afghanistan's yet untamed
Helmand and Arghandab rivers. As noted by Nick Cullather, "the TVA had totemic
significance for American liberals but in the diplomatic setting it had the additional
function of redefining political conflict as a technical problem." 355 Thus, the Americans
would, in 1952, advise Afghanistan to create a similar organization to manage the
implementation of the grandiose schemes: the Helmand Valley Authority.356
With this mindset, the American government's association evolved from financier
and facilitator to full-fledged partner. Afghan leaders, in particular the Minister Zabuli,
looked unfavorable upon the scope of the elaborate plans to bring modernization to
Afghanistan.357 His disapproval for the endeavor was matched by internal critics, who in
one case, applied a Marxist analysis to the scheme: "Compelled by their economic
demands, the powerful industrial countries keep the flow of their surplus goods under the
name of trade and their surplus capital under the name of aid and loans into the backward
countries."358 However, for the King, Zahir Shah, "the great blank wall of a dam was a
screen on which [he] would project the future."359
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After Afghanistan depleted its post-WWII cash reserves, the United States
stepped in as the main financier of the project. The first American loans, administered by
the Export-Import Bank360, pushed construction along for Afghanistan until the creation
of the Foreign Operations Administration (FOA) in 1953. Re-named the International
Cooperation Administration (ICA) one year later under the Mutual Security Act of 1954,
the ICA administered aid for economic, political and social development purposes.
While the FOA was initially created as an independent government agency, the ICA was
re-merged with the Department of State. The Mutual Security Act, know shortly
thereafter as the Eisenhower Doctrine361, stood as his adjustment to Truman's Marshall
Plan. Along with Ike's emphasis on new alliances, covert operations, and an increased
nuclear deterrent, the Mutual Security Act introduced the concepts of development
assistance, security assistance, discretionary contingency funds, and guarantees for
private investments."362 As such, the ICA would be the functioning method by which US
aid, given for security reasons, found distribution to foreign nations.
Although idealistically the greater American intervention in the Helmand Valley
was for altruistic reasoning, the expansion of U.S. involvement served as a response to
the more PR savvy Soviet Union. Indeed, "dams were the American alternative to
Communist land reform."363 The expanded project would also include additional road
construction and an integrated system of large and small connections to irrigation canals.
Even broader than these developmental improvements were "the social engineering"
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components which included "education, housing, health care, roads [outside of those
strictly for dam construction and maintenance], communications, agricultural research
and extension, and industrial development in the valley."364 The lofty goals of the
enhanced American program would give notice that the newly emerging nations in Asia
and Africa would be best served by leaning towards the United States and not the Soviet
Union.
Changing leadership in Afghanistan presented challenges for the United States
and its robust development plan once the Eisenhower Administration took over. In 1953,
as mentioned previously, the new Prime Minister of Afghanistan, Mohammed Daoud
(although not pro-communist), did not share the reticence of previous Afghan leaders
from accepting aid and influence from the Soviet Union. Unlike other troublesome
leaders of weaker nations around that time (such as Mohammad Mosaddegh, in
neighboring Iran), Daoud did not face removal from the US or the Central Intelligence
Agency, although it was certainly a possibility. In 1956, a year after CIA chief Allen
Dulles hinted at such a possibility, 365 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral
Arthur Radford, "expressed the view that the free world had less than a fifty-fifty chance
of keeping Afghanistan out of the Soviet orbit [deleted]... if the present Prime Minister of
Afghanistan could be eliminated from the scene this whole picture in Afghanistan would
probably change."366 Daoud would escape an American removal attempt because the
implantation of the Helmand Valley project, according to Cullather, "offered a way to
364
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counter Soviet influence by giving [the Prime Minister] what he wanted, a Pashtun
homeland," which would diffuse the explosive Pashtunistan issue.367 After major delays
due to red tape and bureaucratic inertia, Washington implemented a more assertive aid
strategy, adopting the ideas of the American Ambassador in Kabul, Sheldon T. Mills,
who called for more funding in Helmand, road and air construction, and education
improvements. In total, the effort was aimed at countering Russian penetration.368
As American involvement in Afghanistan grew, despite and perhaps even because
of Daoud's lean towards the Soviet Union, the Eisenhower Administration wished to reassess its efforts in Helmand. Although the means may have been more important than
the ends for U.S. programs in Afghanistan, top-level bureaucrats in the ICA recognized
that the U.S. "can't give them [Afghanistan] up to USSR without a try."369 In May 1956,
the ICA sent a survey team from the Tudor Engineering Company, headed by a former
governor of Idaho, Leonard Jordan, to testify on the progress, or lack thereof. The team
reported back a mixed bag of success. With proof of real benefits for local farmers, "there
has been some disappointment that it has not been more rapid and spectacular in its
demonstrated benefits...this is because of unrealistic expectations were entertained." In
addition to continued economic funding for future projects and training for agricultural
workers, the Tudor company recommended, among other crops, the introduction of two
new crops to be grown in the newly irrigated lands, tobacco and hemp, for its "fibre."370
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That same year, internal conversations in the State Department, particularly in the
semi-autonomous ICA, demonstrated in-house frictions over the implementation of
policy in Afghanistan. For example, the issue of which agency was going to be the
primary mover and shaker seemed to be resolved by May 1956 when a top ICA
administrator, Dennis Fitzgerald, revealed that the "State [Department] are going to allow
ICA to run its own business."371 However, the fear of foreign competition in funding
Helmand Valley, even from allies, found resistance from the American Ambassador in
Kabul, Sheldon Mills, who was "unhappy because Germans will assist with Power
Projects if we don't hurry and do something."372 Despite this fear, Fitzgerald welcomed
any potential but not manifested (non-communist) funding of Helmand. This aid rarely
materialized and the United States faced a continued investment problem in Afghanistan.
Stemming from the Tudor Report, a Congressional visit, and other sources of
information, the ICA, in coordination with higher-ups in the State Department recognized
the mess that was the Helmand Project. Following the direction of its parent organization,
the ICA felt that then current world conditions called for a discussion at appropriate
levels as to what extent the United States is prepared to go in supporting certain
governmental "cliques" and "buying support" from other governments." 373 Like other illfated policies that the United States was engaging in around that time (most primarily in
Vietnam), the Helmand aid to Afghanistan lacked a coherent plan going in, which turned
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into a long-term engagement without an end in sight. From the get-go, "the project has
been tagged American since its inception and whether, correctly or not, the Afghans are
disappointed in the results to date..." Equally sobering was the assessment that, "it is
obvious that a project such as the Helmand Valley is never 'completed'." 374
To American Congressional observers on the ground in 1957, the Helmand Valley
project, outside of its anti-Soviet function, had the makings of an epic foreign policy
blunder. U.S. Senator Allen J. Ellender noted that "in general, it is my fear that we are so
closely involved with the most intimate functions of the Afghanistan government, its
programs, and its governmental processes, that we are laying ourselves open to not only
severe criticism but dire injury to our prestige and objectives in this area should our
efforts fail."375
Even more unfortunate was that instead of generating (or perpetuating) feelings of
good-will from the Afghanistan toward the United States, the opposite effect occurred.
Initially, "the Afghan people viewed with hope the United States when it entered
Afghanistan from the other side of the globe under the umbrella of the Helmand Project
to help Afghanistan. They recognized the United States as the opposite of old European
imperialists."376 By 1957, Senator Ellender noted the impact of unfulfilling promise of
US policy in Afghanistan: "Our aid, which contemplates projects beyond the inherent
capabilities of these people, creates ill amongst the people."377 Equally demoralizing,
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lesser extensive but more visible Russian projects such as grain silos, ironically filled
with American wheat.378 The Soviets were winning the PR war in Afghanistan in the late
1950s and early 1960s.
Internally, the ICA shared the pessimism of this situation. When queried about the
mistakes made in the past, in particular by the first American funding under ExIm,
Dennis Fitzgerald noted that the bank had "made some fairly stupid loans...Helmand
Valley for one..."379 With the level of American prestige built up in the project, it seemed
unlikely that the U.S. would pull out, a fact that the main construction company used to
its advantage to, to some degree, exploit, with Fitzgerald noting, "it is true that MK has
us over the hip..."380 Indeed, the company took advantage of this situation, being
rewarded with contracts from the U.S. government in various construction ventures from
1946-1962 in Helmand, and elsewhere, throughout the nation.381
Regardless of the initial promise of modernizing the largest and yet one of least
populated regions of the country, ten years after the project demonstrated a noted lack of
sustained success. In fact, Helmand had "produced the lowest quantities of grain and cash
crops as compared with even some relatively less-irrigated areas." In addition to over
exaggerated expectations, the program suffered due to "bureaucratic inefficiencies, graft,
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and corruption" added unforeseen and burdensome expense.382 There would be no replica
of the TVA in southern Afghanistan.
While a complete examination of the implementation of the Helmand project,
whose scoped lasted until 1979, is beyond this study, the impact on laying the foundation
for future opium production in Afghanistan must be highlighted. The American-led and
funded plan led to two different consequences, one born in success, the other failure. First,
it is clear that the improvements did increase the agricultural output of the region.
Conversely, this positive outcome set up future opium harvests, starting with the Soviet
invasion in 1979, when cultivators took advantage of the improved irrigation systems.
Secondly, the early-noted impact of rising levels of salinity debilitated the ability to grow
cash crops. The poppy plant fared better in these conditions. Over time, these
foundational truths (accompanied with new sets of factors) would transform the Helmand
province into Afghanistan's most prolific opium producing region. Suffice to say, that
this later transformation was not foreseen, desired, or, hinted at, by the Americans. Nor is
the failure of aid argument I present here an issue for blame for the United States. Rather,
it is an acknowledgement of the reality of the impact of these programs that, in the end,
satisfied neither its benefactor nor recipient. The application of American aid, the attempt
to turn the Helmand Valley into a Central Asian TVA, improved conditions for opium
production in Afghanistan in decades to come, led to an undesired outcome. What the
impact of this particular U.S. program did not do was to facilitate the movement of opium
in and out of Afghanistan. Although traffickers would still (and do still) take advantage
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of surreptitious paths through deserts and mountains, in order for them to later achieve
global status, an improved system of ground, and to a lesser extent, air transportation
systems were needed.

Airport and Road Construction
Like divided Germany during the Cold War, Afghanistan had an indeterminate
bifurcation that split the nation into an American and a Soviet zone of economic aid.
Unsurprisingly, the Soviet Union dominated the implementation of its foreign
developments to the north. Prime Minister Daoud (and King Zahir Shah, after the
removal of the former from power in 1963) knew the sensitivity that the U.S.S.R had to
any potential Western personnel close to their borders. Conversely, American aid
packages occurred in the southern part of Afghanistan, bisecting the borders of two
American client states, Iran, and sporadically, Pakistan.
In telling the history of opium in Afghanistan in the twentieth century, especially
after December 1979, the policies of the Soviet Union have a major impact on factors that
would eventually led to record opium outputs. That influence will be discussed in a later
chapter. Suffice to say from the mid-1950s to the end of the 1960s, the Soviet Union
waged a cold war with economic aid and development projects in Afghanistan. And, if
the victor is determined by the amount of cash spent, the Soviet Union had won that front,
having spent more than twice the United States in Afghanistan. However, the Americans
had already made the decision that they were going to be out-spent by the Soviets. Their
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policy was to maintain a presence while Afghanistan adhered to its public policy of
neutrality.
Facing rejection from the United States when requesting military aid, Afghanistan
turned to the Soviets in the mid-1950s. Although they took this as an affront, American
foreign policy decision-makers did not turn off the economic spigot. Indeed, Daoud's
policies, his lean toward the Soviets (ironically, the nation they secretly feared the most),
help spur additional funding from the United States. One area of development that gained
the attention of the Americans were the various Soviet-completed (highway through the
Hindu Kush) and proposed roads (from the Russian border to Herat and then Kandahar).
According to Richard Newell, "it alarmed American and European who saw the roads the
Russians were building in the northern Afghanistan as attempts to gain both military and
economic access to South Asia."383
The Americans planned to counteract the growing Soviet connections with road
construction projects of their own in Afghanistan. Their road construction projects, in the
south of the nation, would bring transit routes into Iran, from Herat, and, from Kabul,
through Kandahar, into Pakistan. This route was part of an overall plan, backed by the
Americans, to have a trans-Asian highway from Turkey to India.384 Furthermore, the
United States got the governments of Afghanistan and Pakistan to agree to permit the
former nation to import products into the port of Karachi without paying duties. The
Americans offered to extend rail links to the Afghan border to facilitate future overseas
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trade, but a reversal in relations between Kabul and Islamabad thwarted this
opportunity.385
The American development of roads in Afghanistan came in three stages. The
earliest involved the previously mentioned gravel access roads that MK had built from
the Helmand Valley through Kandahar and reaching to Spin Baldak on the AfghanPakistan border.386 By then, ICA had been transformed into a new foreign aid
organization, U.S. Agency for International Development or AID. Unlike its predecessor
foreign assistance agencies, AID would be "freed from political and military
functions."387 In the second stage the Afghan government hired (with ICA and AID grant
money) two American companies, Ken R. White and A.L Dougherty Overseas, to
construct highways from Kabul to Kandahar and from Iran through Kandahar to Spin
Baldak, respectively. 388 The final stage came after a series of delays which impeded
construction. After internal discussions and pressure from the American Ambassador in
Kabul, Henry Byroade, the Army Corps of Engineers took over highway construction. 389
The completion of the American road projects hastened with the arrival of the Corps of
Engineers. Nevertheless, there were complications that encumbered progress. Continued
tensions between Afghanistan and Pakistan led to a two year period when the border was
only open for eight weeks. This development spurred the creation of a highway from
Herat into Iran. In all, the Americans constructed modern highways that connected
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Afghanistan to Iran and Pakistan, and, when politically feasible, with non-neighboring
nations.390
By this time, the Kennedy Administration was in control of American policy in
Afghanistan. They echoed the concern voiced by the State Department about the
"precarious political and economic position" of the nation that had led to the designation
of Afghanistan as an "Emergency Action Area." Still reflecting their "willingness and
eagerness" to keep an American presence in Afghanistan helped convince the foreign
policy decision makers to continue funding aid projects. Kennedy's people embraced the
Eisenhower belief that despite the economic Cold War competition in Afghanistan, the
U.S. should not match the Soviets "dollar for dollar" there.391 Nevertheless, the Kennedy
Administration felt that Afghanistan could not be allowed to fall too much under the
sway of the Soviets, a concern shared with the President of Pakistan Ayub, who, in a
meeting with the American leader, feared a Russian takeover more than Afghan border
skirmishes.392
These Cold War realities influenced the creation of highways in Afghanistan with
American assistance. For the Army Corps of Engineers, "the key to the program were the
needs of Afghanistan and the imperatives of the Cold War." Indeed, the highway
improvements fostered quicker transportation of goods throughout the country. It also, as
joked about in some circles during the 1960s, would provide the Soviet military easier
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access across Afghanistan in case of an invasion. The Corps, too, comprehended this
possibility, as "many observers understood the military potential of the highway
networks." Still, the international confrontation between the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. led to
a continued American presence, as "central to the Cold War was the feeling that the
Soviet Union was testing American willingness to engage in economic competition." 393
Afghanistan as a result benefitted from significantly improved system of roads; by the
late 1960s, the nation expanded its highway networks almost threefold, from roughly
4,000 miles to 11,000 miles, 1300 of which were paved.394
U.S. assistance with airport construction also developed in the context of the Cold
War. In the aftermath of the first Afghan request in 1956 for funding for airport
construction, American foreign policy decision-makers weighed its competition with the
Soviets. After early approval from the Central Intelligence Agency in May 1956, 395 it was
decided to finance Kabul's appeal "because of cold war considerations armed at
containment of Soviet expansion in the field of civil aviation, the United States
reluctantly agreed to the total package."396
Once again, as in the Helmand Valley, the primary American company planning
and supervising construction of airports in Afghanistan would be Morris-Knudsen. All
together, M-K would build four airports, three roughly the same size (Jalalabad, Khunduz,
and Herat), and the fourth, a much larger venture, the Kandahar International Airport.
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With a two-mile runway, Kandahar would "soon be ready to welcome the most modern
of travelers -- those who swish from continent to continent via sleek and swift
airliners."397 And with the completion of the first, Herat, in October 1961, "ancient
Afghanistan has soared into the jet-age realm of world air transportation,"398 as would
upper-scale opium traffickers.
Although the Afghan government wanted to use American money to build
airports, they were not looking for U.S. airlines to monopolize the civil aviation business
in the nation. As such, this desire led to the U.S. government negotiating with the two
main American airline companies (Pan Am and TWA) to forge a partnership with
Afghanistan. While foreign companies, in particular the Dutch KLM airlines, were
considered as partners by the United States, the I.C.A. pushed for American companies.
This decision for the U.S. government revolved around this foreign policy question: "Do
we work to have Afghanistan served by a U.S.-owned airline in order to affect favorably
Afghan attitudes towards the U.S. ...or, would the U.S. government welcome
participation of KLM, an airline owned by a free-world country allied through NATO
with the Western Bloc?"399 The Americans choose the former option.
Even if the CIA's involvement in this process (other than clearing it past the head
of the agency, Allen Dulles) is ambiguous, what is evident is that American A.I.D
projects also provided opportunities for intelligence-gathering in Afghanistan. The ICA,
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although referring to East Germany, acknowledged that its projects had ulterior
implications for the U.S.: "ICA does, of course, finance a number of other projects which,
while they may have some economic justification, are largely political and
psychological."400 The Americans were sensitive to the appearance of its aid packages
with the Soviets but still took advantage of its position to gather information in
Afghanistan: "US should be careful to avoid lines of endeavors that might seem to
threaten Soviet security, but should seek to establish a few selected projects to make
ourselves known throughout the country and to provide observation points to increase our
knowledge of country."401 Even so, the Afghans (possibly with some intelligence
assistance from the Soviets) were also cognizant that open use of American program to
spy on the Russians would not be tolerated. For example in 1960, Kabul rejected a
specific employee as being a potential spy as reported by A.I.D.: "Another problem is
that we had a man all lined up to go but he'd worked for Voice of Free Europe and
Afghan's [sic] wouldn't accept him-- thought he might be a plant."402 Some officials,
trained in the U.S., had firsthand knowledge that the CIA actively recruited Afghan
students attending American colleges.403
Once again, the Americans were confined to construction projects in the southern
part of Afghanistan, with the sole example of the airfield constructed in Kunduz. Their
400
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largest project was the international Kandahar airport, built, according to Poullada, at the
specific request from the Afghan royal government.404
At least as early as 1961, the Bureau of Narcotics was aware that, in general,
"illicit traffic by air became increasingly troublesome." That condition would apply as
well in Afghanistan. It is not known if the newly established Ariana airlines developed
similar practices, such as improved "intelligence and security programs" adopted by other
civil aviation companies.405 Regardless, traffickers foreign and domestic would take
advantage of this new opportunity to route drugs out of Afghanistan.
The ability to use planes to transport drugs forced Afghan traffickers to reexamine their tactics. To increase profit margins and to facilitate smuggling, drug
producers converted opium into the more valuable and easier to conceal morphine. With
direct flights to major Western European cities, Frankfurt, London, and Paris by Ariana,
contrabandists brought Afghan products to new markets and customers. Similarly, transit
through friendly Soviet territory allowed Afghans another, less suspicious route to get
morphine to Europe, East and West, as "a person arriving from behind the Iron Curtain
would be unlikely to arouse the suspicions of the officials responsible." 406 As such, the
improvements to Afghanistan's air transportation capabilities led to a shift in more
profitable and more potent forms of a narcotic that had been used as medicine, an
intoxicant, and a dietary supplement in parts of the country for centuries. The
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globalization of Afghan's most profitable crop received a welcome hand, albeit
unbeknownst, from American development programs in the 1940s into the 1970s.

Conclusion
American aid programs from the end of WWII to the late 1960s had mixed
consequences for Afghanistan. The most successful impact of American aid most likely
was the improved road networks. Richard Newell details this change:
The existence and upkeep of the new road system has already had a revolutionary impact
upon the Afghan economic and social systems. It has become economically feasible for
goods of bulk value such as wheat and cotton to be moved long distances, thus beginning
the integration of Afghanistan into one market system. Variations in crop yields need no
longer create pockets of scarcity and glut in adjacent regions. Production can now be
geared to national markets and crops and minerals can brought over long distances into
processing or manufacturing centers. Manpower has also become more mobile. Many
transportation firms have been organized...the impact of expanded transportation has
already been considerable upon the nomads who find that some of their commercial and
hauling functions are being taken over by highway trucking. 407

For the trade in opium, many of the same results also would apply. It is logical to assume
that traffickers of illicit drugs would take advantage of the improved road system to move
their product, although the network of smugglers routes would still find use, especially
during periods (starting with the Soviet invasion) in which the highway systems faced
disruptions.
The impact of road construction can be viewed for its immediate and long term
consequences. As to the latter, not only would traffickers gain freer access to improved
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networks in time, but also the opium production would expand when itinerate workers
could be transported for harvesting the poppy plant, a labor intensive task.. Suppliers
conveyed locally-harvested narcotic sap, bundled and "concealed in sacks of corn or
other merchandise"408 When Afghanistan becomes the most prolific producer of opium
and also heroin, the ability for drug labs to get the necessary pre-cursors, such as acetic
acid anhydride, improves. As for short term effects, other than the previously mentioned
expansion, new modern highways in the 1960s, a period of relative stability in the socalled Golden Crescent region, attracted a new breed of drug tourists, first European and
then American. As will be examined the following chapter, these counter-culture
travelers and their experiences in Afghanistan would bring renewed attention to Afghan
opium from the American government.
Undoubtedly, the long-term impact of the improved road networks had greater
significance for the drug trade than the newly constructed airports. Nevertheless, airport
drug trafficking had its own dynamics in Afghanistan. Although Iran, as mentioned
previously, was the main destination for smuggled opium, two groups of traffickers took
advantage of the Afghan airlines to transport drugs out of the region. The first indicated
that the Zahir Shah government was lax, if not complicit, with international trafficking.
Another group of traveling Afghan students would bring drugs into the Soviet Union and
then, into Western Europe, "since a person arriving from behind the Iron Curtain would
be unlikely to arouse the suspicions of the officials responsible for narcotics control." 409
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The second group of smugglers who snuck their illicit packages aboard, or paid
off corrupt Afghan Customs officials, were European, and ironically, American drug
tourists. With the beginnings of regional (Afghanistan and Pakistan) conversion of opium
into morphine, small amounts could net big profits. Indeed, "despite increasingly
stringent controls," this traffic gained momentum in the later part of the 1960s as, until,
1970, the Afghan capital was an ideal dispatch point, since couriers could fly direct to
Paris, London, or Frankfurt by Ariana, the national airline."410 As such, the American
development of transportation networks (and, of course, the major Soviet contribution as
well) increased the productive of the opium trade both domestically and globally for
Afghanistan.
Even more tragic for the future was the failure of the vast Helmand Project to
thwart opium harvests. Despite the large-scale projects throughout the southern part of
the nation, the impact on agricultural production was underwhelming. Roughly the same
amount of land was available for cultivation (7,800,000 hectares) throughout the 1960s.
Although wheat output per acre increased, the overall amount of this important food
source decreased, a pattern also observable by the other significant grains, corn and rice.
The other main cash crop, cotton also had diminished throughout the 1960s. 411 Yet opium
production remained relatively steady, holding at 100 tons, generally, through the decade,
a fact that Afghanistan, the United Nations, and the United States had awareness of. Soon,
a new plan would be embraced by all three entities. This proposed solution, crop
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substitution, and the renewed American interest in Afghan drugs would be the next
chapter in the saga of the two nations' intertwined relationship.
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CHAPTER 5: FAILURE OF CROP SUBSTITUTION
"Pre-emptive buying of opium for a one or two year period in
order to reduce the supply of heroin as near to zero as possible is an
additional measure that should be considered... Purchases could be made
directly from the illegal poppy growers, using the same methods, and
perhaps even the same agents, who presently buy the illegal opium from
the growers."412 Acting Secretary of State Elliot Richardson and Attorney
General Mitchell
"[DEA and State Department statements claiming success in opium eradication being
similar to] Ch'ing Dynasty government reports on how the opium problem was being
eliminated. The reports were always upbeat and always wrong."413 National Security
Council

Before the 1960s few Americans made tourist trips to land-locked Afghanistan.
That all changed during the next decade. Assisted by a vastly improved roads and airports,
young travelers from Europe and the United States began to flock to and through the
country. What drew them to Afghanistan --primarily Kabul-- was the ability to purchase a
variety of drugs that were illegal in their homelands. For the many sightseers, the Afghan
capital was one stop along the so-called ―Hippie Trail.‖ This route, traveled by thousands
of drug tourists, provided many opportunities to buy and take drugs, including opium,
throughout Central Asia. Improved air service allowed some reckless American
entrepreneurs to smuggle drugs abroad, including into the United States. As a result,
during the decade, more drugs entered the United States from Afghanistan than any
period since the large-scale purchases since the Second World War. Thwarted from legal
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exports of opium, Afghan suppliers found a different method by which to sell drugs. The
lure of cheap narcotics and abundant hashish served as a beacon to attract a variety of
counterculture visitors to Kabul: hippies, ex-Peace Corps Volunteers, and risk-taking
smugglers.
With the major distraction of the Vietnam War, continued tensions with the
Soviets, and race and student riots back home, Afghanistan drew little attention from the
American government throughout most of the 1960s. As the decade progressed, the level
of aid from the U.S. diminished. Aside from its engagement in Southeast Asia, the
previous economic competition with the Soviets in Afghanistan became less urgent after
King Zahir Shah ousted Prime Minister Daoud in 1963. What followed was a ten year
experiment in democracy in Afghanistan. American aid financed projects in the Helmand
Valley, and funded other projects constructing roads and airport, and schools. However,
both the Americans and Soviets accepted that Afghanistan, as an ostensibly a neutral
nation, that was to certain degree in the Soviet's sphere of influence. This status quo
lessened Cold War tensions within Afghanistan as the Americans spent enough to keep a
presence in the nation without threatening Soviet interests. Meanwhile, the Kremlin felt
confident that they would remain the major player for Kabul because of the amount of
assistance given and the Soviet military's training of a significant portion of the Afghan
army.
If the Afghan state relations with the Soviets faced a level of disregard from the
U.S. in the 1960s, even further below the American 'radar' was the issue of the latter's
drug trade. However, with the increase in American drug consumption throughout the
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decade and into the 1970s, President Richard Nixon declared a war on drugs, placing
more emphasis on stopping drugs in the source nations, thus renewing an interest in
Afghan drugs. Primarily opium and hashish found their way into Europe, as more
counter-culture tourists (i.e. hippies), one of Nixon's many enemies on the home front,
traversed to Kabul and back with smuggled narcotics. Afghanistan would once again
receive attention as a drug producing nation. His administration, with UN support,
advocated a new plan that led to the next policy disaster in Afghanistan: the failure of
crop substitution. This chapter will examine the American drug tourists in Afghanistan,
Nixon's re-evaluation of drug policy toward Kabul, and the implementation of programs
designed to replace the extremely lucrative poppy plant. His shift in policy would be
further embraced by the Carter Administration the late 1970s and contributed greatly to
undermine the stability of the region as crop substitution had the immediate and longterm consequence of allowing opium production in areas that previously did not cultivate
the poppy.

The Hippie Mecca
As previously mentioned, Afghanistan traffickers had sold locally produced
opium at home and abroad for decades. During the 1960s, foreigners would further
integrate the drug into a global market. By 1970, many of these international customers
would take advantage of the newly improved transportation systems in the nation. These
mostly young Western tourists were a new breed of travelers, jet-set hippies who started a
new chapter in the drug history of Afghanistan. The relatively availability of a variety of
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drugs, not just opium, attracted these visitors who entered the country in one of two ways:
by plane into one of the newly opened international airports (primarily Kabul and
Kandahar) or, more likely, along the so-called Hippie Trail. Stretching from Istanbul to
Nepal, this 7,000 mile long route crossed the Afghan nation in the west, connected to Iran,
or the east into Pakistan.414 The completion of the (mostly)American road construction
projects in Afghanistan allowed the drug connoisseurs passage along the Herat to
Kandahar highway, leading then along the Kandahar to Kabul highway, and then from
the capital to the Pakistan border. Entrepreneurs along the route took advantage of this
new influx of outsiders by supplying lodging services such as the Peace Hotel or Sigi's
Hotel.415
What started as a trickle of drug tourists soon turned into a flood. The movement
of these visitors came in two phases. The first started around 1967. Unlikely mentioned
by any reputable (or 'square' using the vernacular of the time) travel agency, "the
counterculture wanderers of the hippie era" spread the details of the route by word-ofmouth and trial and error. Indeed, this process "was the first mass independent travel
phenomena in wider Asia." 416 By the end of the decade in the second wave,
"wagonloads" of American and Western European sightseers had arrived in Kabul.
Although hippies were not the only out-of-place foreigners (there were a small number of
American missionaries who wisely confined their conversion efforts to their own
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countrymen), they numbered in the hundreds.417 By the early 1970s, Kabul had carved
out a special place in the hearts of these chemical experimenters. The capital soon
became known in certain circles as the "Mecca of Hippies."418 Altogether, it is estimated
that "fifty thousand Europeans and Americans" visited Kabul in just one year, 1971.419
Although most research on Afghanistan's drug history places the nation's entry into the
international drug trade during the 1980s, some analysts argue that this trend began in the
1970s "when large numbers of Westerners descended on the Asia country to 'drop out'
and 'turn on' inexpensively." This claim downplays earlier opium sales to nations
including the U.S., the Soviet Union, France, and China. However, as far as the
emergence of an illicit international trade, notable local sales to the hippie community in
Kabul, an estimated 5,000 to 6,000 people by 1973,420 certainly played a significant role
in the globalization of Afghanistan's drug trade.
Clearly, the widespread availability of drugs was the siren call that drew these
tourists. With little attempt at concealment, "hashish and opium [were] sold almost openly
in the bazaar." Almost unseen back in the American illicit markets by this point, opium
could be purchased for forty-five dollars a kilo. These purchasers were drawn to Kabul
not just for domestically-grown products but also for imported foreign contraband.
Turkish drugs, specifically heroin, were periodically available in Kabul.421 Even drugs
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that originated outside of Asia, cocaine and LSD, were for sale.422 And for those users
short on funds, the price was right, even for the imported drugs, as a fixed cost "much
lower in Kabul than in New York."423 Kabul businesses actively encouraged foreign drug
use; for example, "local pharmacies could oblige a morphine user by giving him an
injection in the shop."424 The combination of easy availability of chemicals and local
businesses that facilitated the hippie lifestyle, the Afghan capital became "an artificial
paradise."425 By 1970, 63,000 visitors had come to Kabul. These visits proved to be
profitable for the tourist industry in the capital with ten newly constructed hotels built
between 1967 and 1970, bringing the total that catered to foreign clientele up to twenty
hotels at the start of the 1970s.426
Not all Afghans admired the invasion of drug-seeking Westerners. Indeed, "the
amoral behavior and dress of the Europeans [and Americans] was repulsive to many
Afghans."427 This disapproval of foreign habits was shared by many Asians along the
Hippie Trail.428 However, high-placed officials in the Afghan government did not share
this censure. Although some, if not most, drug tourists only stayed briefly, others found
themselves short of money or, unsurprisingly, sliding into addiction. This condition led
some Americans and Europeans to transform from customers in Afghanistan to
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international traffickers. American drug tourists acted as "couriers for the opium dealers
and heroin refineries which were being set up, funded by well-placed and -funded
Afghanis including government ministers."429 The existence of these refineries
demonstrated that opiate trafficking and was more widespread than previously known
with "one in Herat and another at Kandahar...both are said to belong to highly placed
Afghans."430
The significance of these drugs tourists has been generally overlooked in
examinations of Afghanistan's drug history. Although the Soviet offensive at the end of
the 1970s certainly had a major impact on opium production in the nation, it was this
early 'invasion' of Westerners looking for cheap thrills that catalyzed the country‘s illegal
narcotics trade with both Asian and European markets. The spread of drug addiction
(specifically from opiates) into Europe and the proliferation of opium, morphine, and
heroin in Afghanistan occurred years before the U.S.S.R would greatly disrupt the region.
As Nigel J. Allen argues, "this is contrary to the popular myth promulgated by relatively
young Westerners reporting on the past 20 years...that opium cultivation surged when the
Soviets reinforced their already sizable Afghanistan forces in December 1979."431
European and American drug habits matched with an ability to produce narcotics assisted
in cooperation with high-level (unnamed) government officials in Afghanistan was as
equally important in leading to the current opium explosion. Additionally, as mentioned
previously, the large-scale U.S. road and construction projects greatly improved the
ability for Americans to travel to, from, and through Afghanistan. Not coincidentally, by
429
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this time, poppy cultivators, especially in the Helmand region, in a response to both
drought conditions and an increasing demand for opiates, began planting and harvesting
the drug in fields whose water came from the MK irrigation projects started years earlier.
It was not too long before the news of the Hippie Trail reached Washington. The
heyday of American drug tourism in Afghanistan occurred during the presidency of
Richard Nixon. As demonstrated by his public appreciation for construction workers who
beat up war protestors in New York, it was apparent that Nixon vehemently hated the
counterculture. His extreme dislike evolved due to a few factors. First, hippies almost
unanimously were against Nixon's policies and backed peace candidates, such as Gene
McCarthy (many of them shaved and dressed nicely for the 'Clean for Gene' effort in
1968) and George McGovern in the 1972 election. Second, the counterculture stood
against everything that Nixon's so-called 'Silent Majority' believed in: obedience to
authorities, wholesome entertainment, traditional clothes, etc. Third, their use of drugs
openly thwarted social mores and legal codes. Having run as a 'law and order' candidate,
Nixon felt compelled to crackdown on drug use and punish the youth movement, one
group among many on the president's list of enemies. This hatred would lead to
monumental changes in the approach the U.S. enacted its fight against illicit drugs.
Although other nations (France, Mexico, and Turkey) received the lion's share of
attention by the federal government when examining drug trafficking, the connection
between the counterculture and Afghanistan would be made at the highest level of the
U.S. government. Before this correlation was made, however, Nixon looked to likeminded individuals to carry out his policies. He would come to appoint Bud Krogh as
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deputy assistant on law enforcement. Krogh "hated hippies with a purple passion, and
that alone qualified him."432 This disdain for the counterculture was also matched by
members of Nixon's cabinet including Secretary of State William Rogers. His
communications with top Afghanistan officials demonstrated the nexus between Nixon
Administration between hippies and the formation of new drug policies. In a 1971
meeting with his Afghan counterpart, foreign minister Musa Shafiq, Rogers asked
"whether hippies continued to pose a problem for Afghans." After claiming that
Afghanistan had no history of drug problems, he admitted that "in recent years large
numbers of youngsters of many nationalities have been overstaying and engaging in
"practices" harmful to their health and Afghans were concerned."433
Secretary Rogers warned of potential production increases in Afghanistan due to
U.S. pressures on Turkey to ratchet down its opium harvests, Shafiq (soon to be the
Prime Minister) noted his nation's concern about trafficking, albeit with the caveat that
"prohibitions had not always been enforced. Now the demand of foreign tourists and
others had accentuated the drug problem in Afghanistan and it was difficult to enforce the
laws, particularly in the remote mountainous areas where most of the drugs are
grown."434 Once again, and in a pattern to be repeated in due time, the shell game
between American and Afghan officials over opium continued.
The Americans sought to capitalize on the counterculture in Afghanistan as an
excuse to promote new efforts to thwart opium production. The Embassy in Kabul, along
432
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with cooperation from the United States Information Services (USIS, the overseas
nomenclature for the United States Information Agency), looked to take advantage of
Afghan sensitivities over the foreign reports on drug tourists in the nation. USIS
collected newspaper articles written in both the U.S. and the U.K and distributed them to
approximately twelve hundred opinion leaders in Afghanistan, including all RGA [Royal
Government of Afghanistan] officers tasked with combating narcotics. The American
Ambassador to Afghanistan, Robert G. Neumann, made a concerted effort to bring a few
of these articles to the personal attention of the King, Zahir Shah. The nature of the
reports revolved around the activities and desperate measures taken by Western drug
tourists; as noted by the Embassy, the titles included: "Embassies Kept Busy Rescuing
the Drug-frazzled Freaks: Hippies find Afghanistan a Hellish Drug Heaven: Hippies
Begging like Dogs in Afghanistan; Hippies Sell Bodies to Afghans for Fix; Britain
Depicts Afghanistan as Center of Narcotics; Afghanistan Cracks Down on Drug Users;
Hippies Head for Kabul in All Sorts of Conveyances; a Hippie Burial; and Afghanistan:
Deadly Economic Opportunity." This campaign was the latest American effort to put
pressure on Afghanistan, and it apparently was "constructive and producing results." 435
Whether or not results were being produced seemed unlikely. Opium cultivation,
transportation, and morphine conversion appeared throughout the nation, mostly likely as
a direct result of continued Iran demand and the new global connections made possible
by the drug tourists and emerging trafficking networks. The traditional opium-growing
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areas, in particular Badakhshan, continued cultivating the plant. Additionally, foreign and
domestic researchers noted poppy fields in Jalalabad, parts of Helmand and near the city
of Kandahar, and along the Pashtun lands that bordered Pakistan.436 Traders then brought
the product from these locations, by truck, to the larger cities of Herat, Kabul, and
Kandahar. Their customers were merchants who provided "the producers with money for
seed and may also make an advance payment for part of the crop." Some of these
wholesalers took the next step in converting opium into the more easily smuggled
morphine. From Herat, smugglers moved the drug into Iran ("where there are countless
opium addicts"), with some narcotics diverted to Dubai, a gateway to the Persian Gulf
and beyond.437 From Badakhshan, itinerate peddlers conveyed opium into the Wakhan
Corridor where, even compared to other parts of the nation, the cost of local consumption
jumped six or eight times from the original price. Despite the inability (due to altitude) of
the Wakhi people to cultivate opium, "the effects of the use of opium on the relationship
between individual members of Wakhi domestic units, their household economy and the
Wakhi society is considerable."438 Afghan pride and perhaps a bit of self-denial led to
claims that there are no opium addicts in Afghanistan, regardless of the impact of
addiction in the northeastern part of the nation439
The increasing growth of opium provided new opportunities for corruption in a
society that tacitly encouraged it. Government administrators, from the top to bottom,
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looked to benefit when possible from the drug trade. The profits made served as a major
temptation to severely underpaid law enforcement officials. Researchers Catherine
Lamour and Michel Lamberti's investigative reporting discovered "in a society where
salaries are extremely low, bribery has become an institution...almost anybody will
render a small service in order to supplement his income. This is not regarded as in any
way reprehensible, but simply as one of the local customs.440 Lower level bureaucrats
also followed this practice: "many officials and/or their dependents or relations have
engaged in the illegal sale of opium and have acted as traders or partners of traders during
their tenure in office.441 Nor was the best example set from the top as rumors and
innuendo suggested that the royal family engaged or facilitated drug trafficking.
Even incorruptible Afghans faced a lack of resources in countering cultivation or
smuggling. Colonel Katawazi, the Afghan police chief, in the early 1970s, bemoaned his
impoverished nation's plight: "It's impossible for us to control the crops with the few
police at our disposal. After all, I can't' send men on a march of several days into some
desolate region to destroy pocket-handkerchief-sized fields scattered over several
hundred acres...We don't have the money to pay informers."442 Stopping contraband from
entering or exiting Afghanistan as equally futile according to Katawazi as "all we have is
a squad often unmounted gendarmes for every forty kilometres [sic]. They have neither
jeeps, telephones nor radios."443
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Cooperation with the American demands to curtail the drug traffic seemed absurd
and hypocritical to some Afghan leaders. The drug problem, in some circles, did not raise
its ugly head in the country until the arrival of the western tourists: "Since it's your own
nationals who are addicted, it's your own problem."444 The export of contraband was not
facilitated by Afghans themselves, according to Katawazi, but rather by Western "gangs
of racketeers," who should be stopped by the foreign consumer nations.445 Also
challenging any notion of working with the Americans was the belief that "an Afghan
policeman who collaborated with an American or European to catch an Afghan trafficker
would be regarded as a traitor to his race, tribe, and family." This mindset led to little
cooperation with the Bureau of Narcotics and its later permutations.446
Another valid reason for hindering opium eradication was simple agricultural
economics, an important point in a nation whose legal crops were crippled by two years
of drought.447 Privately high-level government officials admitted that drug use and
addiction "doesn't mean you've got to allow the people who actually grow the opium to
starve to death. They're human beings as well..." The fact that many of these farmers (and
smugglers) were Pashtun certainly impacted the opinion of the extended Pashtun royal
family. Rousing its Pashtun people over drug policy impacted its relationship with
Pakistan. The fear of instability caused by an effective drug ban had implications with its
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next-door rival: "To forbid opium growing in Afghan Pakhtunistan would be to play into
the hands of the Pakistanis by arousing anti-Afghan sentiment among the Pathan tribes.448
A final debilitating factor in curtailing opium cultivation was the lack of legal and
judicial consequences for engaging in the drug trade. Despite having laws against opium
(as Afghanistan had for decades at this point), there were not specific penalties against it.
This leniency applied to Afghan citizens and foreigners as "the kid-glove treatment meted
out to foreigners by the Afghans is also extended to their own nationals, despite requests
from western governments that more energetic measures be taken."449
Therefore, the Bureau of Narcotics and its organizational descendents (described
later in this chapter) had little influence and impact in Afghanistan, at least not in an
effectual manner. Along with the aforementioned fears of the appearance of betrayal, the
Afghan Police Chief, Tarawaki, felt that there was not benefit in a mutually cooperative
relationship with the FBN "since we don't need their information," despite being
harangued by the Americans for assistance "as happens almost every day."450 Faced with
a government that demonstrated little reason, ability, or willingness to combat drugs, the
Bureau countered with a plan to stop opiates that could reach the U.S. The scheme was
"to set up a police cordon round Afghanistan that would act like a barbed wire
entanglement," with a major assist expected from then American ally, Iran. 451 So, ten
years after the Communists built a physical wall dividing Berlin, the Americans looked to
put up an anti-drug barrier around Afghanistan, a questionable strategy.
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Afghanistan in return continued to dance around the issue of their drug trade,
whether due to embarrassment, sensitivity, corruption, complicity, or the political
economy of opium. Privately, top Afghan authorities were "exasperated by the censorious
attitude adopted towards them by the western nations" concerning narcotics. 452 Shaped in
part by their experiences with dealing with the U.S. and U.S.S.R during the Cold War,
Afghanistan honed its diplomatic skills and would apply them to any concessions to
ending the drug trade, especially in light of its past disappointments at the hands of the
U.S. concerning the issue of legal exports. The strategy, as analyzed in the early 1970s
was if the nation was "compelled to yield to international pressure, she does not intend to
bear the cost herself, and her cooperation will be proportionate to the aid received." 453
This policy was not new but rather an alteration to past Afghan practices. The direct
connection between American aid and opium changed the nature of the Kabul's response
to anti-narcotics drives. The first of these American programs designed to address
straightforwardly, crop substitution, is a topic examined below. During the same time as
this policy gained credence as a tool in campaign against drugs, the federal government
embarked on a series of organizational changes to address and implement new strategies
against narcotics. Shaped in part by Nixon's hatred of the counterculture, a "War on
Drugs" would be launched with all the national security and intelligence complications
that come with conflict.
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Nixon and the War on Drugs
Arriving as the law enforcement candidate, President Richard Nixon quickly
assigned a high priority to drugs in the United States. At first, Democrat Daniel "Pat"
Moynihan directed the administration's emphasis on drugs, in particular, stressing the
importance of heroin to "the President's inner circle."454 Soon, after the disastrously
planned and implemented Operation Intercept, where traffic into the United States from
Mexico came to a standstill, Nixon sought a new direction in drug policy. He both rearranged the players involved and reorganized the counterdrug organizations. Three
officials had different roles. In 1971 Nixon appointed Jerome H. Jaffe as first White
House drug czar, although his influence would diminish after recommending methadone
programs to treat heroin addicts.455 Henry Kissinger, along with the National Security
Council, overviewed the national security implications of drug policy. Bud Krogh would
serve as "the White House's point man on drug policy."456 Reflecting the great
importance that Nixon placed in this project, he declared a war on drugs. This policy
change completed the connection between narcotics and national security.
This new war on drugs had a primary target: heroin. Rising use of the opium
derivative by Americans, in particular soldiers returning from Vietnam, worried top level
officials in the Nixon Administration. Under the direction of Kissinger, the State and
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Justice Department reviewed strategies for conducting this new campaign. 457 Several new
proposals resulted. One, the formation of a cabinet-level committee, informally known as
the Heroin Committee, came into existence as the National Security Adviser was
"unwilling to let the wrangling bureaucrats at Customs and the BNDD negatively impact
his diplomatic and espionage operations." The committee also provided Bud Krogh the
means to supplant Moynihan as the 'go-to guy' on heroin for the administration.458
The new strategies proposed to the President came immediately after the
disastrous Operation Intercept along the US-Mexican border in 1969. This failed plan,
though popular among the 'law and order' crowd, demonstrated that a major crackdown
on shipping along the border was unfeasible. The new focus would be on the
supplier/producer nations. The primary source of heroin to US markets, Turkey, faced
continued American pressure and responded by tightening its control on its poppy
harvests. Being a NATO ally and needing American arms meant that the US could
demand that Turkey stop its illicit opium trade. After initially resisting, a military coup
d'état in 1971 led the new government to decided that arms and aid matter more than the
opium farmers. The latter would receive $35 million in compensation from the US;
Nixon got to declare a victory against the heroin trade.459
However, when deciding to apply pressure on Turkey, foreign policy decisionmakers foresaw that another opium supplier would likely take Turkey's place:
"Afghanistan with substantial illegal opium production in remote tribal areas will pose a
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serious raw material threat." A most radical suggestion came from the State and Justice
department to combat this threat (and that from other producers: Burma, Laos, Pakistan,
and Thailand):
Pre-emptive buying of opium for a one or two year period in order to reduce the
supply of heroin as near to zero as possible is an additional measure that should be
considered. It might prove to be feasible to buy up the world supply of opium from the
growers for one, and perhaps two full years. It would require careful planning and the
highest degree of secrecy to execute successfully. It would almost certainly be impossible
to carry out such a program for more than two growing seasons since the necessary
secrecy will be impossible to maintain beyond that period, if that long. Once the preemptive buying operation becomes known, it would serve as a stimulus to opium
production. Purchases could be made directly from the illegal poppy growers, using the
same methods, and perhaps even the same agents, who presently buy the illegal opium
from the growers. The cost of buying up the world supply of opium at the source is,
because of its clandestine nature, impossible to say with any accuracy, but could vary in
the range of $15 to $25 million per year. The cost would be low because the ―mark up‖ of
what will ultimately be heroin has only begun with the poppy grower. It is expected that
there would be three important results from such a program: (1) heroin would be severely
limited to addicts for one and perhaps two years and the cost would skyrocket,(2) those
engaged in narcotics traffic would be forced to deal with new supply contacts and be
more vulnerable to detection during the period; suppressive action should be especially
successful, and (3) as the supply is cut off, addicts would be more receptive to
rehabilitation and care. If on further study it does not appear feasible to mount a buying
program for the total supply, it may nevertheless be an effective means to deal with
particular sources of supply. 460

Instead of this radical plan, which was never put into place in Afghanistan, the Nixon
Administration decided to apply additional diplomatic pressure on producer nations,
assign new funding for crop substitution programs, and to reorganize the agencies that
specifically targeted drugs.461
Also of prime concern for counter-narcotics policy for the US, as it was during
the late 1950s and early 1960s, was the impact of Afghan opium on Iran. By 1971, the
growing level of addiction in the oil-rich nation was apparent as Iran had an estimated
460
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"one-quarter of the world's total opium users." As such, the CIA's "Heroin Coordinator"
described the nation as a "victim," primarily from the hundreds of tons of opium
smuggled across the Afghan-Iranian border. Up to 1969, when Iran resumed legal opium
cultivation, Afghanistan (either as the source nation or as transit from Pakistan or Turkey)
supplied the lion's share of the 380 tons consumed by addicts. New fears about Afghan's
drug arose in 1972 with the knowledge that both Iran and Turkey had suspended opium
cultivation. The Shah of Iran stepped up efforts to police the border regions. 462 This
ramped-up endeavor included cooperation with American narcotics and intelligence
agents. One record bust in December 1972, 12.7 metric tons of opium in a truck in transit
from Afghanistan to Iran, presaged the manner the emergence of Afghanistan as a new
major source of opium and heroin. Not only did this seizure count as a minor victory
against drugs, the involvement of the CIA was specifically arranged "to let the Shah
know that it knew that members of his family were involved in the movement of
narcotics from Pakistan and Afghanistan through Iran to Europe."463 Loyalty to U.S.
policies such as counter-narcotics was one factor that led to vast increases in military aid
the following year when the Nixon Doctrine came into existence, a plan that propped up
proxy forces in critical regions instead of using American military forces.
Nixon's newly declared war on drugs required a newly revamped federal agency
that could carry out his wishes. That agency would become the Drug Enforcement
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Administration (DEA) by 1973. However, the story of the demise of the Bureau of
Narcotics is important to the inception of the DEA. Following decades at the head of the
FBN, Harry Anslinger finally retired from the organization in 1962. His successor, Henry
Giordano, proved to be an Anslinger doppelganger. Within five years, the FBN would be
no more. Crippled by a series of corruption cases and numerous other charges of
dissolute behavior, the FBN would be replaced in 1968 with the short-lived Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD), headed by John Ingersoll. 464 After five years,
Nixon established the DEA from personnel from BNDD, Customs, CIA and other federal
agencies.465 Under his guidance and preference for law and order policies, Federal
narcotics agents during the early 1970s earned "a reputation as an American Gestapo." 466

Outside of its characterization as being corrupt, the FBN had a secret problem that
inhibited the organization's ability to combat drugs: its relationship with the CIA. The
connection between the two agencies had been well established at the formation of both
the Office of Strategic Services and the CIA. Anslinger had few qualms about sharing
intelligence, operatives, and sources with the CIA in the name on national security,
included such nefarious projects as testing drugs on witting and unwitting American
citizens. As distasteful as these collaborations may have been, these practices did not
impede FBN's mission as much as the (apparently unwanted) infiltration of the agency by
CIA operatives and the illegal operations protected by the intelligence agency.
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By the late 1960s (and beyond, as we shall see), the actions of the CIA greatly
diminished the drug-fighting efforts of the FBN, the BNDD, and the DEA. Alfred McCoy,
prominently among other drug historians, established the level of CIA complicity in
heroin trafficking in Southeast Asia.467 This malfeasance continued when the BNDD
came into existence. As Nixon promoted more muscular policies against narcotics, the
fact that the BNDD was not allowed to pursue corrupt foreign drug-running officials who
cooperated with the CIA posed a paradoxical problem for the US. Indeed, "this conflict
of interest was the main reason the 'war on drugs' pitted the Nixon White House against
the military and the CIA."468 Although the CIA supplied people and resources to combat
drugs (when it did not interfere with their clandestine operations abroad), its growing
role in anti-narcotics efforts led to questionable practices such as purposely allowing
drugs into the U.S (as did the BNDD) to gather information and to conduct "illegal
domestic spy operations," especially after June 1971.469 In total, according to
investigative researcher Douglas Valentine, "during the Nixon Administration, the CIA's
involvement in drug trafficking reached new heights; which is why Nixon's war on drugs
became a defining issue in his downfall."470
The CIA's role in infiltrating anti-narcotics operations abroad also impacted the
BNDD, including in Afghanistan. Initially contracted to ferret out corruption in the
Ingersoll-ran bureaucracy, this opportunity proved to be the "first step in the CIA's
infiltration and subordination of federal drug law enforcement," a task that CIA had been
467
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forbidden to engage in, according to its 1947 charter.471 In addition to conducting illegal
domestic operations, the CIA used this opportunity to place its operatives as nominative
agents in overseas positions, feigning to be either AID personnel or anti-drug agents.
Indeed, "foreign policemen and intelligence officers were painfully aware of this, as well
as the fact that some BNDD personnel...were mainly CIA agents working under BNDD
cover."472 In 1969, the first documented evidence of this subterfuge in Afghanistan
occurred, when CIA agent Paul "Knight opened a BNDD office in Kabul...essentially as a
cover for CIA operations directed against the Soviet Union."473 His open purpose, to
track the hashish traffic, also included investigating the movement of heroin from, to, and
through Afghanistan, Iran, and Turkey. 474 Presumably, since documentary evidence of
CIA activities in Afghanistan at that time is almost not existent (or still classified), there
were two other functions that agent Knight could carry out. First, with the widespread
knowledge of American (and European) hippies visiting and living in Kabul, the CIA
could engage in surveillance of this hated group. Second, according to an explosive 1967
Ramparts article which claimed that "a good number of key officials who studied in this
country [Afghanistan] are either CIA trained or indoctrinated... some are cabinet level
people,"475 it is possible that Knight served as a handler for these CIA assets. To stretch
conjecture further, other researchers (such as Lamour and Lamberti) suggested that elitelevel Afghans were involved in the drug trade; it is conceivable that Knight maintained
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connections with potential drug trafficking assets in Kabul. If these undocumented
suggestions are true, then the CIA's ties to opium and heroin smugglers in Afghanistan
occurred many years before the well-known relationships that began in the 1980s and
continue until the present-day.
What is apparent from that period is that the more the CIA infiltrated counterdrug
organizations, the more that these agencies, and other involved in pursuing similar
strategies such as State, began to mimic Langley. An internal unit within the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs served as the "point of contact" between the BNDD and
the CIA. This unit, the (Office of Strategic Intelligence) the SIO, used "CIA-style
disinformation program designed to destabilize drug trafficking groups by having articles
printed about their members in foreign newspapers"476 At a meeting with the CIA's
deputy Director of Operations in 1974 the State Department, then trained "in CIA
'tradecraft' skills, such as how to use agents to insulate the US government from its
dabbling in drug trafficking."477 With the arrival of the DEA and with the greater national
security emphasis placed on drugs, Nixon's war on drugs would lead, begrudgingly, to
more interagency cooperation (with the clear exception of CIA operations) in the future.

Crop Substitution
Instead of an implementation of a massive purchase of illicit opium harvests, the
US begun to rely on an indirect (and less radical) method to replace the poppy plant: crop
substitution. Hoping to influence future opium production, foreign policy decision476
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makers pushed aid packages that stressed introducing crops, new and traditional, for local
consumption and foreign export. The U.S. government would fund these packages, but
the administration came mostly from a new player in Afghanistan, the Department of
Agriculture, and from the United Nations.
It was in the venue of the United Nations when the US first made the connection
between opium eradication and crop substitution. In 1958, a year after Afghanistan had
been denied a chance to be a recognized international opium exporter, the Americans
suggested technical assistance programs and other forms of economic aid would follow
Daoud's decision to adhere to US prohibitionist policies.478 In particular, the director of
the UN Division of Narcotic Drugs, G.E Yates recommended as much after a visit to the
Badakhshan province. Yates noted the apparent sincerity of Afghan government
ministers to make a genuine effort to suppress opium cultivation. He estimated that an
effective ban would economically impact "between 75,000 and 100,000 people" in
Badakhshan. Already burdened with a fragile economy, the ban would cripple the
province. Bringing together Afghan and American officials, along with the UN Technical
Assistance Mission, Yates pushed for new roads, irrigation improvements in Faizabad,
the provincial capital, and the construction of a new air strip. After meeting with the head
of the American country chief of the International Cooperation Administration, he
informally let the Afghan government know that the ICA was approachable about aid
packages.479 His confidential communications with the American head of the Bureau of
478
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Narcotics demonstrated how closely the UN worked with the US on the Afghan drug
issue.
The royal government's willingness to embrace a prohibitionist model for the
nation drew praise from the UN. The Committee of Narcotic Drugs unanimously
congratulated "Afghanistan for this humanitarian action which it has taken to ban the
cultivation of opium." This cooperative position led the American delegate in the same
session to declare the U.S. government's full support for this effort and he indicated a
readiness to give aid for its success.480 This outward congenial communications between
the two nations disguised their more closely-held beliefs. Kabul grew frustrated at the
slowness of the U.S. and U.N. bureaucracy. Anslinger believed that the Afghans were
quick to plead for aid money using narcotics as an excuse "to pass their hats." A. Gilmore
Flues. Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, whose duties included overseeing narcotics
interdiction481 concurred, noting "We seemed to have bought it."482
By October 1958, both Flues and Anslinger had a change of attitude. After the
latter had informed Flues of the brewing crisis in Badakhshan, he responded by
acknowledging the importance of assisting Afghanistan at this time. The reasons included
"the cooperation of the Afghan Government in suppressing the cultivation of opium, need
for crop replacement, and economic and political factors."483 Understanding that time was
of the essence, as the residents of the mountainous province would be inaccessible after
480
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winter weather normally caused the primitive roads to be impassable, Flues pressed the
State Department (including the ICA), the Department of Agriculture, and his own
Treasury for a resolution. Part of the problem was that the Afghans, at least in
Badakhshan, a non-Pashtun province, had made great progress in their opium ban. Indeed
their ban was too encompassing, as "this is a case where the Afghan Government has
succeeded just too well."484 Flues complained that the agricultural workers in the
province should have received training before the hastily imposed ban went into effect.
He tellingly admitted the role of the U.S. in this debacle: "This Government...has some
moral obligation to help...since over the past several years, we have urged the Afghans to
halt the production of opium."485 After some bureaucratic delays, a shipment of wheat
turned out to be the American response to Afghanistan's apparently earnest attempt to
combat widespread opium cultivation.
Burned by their hasty implementation and the tepid American response,
Afghanistan looked to ensure funding would be imminent when the next anti-drug
initiative surfaced. Continued pressure from Iran led the US to approach Kabul to work
more closely with Teheran on cross-border smuggling. As noted previously, the Afghan
government had little resources to patrol the smuggler's paradise of routes through rugged
mountain passes along the border. Lurking in the background were the usual Cold War
fears that the Soviets would take political advantage of this situation and "furnish aid to
Afghanistan to implement a border agreement on narcotics control with Iran." However,
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this level of concern did not lead to direct aid to assist Afghanistan. One factor behind
this decision, Kabul's insistence that the technical assistance be directly tied to any border
narcotics issues, did not please the Bureau of Narcotics. Disregarding the history of
American diplomatic sleight-of-hand concerning Afghan opium, Bureau agent and
supervisor John Cusack claimed "the possibility should not be overlooked that for their
own political and economic interests the Afghans are really not interested in any border
agreement or the technical assistance to implement same and will continue to make
impossible demands as a means to stall or end the matter."486 Thus, the Afghan reaction
reflected pragmatism or selfishness.
As such direct aid or sustained alternative development program was not
forthcoming, although, as examined previously other developmental aid flowed into
Afghanistan from the US...aid that subsequently, if inadvertently, boosted the drug trade
in the nation. At least two additional times in the early to mid-1960s, the issue of
programs to help wean Afghanistan from opium arose. In the latter of these calls for aid,
during a meeting of The United Nations Consultative Group on Narcotics Problems in
Asia and the Far East, participating Afghanistan convinced the members that tying
economic growth to replace the poppy "must include development of an agricultural
economy."487 One clear factor in the implementation of developmental aid at the UN was
the limited resources of the Commission of Narcotic Drugs. The UN anti-drugs forces
486
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had only an annual budget of roughly $75,000 in the early to mid-1960s. A drop in the
bucket compared to the profits from illegal narcotics, this figure also demonstrated that
beyond public exhortations to combat drugs and private diplomatic pressure, the U.S., as
the most significant donor and presence at the CND, did not back its prohibitionist
policies with realistic funding. As such, lip-service could be applied to drug-producers
while, at a deeper and more secretive level, the CIA could and would protect its own
assets, many narcotics traffickers.
No aid, again, was forthcoming despite promises of such packages in 1965.
Afghan patience for dashed hopes over assistance was matched by a realization that the
West did not understand the complexity of the problem. The head of Afghan drug control
forces, Colonel Katawazi claimed "a programme of this nature involving development
schemes would call for international aid on a massive scale. Up till now, however, all the
United Nations have done is to send us experts [italics in original]. After all, they can't
very well eat an expert."488 Indeed, direct development aid from the United Nations as a
substitution for poppies did not occur until years in the future. Rather, the first program
designed by the UN to curtail drug production started in Thailand.489 As a general
consolation to drug producers, the U.S., under the direction of the Department of the
Treasury pushed the executive directors in the international financial institutions,
primarily the World Bank, to ask their bank managers "to give priority consideration to
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projects meeting IFI economic criteria and which as an additional benefit have as their
objective the elimination of smuggling or production of illicit narcotics." 490
By 1970 Congress would take up the issue of crop substitution as a general
response to foreign-sourced drugs. Representative Claude Pepper (D-Fla.) introduced a
newly revised substitution plan. Pepper asked, ―why shouldn‘t we offer a subsidy to
growers of opium poppies to stop growing it and to end this narcotics epidemic that
threatens a whole generation of young Americans.‖491 Soon the Nixon Administration
adopted this policy as their own. Not unlike their scheme to purchase opium from illegal
producers, in this case, they paid for opium not to be cultivated. After the Operation
Intercept failure, the Nixon Administration chose Turkey, a major legal producer who
surpluses tended to enter the illicit market. Growers of equally marked quality as nearby
(but not neighboring) Afghanistan, Turkey responded positively but soon soured when
they received only "$35 million out of the $432 million" they initially requested from the
United States. The plan lasted two years. 492 Mostly under the guiding direction of the
State Department in overseas operations493, American foreign policy decision makers
looked to implement anti-narcotics aims in smaller size packages and programs.
In Afghanistan, crop substitution, as a goal of the US establishment, surfaced in
the continued American aid packages as part of an overall anti-drug strategy that included
diplomatic pressure and discussions among high-level leaders. The early 1970s marked a
shift in the overriding goal in US policy towards drugs in Afghanistan. Now the fear was
490
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that traffickers would start bring Afghan heroin into the U.S. Reaffirmed by the Cabinet
Committee for International Narcotics (CINC) in December 1971, this new
comprehensive policy direction noted that "intelligence and law enforcement" had
prioritization in improving "ground truth" and enhancing Afghan counternarcotics
capabilities. For the first documented time in Afghanistan, aerial photography played a
role in the effort to identify poppy fields although the initial results were lackluster. Of
less significance to CINC, crop substitution was an alternative that was downplayed for
being "overly ambitious."494
This new policy direction -increased funding for counternarcotics, greater
intelligence capabilities- won personal approval from President Nixon. The State
Department pushed more aggressively for Kabul's acceptance for a war on drugs. The
scrapped plans for increased funding for crop substitution, removed due to their
apparently overreaching nature, were matched by one from the Americans: "suggestions
which eventually will involve plans for crop substitution" if the Royal government
promised to stop all opium production." Lower-level informal discussions revealed that
the US hoped to "forestall Afghan expectations of equivalent quid pro quo," as indicated
by the knowledge that is exactly the type of similar package given to Turkey. 495 The
foreign minister, Mohammad Moussa Shafiq, pledged that Afghanistan took Nixon's
personal concerns about his nation's opium deeply serious. Shafiq promised a "crusade"
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against narcotics trafficking. By the end of 1972, "two cabinet committees had been
formed, one to look into possibilities crop substitution and the other into smuggling
problems." However, the effort had little success because "crop substitution would be
difficult because two principal districts where opium grown were areas where other crops
did not do well."496
Two months later, Shafiq, with the blessings of King Zahir Shah, became the
Prime Minister of Afghanistan. His tenure would be brief. In his address to the Afghan
Parliament, prior to its vote of confidence, and repeated to foreign journalists and
American diplomats, Shafiq repeated his resolve to crackdown on narcotics. 497 The State
Department was pleased at this development, "the first time figuring as a priority item in
the RGA [Royal Government of Afghanistan] agenda." In particular, the efforts of
Ambassador Robert G. Neumann, in his role in "this public recognition of the importance
of the narcotics problem," deserved specific praise.498
Greater emphasis on intelligence on narcotics in Afghanistan (an effort first
started in the nation by the Americans in 1935) soon provided new insight on the
complexities of the problem and a focus as well on the impact of American aid programs
and the production of opium. A 1972 CINC noted the ethnic diversity among traffickers
and producers across the nation: "Ghilzai carry opium from East Central Afghanistan.
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The Shinwaris operate mainly near the Pakistani border, [and into Iran]. The western
portions of the Baluchistan desert are the usual areas of operation for Baluchi caravans.
The Turkmen route is across northern Afghanistan." Along with modern conveyances,
smugglers also used traditional methods "large camel caravans," for carrying drugs into
Iran. Some of the smugglers were caught between Scylla and Charybdis. Extreme
punishment, including execution, awaited them if they were captured by Iranian forces;
this consequence led to heavily armed caravans. Motivating these traffickers in the face
of death were equally dire circumstances back in Afghanistan as "middlemen often hold
smugglers' families as hostages to insure they do not surrender to Iranian border forces or
fail to return with proceeds from the opium sale."499
Using informants, cooperative Afghan government officials, aerial surveillance,
and ground surveys, the U.S. government greatly enhanced its intelligence on opium
cultivation in Afghanistan; this new knowledge also led to examination of the impact of
American aid on the capacity to grow poppies in Helmand Valley. Long a recipient of
development assistance, the 'breadbox' of the nation now became and would remain for
decades into the future a haven for opium. Although downplaying an earlier report of
extensive cultivation in the area500, the State Department sponsored investigation
discovered that 1-2% of arable land there had poppy fields. This small, yet still
substantial, change to opium production was the result of two outcomes. The first,
deprivations due to two years of drought, led to a "simple economic explanation for what
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may be extraordinarily heightened rewards to the illicit cultivator of opium poppies in
remote and underdeveloped Afghanistan where the fragility of life is great—survival
itself a dangerous game."501
The second factor that drove opium production in Helmand Valley, according to
the State Department, was the impact of US development programs, started in the late
1940s and discussed in the previous chapter. The double-edged nature of these assistance
programs that improved, generally, agricultural production were noted as "USG inputs
are, of course, neutral inputs—at worst they improve the farmers' capacity at whatever he
undertakes but at best they give farmers viable alternatives to clandestine/illegal
operations." The possibility that new irrigation systems and access to modern machinery
and techniques could led to greater poppy harvests was not overlooked by AID; the
agency hoped "that people who can live a reasonable life for themselves and their
children within legal means will chose such means over the illegal." It was lamented that
"much modern agricultural technology may be just as effective when applied to opium
poppy as when applied to wheat or corn for which originally developed, " adding "it
probably is true that if poppy is planted in field where modern techniques were used to
grow wheat in previous years, yield of opium will be somewhat higher because of
residual fertilizer, reduced stand of weeds, and slightly improved level of land." USAID
feared that these policies could led to charges of complicity in Afghanistan: "fact finding
and planning (lacking the ability to stop their cultivation) while trying to mobilize a
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meaningful effort at enforcement aimed at elimination is not synonymous with
toleration."502
By 1973, it was becoming apparent the illegal option was preferred. There was a
marked increase, "several fold," in production, not just in Helmand, but across the nation.
Although the State Department was " unable to firmly establish" what led to this rise in
cultivation503, several factors likely were of significance: the crackdown on illicit
production in Turkey, the foreign drug tourists, drought conditions and the weak status
of the Zahir Shah royal government. A 26% drop in foreign aid over the last five years
only exasperated the situation.504
Not just struggling farmers embraced the illegal option. Rumors of government
involvement in narcotics grew louder with increased American intelligence on trafficking
networks. To what level the monarchy participated in the drug trade varied among
government sources. CINC declared that" there is no indication of substantial
involvement by high government officials. Some low-level enforcement officials almost
certainly cooperate with the smugglers."505 Terrence Burke, who worked for the DEA in
the 1970s had information from well placed informants, alleged that King Zahir Shah‘s
closest associates were involved in drug trafficking, including the use of the King‘s jet
for smuggling.506 Sardar Sultan [Mahmud] Ghazi, former Director of National Aviation,
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and the first cousin of the king as well, confirmed this information.507 Parenthetically, in
1973 Burke would win a symbolic victory in Nixon's war on drugs, and indirectly hippies,
by bringing in fugitive Timothy Leary, a counterculture icon, who traveled to
Afghanistan. As part of a larger investigation against the Brotherhood of Eternal Love, a
group of LSD enthusiasts and suppliers who purchased hashish in Kabul and distributed
it in the United States, Leary's arrest and deportation from Afghanistan, by willing
Afghan agents highlighted the connection between Nixon, Afghanistan, and hippies.508
Despite the PR coup of nabbing Leary, US officials knew that a growing problem,
not with hashish, but with opium loomed in the future. Diplomats on the ground in
Afghanistan believed that a comprehensive long-term strategy was needed. "A piecemeal
effort by the U.S. in so minimally affected an area as that encompassed by our project,"
the American ambassador in Kabul pleaded, "ill suits the U.S. image and character."
Nevertheless, the embassy placed difficult barriers that lead to a "piecemeal effort." 509 No
longer would the U.S. be placated by token eradication efforts. The price for receiving
aid was a countrywide anti-narcotics emphasis. This policy had the dogmatic prerequisite
that known opium cultivators could not participate in anti-drug funding. This provision
sought to protect against charges of openly assisting anyone involved in drugs. It defeated
the purpose of convincing poppy growers to switch to another crop, without eradication
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first. It also failed to address a problem that was pointed out by the CINC: a lack of wage
employment which led to pools of cheap labor near harvest time.510

The Second and Final Coming of Daoud
Implementation of any new antinarcotics policy faced a temporary halt with the
return to power of Daoud in July, 1973. With the King on an extended series of foreign
visits, his prime minister from 1953 to 1963 took advantage of the absence of his cousin
to carry out a coup. The Durrani Pashtun dynasty, after 226 years of rule, ended.511 The
implications for Afghanistan, the Soviet Union, the United States, and global opium and
heroin supplies would be profound. Afghanistan was about to enter a period of decades of
chaos. The Soviet Union would disintegrate, partially as a result of its adventures in
Afghanistan during the 1980s. The abyssal outcome of the Soviet invasion was in part
directed, through proxies, by the CIA. This American involvement in the conflict helped
stir up the hornet's nest of Islamic fundamentalists that would have dire consequences for
the US in the future and lead to the longest war in American history, besides the war on
drugs. Afghanistan would live up to its infernal promise of a future opium powerhouse
and would reign supreme for over two decades as the most prolific opium producer in the
world. Before these changes came to past, however, the U.S. had to negotiate with the
new (yet old) regime in its continuing quest to end opium cultivation.
The return (and the nature of the return) of the Soviet-friendly Daoud initially
repelled the U.S. and its personnel in Afghanistan. However, the State Department had a
510
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change of heart and tried to mend its relationship with the new prime minister. Embassy
personnel took the unusual step of using classified documents in the Kabul office to
demonstrate that "the U.S. government had never approved the local activities or the
CIA" during his past tenure in office. Not wanting to neglect opium, the US offered more
aid for the Helmand Valley. According to Leon Poullada, this new cozy relationship with
Daoud sent this message to the Afghan people: "forget your king and your democracy
and be happy under your dictator."512 Regardless of past tensions between Daoud and the
U.S, he made a more tenacious effort than in past years to enforce the ban, at least at the
start of this second act.513 By September 1973, UN program for enforcement and
substitution, which had been seriously delayed by the coup, resumed. Simultaneously, the
CCINC gave its support to a bilateral program for enforcement assistance.514
In July 1975 Daoud faced an uprising in Afghanistan that changed the nation's
security policy. An insurrection by militants trained in, and by, Pakistan, was led by a
central, if disgraceful, player in Afghan history for decades to come, Gulbuddin
Hekmatyar. With the goal of aiming to destabilize the nation, this covert invasion pushed
Daoud to reconsider friend and foe in Central Asia. Looking to appease both the United
States and Pakistan, he adopted a more standoffish approach to the Soviets and was ready
to give formal recognition to the controversial Durand line.515
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Maintaining good relations with the US helped continue the irrigation
improvements in the Helmand Valley. Once again, an American construction company
spearheaded this effort, not surprisingly a Morris-Knudsen subsidiary, International
Engineering Company, (IECO) "the latest in an almost continuous series of waterresource projects by...Morris-Knudson subsidiaries in Afghanistan in the last 30
years."516 Also important in cultivating a good relationship with the US was the potential
for UN aid as well. American foreign policy decision makers had believed in connecting
the UN and UN-related programs as a tool to combat opium in Afghanistan. Under the
continued direction of the United States, eradication and crop substitution programs could
be implemented with potential support, preferably from the Western Europeans. As it did
during the 1950s and beyond when inhibiting Afghanistan's petition to be included as an
opium producer, the Americans found the United Nations to be useful to mask its
prohibitionist policies as being for the best interests of the world when enforced under the
aegis of the UN.517 Daoud shared this preference for using the UN as a method to
coordinate anti-narcotics efforts.518
The potential for a positive working relationship between the US and Daoud soon
deteriorated as it became apparent to American and international observers that opium
cultivation was expanding. Nangarhar Province, for example, had a major increase from
1975 to 1976. American diplomats warned that the boosted poppy production would
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sooner or later become public knowledge; future development funds were at risk. Even
more worrisome for the US was the expansion of poppies in the Helmand Valley,
including on American-financed and planned irrigation projects. Only when confronted
with this information did Afghan authorities make token efforts to eradicate the plant.
Government officials responded to US pressure by noting the role that international
criminal elements, including Americans and Western Europeans, played in trafficking
narcotics. Perhaps, the Afghans suggested, the US could tackle its drug problems by
placing more effort into going after these criminal networks.519
There would be no major difference in policy toward Afghanistan during Gerald
Ford's short tenure as president; however, domestic and international issues would briefly
threaten America's 'moral authority' concerning opiate production. In the early 1970s, in
part due to pressure on Iran and Turkey to curtail opium cultivation, a worldwide
shortage of legal opiates occurred. At face value this deficiency would seem to present
problems for American drug manufactures. Regardless, these pharmaceutical companies
stood to benefit from a major disruption on opiates, since they developed synthetic
substitutes for codeine and morphine and they owned the patents for this potentially
profitable alternative. French researchers Catherine Lamour and Michel R. Lamberti
suggested that the desire to eliminate completely all global production of opium to give a
monopoly for American business interests was an ulterior motive for Richard Nixon.
Although this claim needs further research to measure its veracity, one effect that the
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overall opiate shortage led to was a reconsideration from European nations of the merits
of American drug policy, since "fighting drugs should not play into the interests of the
American pharmaceutical industry." European manufacturers would look for new sources,
such as Iran; Afghanistan was not considered.520
American drug companies had their own solutions to the opiate shortage, but they
still needed a source for their substitutes. Despite the federal government's efforts to
alleviate their concerns over the lack of access to opium by releasing some of the raw
material from the national strategic stockpile, the pharmaceuticals pushed for the
domestic cultivation of papaver bracteatum. The straw from this plant would help
produce codeine but its low morphine rate would inhibit heroin production.521 Although,
according to some researchers, the most important goal of American foreign policy since
1945 precluded making the world pliable for American capitalism, and using the CIA and
State Department for that purpose,522 on the issue of papaver bracteatum, American
manufacturers did not get their desired policy outcome. The State Department initially
looked to India for affordable poppy straw.523
The issue of papaver bracteatum was bandied about for a few years until Jimmy
Carter took office. As president-elect, this matter came to the attention of his
government-in-formation. The federal agencies, in particular the DEA, faced increasing
pressure from American pharmaceuticals over proposed domestic production of the
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poppy substitute.524 Indeed, they threatened to grow it without official permission
(Mallinckrodt and DuPont had already grown small amounts in the US.525). In contrast,
the State Department strongly discouraged any domestic production of poppy straw. At
risk was the loss of America's moral leadership" with foreign drug producers. If the US
could grow narcotic plants, other nations would see that ability as a right of their own. 526
The decision whether or not to allow domestic cultivation of papaver bracteatum
tied into US efforts to eradicate opium in Afghanistan. One of Henry Kissinger's last acts
as Secretary of State in January 1977 was to warn the Attorney General, Edward Levi,
that domestic US production of poppy straw would remove constraints from "those
countries with illicit production that cannot be controlled who would not understand why
they too cannot join in producing for the legal market." One of a few nations mentioned
by name, Afghanistan, had already faced internal pressure to solve economic
shortcomings by merely declaring opium as a legal, taxable, product. Kissinger sought to
allay fears of domestic shortages by noting the "substantial stockpile" of poppy seeds
held by the Department of Agriculture and "the unreleased opium and alkaloid stockpile
of 36,866 kilograms of morphine content, which constitutes almost a year's supply at the
current use rate."527 The US mission in Geneva added that Afghanistan, along with a few
524
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other notable opium producers, was "expending lives, money, and scarce resources in the
conviction that they are supporting a genuine and necessary international humanitarian
effort."528 Days into Carter's tenure, his adviser on narcotics issues, Peter Bourne, agreed
with these assessments adding "that the Government of Afghanistan...might seize the
United States decision as an excuse to accede to local political pressure to merely
'legalize' currently illegal uncontrolled growth of opium poppies."529 Bourne argued that
the limited production of poppy straw was "merely the opening gambit in an attempt by
the United States pharmaceutical industry to take over a profitable industry from
underdeveloped nations."530 The American drug companies lost this battle and did not get
permission for large-scale production of raw supplies for their opiate-based medicines.

Despite the early promise of greater cooperation with the second installment of
the Daoud regime, American and UN officials discovered that the autocratic ruler had
plans of his own concerning opium. One aspect of his policy found to be worrisome was
the exploitation of seized drugs. While proclaiming that Afghanistan could not fund
eradication and crop substitution plans, Daoud apparently kept the income earned from
selling the contraband. Knowing this, the head of the UNFDAC advised the prime
minister "if problems should have arisen over the financial means to enforce the legal ban
on opium poppy cultivation, you might wish to consider your Government's considerable
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receipts from the sale of seized opium over the last few years."531 Peter Bourne believed
that Afghanistan was circumventing international laws with this practice. In discussing
the increasing levels of opium production in Afghanistan, he informed Jimmy Carter that
Daoud permitted this cultivation "so the government can seize much of it and sell it on
the world market to pharmaceutical companies, a violation of the spirit if not the letter of
the Single Convention."532
The growth of the Afghan opium traffic and Daoud's intransigence over this
dilemma elevated Afghanistan as a critical threat for Carter's inner circle. Bourne noted
that despite successes elsewhere in the world, Afghanistan stood out as "the one bleak
spot" due to the dramatic increase of the opium production. He added that this explosive
growth had not impacted the international market but still there may be a need to involve
the president personally in this situation.533 Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter's national
security adviser, also warned about the ramifications of Afghan's opium. He described
the Golden Crescent region as being "a 'closed system' for narcotic drug" in the past, with
production and consumption balancing out there. But now Afghan opium, processed into
heroin, threatened to enter the US. As such and in conjunction with an overall global plan
to reduce narcotics, Brzezinski claimed that "Afghanistan is the single most significant
threat to our ongoing strategy, and demands our immediate attention,...as [the nation] is
the one opium producing country in the world where both our own and United Nations
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effort have failed to effect a reduction in cultivation " As evidence, he pointed to lack of
feasibility of eradication programs there, proven to be counterproductive as output
doubled in each of the previous two years.534
The American response to this perceived threat included three components. The
first reaction was not new, a continued use of diplomatic pressure from American and
UN officials. This push led to the planned personal involvement from President Carter.
Bourne urged him to set up a face-to-face meeting with Daoud with the expressed
purposes of discussing narcotics. The timing of the meeting was critical "and would be
most beneficial during the early Spring, since late Spring is harvesting season and Daoud
could...cause the interdiction and destruction of large amounts of opium on his return to
Kabul."535 Unbeknownst to Bourne, Daoud would be dead before the end of the spring
1978 harvest. The second part, an increased use of intelligence was two-fold. In a general
sense, Bourne called for an increased effort for financial intelligence to combat drugs. 536
More specific to Afghanistan, the CIA agreed to commit more assets to increase its
coverage of drug trafficking and production in Afghanistan. 537
Providing greater resources to the UN was the third response to Afghan opium. In
1977 and 1978, the UN spent $1.3 million and $900,000 respectively for several projects.
Treatment centers for addicts opened in Badakhshan; crop substitution programs
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commenced in Kumar Valley and Nangarhar Province.538 Similarly, the US Treasury
department continued its efforts to push the World Bank to channel its loans toward
agricultural projects designed to replace illicit crops.539 Bourne noted the Bank's
president, former Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara's success in this effort.540 As
discussed earlier, the use of international financial institution and the UN enhanced
America's ability to implement its policies abroad. Although Brzezinski downplayed the
actual results of these schemes, the US benefitted from UN cover, especially in countries
where bilateral US would be rejected, such as in Daoud's Afghanistan. The anti-narcotics
functions of the UN, mostly handled under its UNFDAC, relied primarily on Americans
to implement the majority of its global projects. Conversely, the US funded 75% of UN
counternarcotics programs. Afghanistan served as one of the two main nations where this
symbiotic relationship blossomed, helping to "enhance the public image of the US
abroad," despite the lackluster results. Indeed, as reported to the Congress, "UNFDAC
has served US interests well."541
Before his execution at the hands of Communist insurgents in April 1978, Daoud
had a predictable response to American pressures. He allowed Afghan authorities to act
upon intelligence supplied by DEA informants to make a seizure of 715 pounds of opium
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in a raid on three houses in the Nangarhar Province.542 The Prime Minister created the
Joint Commission on Afghan Narcotics Matters whose primary focus was on the growing
production in the Upper Helmand Valley, a region that due to "past US involvement in
this region has rendered it of 'primary concern' to the USG." 543 The Kabul Times reported
on the efforts over the past four years on Afghan-UN police cooperation on narcotics (see
Table 1). From the reported information, Daoud was making incremental progress against
opiates in Afghanistan. The two-part Kabul Times article also served as a notice to
interested parties that opium was available for purchase as "26 tons of seized opium have
been sold to pharmaceutical companies at an income of about 2.5 million dollars.
Presently there is about 20 tons of opium available in the customs available for sale to the
pharmaceutical companies authorized to make such purchases."544 Lessening the impact
of Daoud's counternarcotics efforts, keen observers at the American embassy in Kabul
noted that "the government-controlled, English-language daily...did not appear in any of
the nation's Dari or Pashto newspapers; therefore, it was apparently directed at a very
limited readership-- primarily composed of foreign diplomats."545 Equally questionable
were the articles' claims "that all of the narcotics seized in Afghanistan do not originate in
Afghanistan but is brought into the country by the smugglers, usually in transit
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Westward," and that its "addiction problem cannot however be compared to the addiction
problem facing the industrialized nations."546
As the Daoud regime moved toward its violent conclusion, the National Security
Council demonstrated their skepticism over reporting from the two lead agencies pushing
American prohibitionist policies abroad, the DEA and State. Commenting on duallyissued communiqués from these organizations suggesting the proverbial 'light at the end
of the tunnel," this pronouncement reminded a Council member "of Ch'ing Dynasty
government reports on how the opium problem was being eliminated. The reports were
always upbeat and always wrong. 547

The Saur Revolution
Faced with a nation discouraged by poor economic conditions and angered by the
repressive nature of Daoud's regime, the Afghan people grew more restive. A small group
of radical communists would take advantage of this impatience and Daoud's absence
from Afghanistan to carry out a coup. The end of decades of rule of the Mohammadzai
clan ended violently as Daoud and his attending family members were butchered. In time,
the Afghan people old enough to remember could look upon the period from 1919 to
1978 as a more pleasant time in the nation's past. With the coming of the Saur Revolution
in April, 1978, Afghanistan stood at the edge of years of chaos and warfare.
Accompanying these catastrophic conditions would be a massive increase in opium
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production over time, discussed in the following chapter. Soon, the US would have a
major internal shift on its view of Afghan drugs. That transition would lead to a new
Afghanistan opium policy directly tied to national security issues and the Cold War
Before this descent in turmoil is discovered, the American short-term relationship with
Afghanistan's communist government, in particular dealing with narcotics follows.
Despite the diametrically opposed nature of a globally-dominated capitalist nation
and the newly formed communist regime in Afghanistan, American officials had some
hope for optimism, an optimism shaped by UN personnel in Kabul. The new Afghan
officials confirmed that the Daoud regime had temporized the issue of opium cultivation
in the country, in part due to fears of the economic impact of eradication policies.548 As
such, the former prime minister looked to crackdown on the middlemen; the new regime
promised to go after the cultivators.549 The Communists assured UN officials that their
new government would be more effective in implementing policy as it was "a
revolutionary Government which can enforce decisions made immediately;" however,
like all past governments in Afghanistan since 1944, success could only be achieved if
"the necessary equipment and financial means were available."550 Although weary of
these boasts from the new Afghan Minister of the Interior, Noor Mohammad Noor, UN
and US bureaucrats were happy that their preferred approach, eradication of poppy fields,
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appeared to shared by the Communists. UNFDAC personnel were "very much
encouraged by the new Government's determination to cope directly with the problem of
opium cultivation in the country and launch a national opium poppy eradication."551
Proposed and implemented UN counternarcotics policies in Afghanistan clashed
with Cold War considerations. Although Denmark funded drug treatment in Badakhshan
and the Netherlands provide resources to resettling and/or employ drug addicts, 552 the
Afghan narcotics officers, newly trained in West Germany, encountered resistance and
obstacles from the Ministry of the Interior. The government moved UN officials from
adjoining offices with their Afghan counterparts thus increasing their isolation and
decreasing their effectiveness and cooperation.553 In addition, the Interior Minister asked
that the head of the UNDP person in Afghanistan come from a non-aligned nation.554 In
spite of these difficulties, UNFDAC noted that the new regime would allow penetration
into parts of the country such as "the main production areas of Nangarhar and Kunar
provinces --areas off limits under the previous government."555 Meanwhile, American
counternarcotics experts, particularly in Customs, thought the best stance at that moment
was a "wait and see' attitude," before new law enforcement assistance would be given. 556
The following year, 1979, would prove to be a transformative year for
Afghanistan. The Saur Revolution would collapse with the infighting between the
Parcham and Khalq communist factions. In February, relations with the US also soured,
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especially after the blundered attempt to rescue the kidnapped American Ambassador,
Adolf Dubs, led to the latter's death in a shootout. Carter initially responded by cutting
American aid by 50%.557 Seeing the impending collapse of civil order in the nation, AID
workers, their dependents, and the Peace Corps quickly left Afghanistan.558 Narcotics
efforts in Afghanistan, according to Bourne, were now futile as "that country's problem
with insurgents has taken precedence over narcotics enforcement activities."559
After the initial dismay over the murder of Dubs and the chaos in Afghanistan,
national security planners at the highest level in the US recognized that there was an
opportunity to embarrass, at least, Kabul's main benefactor, the Soviet Union. They
believed that "the Soviets have indeed run afoul of insurgent Islam."560 Brzezinski sought
to take advantage of Russian support for the atheist Communist regime in Afghanistan,
and thus, inflame the passions of Islamic fundamentalists in the nation and the region.
Accepting this strategy, Jimmy Carter, on July 3, 1979, authorized the first directive
calling for secret aid to support opponents of the Soviet-backed regime in Afghanistan.561
The consequences of that decision would have a fundamental impact on the drug trade in
Afghanistan, a topic explored in detail in the following chapter. By the end of the year,
the Soviets invaded its client state, forever altering the destiny of both nations.
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Conclusion
The 1970s proved to a transformative period in the American-led campaign
against drugs. Directly tying poppy eradication with national security policies, President
Nixon declared a war on drugs and created the DEA. Additionally, the CIA increased its
mandate to include counternarcotics functions. Meanwhile, thousands of American
hippies flocked to the Afghan capital of Kabul to use and abuse the openly available
contraband. This drug tourism demonstrated the increasing globalization of Afghanistan's
most controversial plant, the poppy. A significant antecedent for this process was the
improved transportation and agricultural infrastructure in good measure funded and
implemented by the US. During the 1970s, the focus of American policy shifted from
developmental aid to funds directly orientated towards combating the growing drug trade.
By end of the decade, before the breakdown in relations with the US and the subsequent
Soviet invasion, the Americans had spent or channeled over 520 million dollars in aid
since the 1940s. The impact of "these vast sums were largely wasted by incompetent
American diplomacy."562
Fundamentally altered as well was Afghanistan's ability to produce and control its
opium production. Unlike its other traded goods that at best found regional distribution,
Afghanistan's drugs and its laissez-faire attitude toward them attracted tens of thousands
of customers. The message was clear to the people of the nation. Unlike its karakul skins,
its pistachio, its wheat, etc., opium (along with hashish) proved to be the most profitable
and desired export Afghans could offer to the world. The prohibitionist policies
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advocated by the US and the previous failures at the UN meant that Afghan drugs were
contraband, forbidden from entering a legally regulated system, even during a period
when global opiate shortages resulted from American-directed counternarcotics policies.
Before the 1970s, Afghanistan ranked as a mid-level opium producer, with a generally
estimated annual harvest between 75-150 tons. By 1980 and until the present, the nation
would be recognized as one of the most prolific opiate producers in world. Its evolution
to this stage led the American foreign policy establishment to consider Afghan drugs as a
matter of national security throughout the 1970s.
Continuing Nixon's focus on eradicating drugs from the source nation, President
Ford, and on a personal level, President Carter, provided an increasing amount of
resources to destroy the poppy plant in Afghanistan. A key element of this strategy, crop
substitution proved ineffective in that nation. As one regime followed by another
assumed control of Kabul, the Americans hoped to push the country to enact eradication
and substitution policies that were acknowledged to be economically debilitating to the
fragile nation. The significant increase in opium harvests demonstrated these policies to
be counter effective. Nevertheless, until the logical decision to curtail funding after the
death of Ambassador Adolph Dubs, Carter continued to pour resources into Afghanistan
to combat opium, and increasingly, heroin. His response to this perceived menace was
not remarkable; what was remarkable was the conscious decision by his administration to
commence activities, covertly funding insurgents, which would only unravel any hope of
containing drugs in Afghanistan. That same policy would be adopted, with enthusiasm
and vigor, by the incoming Reagan Administration.
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CONCLUSION: 1980S AND BEYOND

It has been the goal of my research to explore the role that American foreign
policy had in facilitating the growth of Afghanistan‘s opium production before the Soviet
invasion in 1979. This effort has been shaped by two fundamental factors: American
national security interests and the desire to control international opium production. The
tensions between these two oscillating policy goals resulted in a haphazard approach to
Afghan opium production. The bulk of my archival research has been targeted at the
period from 1919 to 1979. It is my contention that the United States played a major role
in shaping the future of Afghan drug cultivation before 1979. To conclude this analysis
and to demonstrate the long term impact and futility of the American-led war on drugs in
Central Asia, the period from 1979 to 2011 will be briefly examined. After this overview
of more current events, I will conclude this work with a summation of my findings.563

The Soviet Invasion 1979-1988
With the introduction of thousands of Soviet troops into Afghanistan, the ability
for the U.S. to shape Afghan opium harvests would appear to have diminished.
Previously, the US had made direct negotiations with the Afghan government during
WWII, followed by decades of developmental aid that would, unintentionally, allow the
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spread of opium production into areas previously poppy-free, most significantly the
Helmand Province. With the arrival of American drug tourists, mostly identified as
hippies, Richard Nixon's administration heightened its awareness of Afghanistan's
capacity to supply drugs internationally. Although Carter shared a concern over drugs
coming out of the Middle East and Afghanistan in particular, the U.S. stirred up antiSoviet sentiments among radical Islamic fundamentalists, tensions that appeared to have
a role in leading the USSR to intervene in Afghanistan. As a result, the dynamics and
trajectory of the US-Afghan opium relationship would have a transformative shift as the
American intelligence community made a national security decision. In order to give the
Soviet Union its own Vietnam, the United States, through its ally, Pakistan, sided with
Afghan drug traffickers. The consequences were both immediate and long-term as
Golden Crescent drugs would soon become a global problem.
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan led to the largest American intelligence
operation ever. However, even before the brutal and ill-fated Russian campaign, the U.S.
had started covertly manipulating the Afghan nation. Years after the fact, in an interview
with Le Nouvel Observateur, former Carter National Security Advisor, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, openly bragged about American funding of resistance against the Taraki
administration. According to Brzezinski, ―that secret operation was an excellent idea. It
had the effect of drawing the Russians in the Afghan trap.‖564 After the December 1979
Soviet invasion, the Carter Administration dutifully had the CIA inform essential
members of the Senate of its impending covert operations in Afghanistan. The Senators
564
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―offered no major objections,‖ though they may have been unaware of whom the CIA
would be recruiting for their paramilitary operations.565
Other knowledgeable Americans were more openly wary of these new allies.
Members of Carter‘s White House Strategy Council on Drug Abuse, Joyce Lowinson and
David Musto, voiced their concerns in a New York Times op-ed piece, noting ―we worry
about the growing of opium poppies in Afghanistan and Pakistan by rebel tribesmen who
apparently are the chief adversaries of the Soviet troops in Afghanistan.‖ 566 These
warnings of these drug experts were brushed aside, especially by the incoming Reagan
administration. Extreme Islamic fundamentalism, medieval gender practices, and drug
trafficking were ignored; the new litmus test for American aid would be the level of
avowed anti-Communism.
The chaotic flow of refugees into neighboring Pakistan led to prime recruiting
opportunities for the CIA. Author R.T. Naylor notes, ―As refugees poured into Pakistan,
the CIA was on hand to organize resistance groups. Resistance groups needed money to
buy arms, and in the international arms trade, heroin has long been hard currency.‖ 567
The mujaheddin quickly learned to use drug money to purchase weapons and to
accumulate personal largesse. Journalist Ahmed Rashid added that these new American
allies ―refused to admit that they indulged in drug trafficking, but always blamed their
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mujaheddin rivals for doing so.568 Here in the Pashtun-dominated border regions of
Afghanistan and Pakistan, bad men met big money and weapons through CIA funding
and the heroin trade.

Free Flow
While the origins of the American covert operations in Afghanistan began under
Jimmy Carter, the spigot opened freely for the next twelve years under the next two
administrations. John Pike, from the Federation of American Scientists, stated that over
$3.3 billion was spent by the CIA in Afghanistan to bog down the Soviets. In order to
facilitate their covert program, the CIA needed help from the only semi-friendly country
that had a border with Afghanistan. Pakistan, under the leadership of General Zia ul-Haq,
became an erstwhile ally with the U.S. in funding and supplying the mujaheddin. In Zia‘s
transformation of Pakistan into a ―front-line state‖ during the U.S.-funded Afghan war, a
burgeoning illegal arms trade developed in the region. 569 The Pakistan military also
looked to finance the mujaheddin through the heroin trade.
Alfred McCoy notes how Zia, after an initial though limited crackdown on heroin
production, only applied ―ritualistic‖ pressure on heroin refineries near the Afghan border.
Zia also bowed to U.S. demands for curtailing Pakistan opium production. According to
McCoy, by 1981-1982 the Afghan guerrillas had distributed their opium to the labs just
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across the border in Pakistan.570 Journalist Ahmed Rashid described how the operation
worked: ―the donkey, camel, and truck convoys which carried weapons into Afghanistan
now…carried out raw opium.‖ Rashid added, ―the heroin pipeline in the 1980s could not
have operated without the knowledge, if not the connivance, of the officials at the highest
levels of the army, the government, and the CIA.‖ 571
One intelligence agency with undeniable connections to the heroin trade was the
Pakistan Inter Service Intelligence (ISI). The CIA and ISI had a symbiotic relationship in
the Afghan covert operations. The ISI quickly became enmeshed in the corrupting world
of heroin trafficking. Rashid documented that ISI chief Ahktar Abdur ―had to remove the
entire ISI staff in Quetta, because to their involvement with the drugs trade and sale of
CIA-supplied weapons that were meant for the mujaheddin.‖572
The ISI chose to fund a guerrilla leader who had been on their payroll since 1972,
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.573 The recipient of over half of the CIA funding, Hekmatyar was
a leader of a small Islamic fundamentalist group, Hezb-I-Islami.574 He expended more
energy in terrorizing other Afghans as he did fighting the Soviets. In fact, his strategic
plans were focused on post-Soviet occupation. Journalists Alexander Cockburn and
Jeffrey St. Clair pointed out that the rapacious warlord ―built up his CIA-furnished
arsenal against the day the Soviets would leave and the war for the mastery of
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Afghanistan would truly break out.‖575 In the meantime, Hekmatyar used CIA funds to
build-up a large guerrilla force and ―with the full support of ISI and the tacit toleration of
the CIA, to become Afghanistan‘s leading drug lord.‖ 576
The CIA was not the only American intelligence agency conducting operations in
the Golden Crescent region. The Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) fretted over the
explosion of heroin out of the Afghan-Pakistan border territory. To fight this worrisome
trend, the DEA doubled its staff in Pakistan in 1982.577 In the 1980s, however, the agency
had little success in breaking any of the forty-plus known heroin syndicates in
Pakistan.578 David Melocik, the DEA congressional liaison ―acknowledged that
American interests in Afghanistan are somewhat contradictory because the administration
wants to fight drug trafficking but also would like to see the Afghans drive out the
Soviets.‖579 Cockburn and St. Clair noted that the CIA told the Pakistan-stationed DEA
agents (who shared the same offices) ―to pull back their operations in Afghanistan and
Pakistan for the duration of the war.‖580 In matters of national security, the DEA was
allowed to play the game of international narcotics enforcement while the CIA, through
the ISI, openly worked with known traffickers.
For American foreign policy objectives, the covert operation proved to be a
complete success, at least by the time of the first Bush Administration. The power
vacuum provided Hekmatyar with an opportunity to extend his vision of a fundamentalist
575
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Islamic Afghanistan. He also looked to consolidate his heroin operation, which was
concentrated on processing factories on the Afghan-Pakistan border. His main rival,
Mullah Nassim Ahkundzada, controlled the prime opium growing regions, specifically
the Helmand valley. As McCoy detailed, Hekmatyar's and Ahkundzada‘s forces clashed
over the prime opium fields. The Ahkundzada clan, led by younger brother Rasul after
Nassim‘s assassination, held the 'opium basket' until the rise of the Taliban.581 Meanwhile
by June 16, 1993, Hekmatyar bullied his way into the position of Prime Minister after a
bloody rocket siege of Kabul, killing thousands of civilians. 582 Hekmatyar, an
unpalatable choice even for fellow Pashtuns, remained a polarizing national figure as
Afghanistan slid into anarchy. The endemic wars, food shortages, and social breakdowns
left the broken nation in a prime state for a reactionary movement.

Enter the Taliban
The endemic conditions of chaos within the Afghan nation in the post-Soviet
occupation was fueled by bitter warlord rivalries, still flowing covert U.S. aid, and the
intrigues of other regional nations, minor yet influential players in the ―Great Game.‖583
The lawlessness of the Afghan State helped breed the Taliban from the Pashtundominated madrassas clustered around the Afghan-Pakistan border. Maulana Fazlur
Rehman, leader of the fundamentalist Jamiat-I-Ulema party, controlled the madrassas,
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which became the later recruiting grounds for the Taliban.584 Both Afghans and
Pakistanis wanted a force to counter the excesses of Hekmatyar who continued his
forceful attempt to impose his will on the nation. Hekmatyar had lost the support of the
majority of his fellow Pashtuns; meanwhile ―Pakistan was getting tired of backing a loser
and was looking around for other potential Pashtun proxies.‖585 In the Taliban, the
Pakistanis believed they had found such a group, a group that would further Pakistan‘s
political aims in the region. Or so they thought.
The Taliban clearly received essential assistance early on from critical Pakistan
power brokers. They also fit easily into the nexus of Golden Crescent heroin trafficking.
Researcher Ajay Darshan Behera states, ―the same dealers, truck drivers, madrassas and
government contacts that provided the Taliban with supplies also funneled drugs-just as
the arms pipelines for the mujahideen had in the 1980s.586 After freeing up the roads,
thereby improving heroin transportation, the Taliban took the next step in consolidating
control of Afghan opium by confronting the Ahkundzada family in the Helmand province.
Abdul Ghaffar Ahkundzada took over the dominion of the opium fields in the province
after his brother‘s Rasul assassination in 1994.587 The Ahkundzada family, ―wealthy,
gifted with dynastic continuity and a talent for killing,‖ successfully resisted previous
attempts to unseat their domination of the Helmand Valley. 588 In November 1994, the
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Taliban allied with Abdul Wahid and moved to fight against Ghaffar‘s forces. 589 By
January 1995, the Taliban through a series of clashes and bribes controlled the
province.590 Two months after their initial victory in Kandahar, the Taliban made the first
international gesture of a ‗just-say-no-to-growing-poppies‘ with a three week long opium
ban. This declaration caught American attention as the U.S. thought it could recruit a new
ally in the war on drugs.591
Although Washington never extended diplomatic recognition to the Taliban
regime, the Clinton Administration willingly engaged the Taliban when politically
expedient. U.S. interests in backing the Taliban appear to serve several American
purposes in the Central Asia region, according to Richard Mackenzie. First, the Taliban
claimed to be against the opium trade. Second, they seemed to be useful in thwarting the
foreign policy objectives of Iran and Russia in the area. Third, the Taliban was expected
to bring order to the war-torn nation as well as rid the country of the terrorist training
camps. Fourth, the Taliban apparently backed the interests of Pakistan, an erstwhile
regional American ally. Last, and most significant to Mackenzie, the Taliban would serve
as a protecting force for the proposed UNOCAL pipeline through Afghanistan. 592
UNOCAL enlisted important diplomatic players including Henry Kissinger, former U.S.
ambassador to Pakistan, Robert Oakley, and Zalmay Khalilzad, former State Department
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advisor under Reagan and a top Afghan advisor to George W. Bush. 593 The UNOCAL‘s
courtship of the Taliban included two trips in 1997 for Taliban leaders to Texas and the
opening of a UNOCAL office in Kandahar.594 Three months after Bin-Laden‘s
masterminded attacks on the two East African U.S. embassies, UNOCAL finally dropped
its proposed pipeline. American policies in the region now became intertwined in the
‗6+2‘ group, organized by UN Secretary General Kofi Annan in October 1997.595 The
eight countries, China, Iran, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, the U.S., and
Uzbekistan, worked on a variety of issues including drug trafficking. European countries,
greatly more affected by Afghan opium than their most prominent NATO ally, were
angered at their exclusion by the U.S. 596
Unfortunately, for the well-intended American efforts at promoting a ‗just-say-no‘
policy on the Taliban, the Afghan opium production increased. The Taliban‘s Minister of
Mining and Industry, Ahmad Jan, gave lip service to ―its efforts to combat narcotics
production‖ in a meeting with U.S. officials in D.C. in 1997 (in conjunction with the
second UNOCAL funded visit). 597 Reporter John F. Burns, in his Pulitzer Prize winning
article in the New York Times, quoted unnamed Taliban leaders who responded to
Western complaints over opium, ―we intend to stop the drug-trafficking, because it is
against Islamic laws. But until we can rebuild our economy, there are not other jobs, so
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now is not the time.‖598 Abdul Rashid, the Taliban equivalent of ‗drug czar‘ pointed out
that the claimed futility of their situation: ―We cannot push the people to grow wheat.
There would be an uprising against the Taliban if we forced them to stop growing poppy
cultivation.‖599 Drug czar Abdul Rashid told journalist Ahmed Rashid that ―opium is
permissible because it is consumed by kafirs (unbelievers) in the West and not by
Muslims or Afghans,‖ conveniently ignoring the growing number of Pakistani addicts. 600
Ahmed Gul, an Afghan poppy grower, gave an alternative reason to grow the crop, ―we
are cultivating and exporting this [plant] as an atom bomb.‖601

Post UNOCAL Afghan Policy
1998 marked the beginning of the end of a constructive U.S.-Taliban relationship,
as the latter, despite vowing to wipe out opium crops in aid negotiations with the UN,
continued its open policy of taxing the plant. Nature, not Afghan policy, played a role in
lessening opium output from 3,100 tons in 1997 to 2,300 tons in 1998, though still the
leading global harvest.602 Notwithstanding the relative slowdown of Afghan opium,
heroin addiction was playing havoc in the region, as Rashid reports. Iran, a torchbearer
for strict narcotics laws, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan
all faced rapidly growing heroin addiction problems. Rashid added that heroin in Central
Asia, ―is crippling societies, distorting the economics of already fragile states and
598
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creating a new narco-elite which is at odds with the ever increasing poverty of the
population.‖603
The following year, the Taliban, feeling the heat, began to make some apparent
concessions to international demands. The regime‘s drug czar, now identified as Abdul
Hamid Ahkundzada, claimed that the Afghans needed more money to stop opium
cultivation. The destruction of heroin labs in Pakistan, however, led to the creation of
more ‗refineries‘ across the Afghan-Pakistan border. Reporters from Time-Asia
mentioned that the unpredictable Taliban‘s ―unsavory reputation continues to scare off
potential international donors for Afghanistan‘s anti-narcotics efforts.‖604 By July 1999,
the 6+2 group, with its impotent Tashkent Declaration, made clear its concern over
Afghan drugs: ―we are deeply distressed with the steady increase in the cultivation,
production and illicit trafficking of narcotics.‖ 605
In July 2000, Mullah Omar issued an opium ban, effective for the winter growing
season. Earlier that spring, Abdul Hamid Ahkundzada led UN officials to watch opium
fields being plowed over in the Nangahar Province. The senior UN official in attendance,
Bernard Frahi, claimed that "the Taliban‘s move towards eradicating poppy cultivation is
an historic moment, and it underscores the group‘s willingness to listen to appeals from
the world community.‖606 American officials were less glowing in their accounts of the
Taliban‘s drug control progress. Karl Inderfurth, the U.S. assistant Secretary of State for
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South Asian Affairs, commented, ―we have seen no independent evidence to suggest that
it is taking place, we have seen some demonstrations of the Taliban ploughing some of
poppy cultivated land.‖607 Inderfurth pointed to the Senate his view that ―Afghanistan has
become a ‗gateway country‘, a gateway for some of the worst evils of drugs and violence
which daily pass through it in route to other parts of the globe.‖608 The Taliban did not
control all opium fields in Afghanistan. Despite Afghan claims to the contrary, ―nothing
indicates that either the Taliban or the Northern Alliance intend to take serious action to
destroy heroin or morphine-base laboratories, or stop drug trafficking,‖ according to the
State Department.609 The Taliban‘s fierce rival, the Northern Alliance, was a loosely held
group of resistance fighters located in the Northeast part of Afghanistan. While composed
of numerous factions like most Afghan military ventures, its most effective leader was
Ahmad Shah Massoud. This highly competent military tactician, in a 1996 communiqué
to the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, decried the Taliban as being
comprised of ―fanatics, extremists, terrorists, mercenaries, drug mafias and professional
murderers.‖ He added that ―terrorism, drugs, and human rights‖ problems came from the
Taliban through Pakistan, ―thus forming the inter-connecting angles of an evil
triangle.‖610 However, the Northern Alliance had its own bad reputation, as being seen as
―rival tribes and drug dealers who control a small part of northern Afghanistan as if it
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were a private estate.‖611 After the Mullah‘s ban on opium, the Northern Alliance
territory, primarily Badakhshan and Takhar provinces, became the largest opium
cultivating areas in Afghanistan. The Taliban claimed that Massoud himself was involved
in trafficking, allowing his military planes to transport heroin across the border, an
allegation he downplayed although conceding the obvious: that the [Northern Alliance]
controlled northeast enclave as become an important conduit for the passage of narcotics
to Central Asia and beyond.‖612

2001: Countdown to Terror
Initially in 2001, U.S. government officials remained skeptical over the latest
Taliban claim that it was curtailing opium cultivation. At the 2000 Narcotics Certification
Determination briefings, Assistant Secretary of State Randy Beers, in acknowledging
Omar‘s ban on opium, stated, ―enforcement of a poppy ban is welcome news, but this
development did not distract the international community‘s attention from the presence of
large opiate stockpiles in the country, and unabated drug trafficking from
Afghanistan.‖613 In his testimony before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations that
same day, Beers affirmed ―that the ban that the Taliban have put on the production of
opium poppy may be working in the sense that there may not be as much opium growing
in Afghanistan today at this point in time as there was last year…there was so much
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overproduction in years past that there are huge stockpiles.‖614 On March 12, the
President certified Afghanistan as a major opium-producing nation. The memorandum
disclosed that, indeed, those [Taliban] in position of authority have made proclamations
against poppy cultivation, but they have had little or no effect on the drug trade, which
continues to expand.‖ In addition, the Taliban and the Northern Alliance were noted as
failing to enact ―any significant action to seize stored opium.‖615
The U.S. government, under the new George W. Bush administration, wanted to
believe that the Omar-issued opium ban was a practical program. Early signs indicated
that the Taliban were actually carrying out this particular claim of poppy eradication.
DEA Chief of Intelligence Steven Casteel remained, ―cautiously optimistic.‖ Yet, he still
questioned the Taliban motives: ―to see a sudden turnaround in this [opium cultivation], I
am more interested almost not in what is happening but why.‖ Casteel wondered about
the effect of a severe drought in the region in the Taliban‘s actions. He also noted a more
capitalistic reason, ―these organizations are getting more sophisticated. They make
multinational business decisions. This could simply be a price-issue.‖ After using
―electronic surveillance and informers on the ground,‖ Casteel hoped by mid-spring 2001
to have a better grasp of the extent of the proclaimed opium ban.616
By late April 2001, a two-man American team headed to Afghanistan, along with
other international observers, to see the results of the opium ban for themselves. James
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Callahan, director of Asian and African narcotics programs in the State Department and
Thomas Schrettner, from DEA, were part of Bush‘s efforts to reverse the Clinton
administration's minimal contribution to Afghan crop substitution plans. Secretary of
State Colin Powell noted the aims of the visit: ―we want to ensure that assistance benefits
the farmers, not the factions, while it curbs the Afghan drug trade. I have authorized U.S.
participation in a UNDCP-led mission to Afghanistan to assess the potential for
assistance and the cooperation of local authorities.‖617
By May 4, James Callahan was ―full of praise‖ for the Taliban‘s opium
eradication. He exclaimed, ―we applaud them…almost all the areas which once were
major poppy cultivation regions are totally without the crop.‖ He did, however, admit that
the ban had more to do with stockpiled opium.618 By May 17, in light of viewing
potential famine conditions as a result of the April trip, Colin Powell authorized a $43
million dollar aid package, which included $33 million in food and $10 million in ―other
livelihoods.‖ In contrast to direct food assistance, the $10 million, an insignificant
amount of aid in the larger scope, was aimed towards ―counter-famine measures.‖619
Steven Casteel, upon being briefed on the findings of the April trip, noted some concerns
―of hidden opium and heroin stockpiles near the northern border of Afghanistan.‖
Callahan added that the now-responsible Taliban ―used a system of consensus-building‖
in enforcing the ban. He observed, ―they framed the ban ‗in very religious terms‘, citing
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Islamic prohibitions against drugs, and that made it hard to defy.‖ 620 In a briefing on the
aid package, Alan Eastham, acting assistant Secretary of State for South Asia, noted ―we
do not play politics with our humanitarian assistance…despite significant and profound
differences with the Taliban over their behavior.‖ 621
After the deservedly bad press the Taliban had received over the last few years, it
appeared that America had enlisted a new ally in the war on drugs. Reporter Barry
Bearak, of the New York Times, made ―At Heroin‘s Source, Taliban Do What ‗Just Say
No‘ Could Not,‖ a headline article. Quoting Afghan Drug Czar Abdul Hamid
Ahkundzada‘s ―soft-approach,‖ Bearak gave notice of the demise of the Afghan poppy
crop observing how ―the wisdom of the Holy Koran guided Mullah Omar.‖ The reporter
added that the Taliban claim that the ban was ―not in any [way a] quid pro quo‖ and
offered his optimistic, if misguided, prediction that ―the betting is that the ban will hold
up.‖622 Pino Arlacchi, executive director of the UN office of Drug Control and Crime
Prevention claimed that the Taliban‘s opium ban was verifiably true, ―we know it is a fact.
First, our own experts inspected the area on the ground. Then, the Americans repeated the
surveillance with satellites.‖623
Not everyone was equally enamored with the new face of the Taliban or the Bush
aid package. As early as February, Canadian reporters Julian West and Philip Sherwell
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saw the Taliban‘s actions ―as a cynical effort to win UN recognition and with it the lifting
of the sanctions and the restoration of foreign aid.‖ 624 Robert Scheer of the Los Angeles
Times delivered a blistering criticism of the May aid package. Scheer wrote, ―enslave
your girls and women, harbor anti-U.S. terrorists, destroy every vestige of civilization in
your homeland, and the Bush administration will embrace you. All that matters is that
you line up as an ally in the drug war, the only international cause this nation still takes
seriously.‖ Scheer admonished that ―the Taliban may suddenly be the dream regime of
our own drug war zealots, but in the end this alliance will prove a costly failure.‖625
The Taliban did little to gain further U.S. support for its opium ban. Before the aid
package in May, they claimed that ―Karl Inderfurth had assured the Taliban government
to give them $3 billion [in] assistance if poppy cultivation and narcotics is fully
controlled.‖626 While acknowledging that the U.S. was the only country to pledge
assistance, after the Powell aid program, the Taliban looked to gain support from Iran,
thereby threatening American and Pakistan foreign policy objectives in the region.627 In
an interview on Iranian radio in July 2001, Najiballah Hashemi, a spokesman apparently
for the Northern Alliance, decried that ―not a single international organization has
provided the Islamic State of Afghanistan with financial or technical support for
effectively combating drug trafficking.‖ 628 Abdul Hamid Ahkundzada applauded Iran‘s
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contribution to ending opium cultivation in Afghanistan, noting that Iran ―was the first
country of the world to extend such help to the Afghan farmers.‖629
The result of the Taliban restriction on opium cultivation certainly appeared to
benefit those who had opium stockpiles. Opium can be stored indefinitely and for those
sellers with the patience, the windfall could be significant. Following the glut from
massive harvests in 1998 and 1999, despite a severe drought, opium prices had averaged
around $35 per 1.25 kilograms. By March 2001, that same amount was selling for over
$600.630 By the end of September, the prices dropped down to $100 per kilogram as
stockpiles were sold in anticipation of American military strikes. As John Donnelly from
the Boston Globe reported, ―rather than eliminate the drug from Afghanistan, the ban has
only made it more profitable for those who are selling it by driving up its price.‖ 631 ―Even
with an effective opium ban, the great profits could lead to production [migrating] to
countries bordering Afghanistan,‖ according to the DEA. 632

Exit the Taliban
With the attacks on the U.S on September 11, 2001, Osama Bin Laden, former
CIA asset and ally in the mujahideen campaign against the Soviets in the 1980s, came
under great scrutiny. Rumors abounded about his Al Qaeda operation including its
connection to Afghan drugs. Surely the most farfetched gossip that revolved around bin
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Laden's presumed heroin tie was the claim that he masterminded a ‗super-heroin.‘ The
rumor, started two years earlier, was that bin Laden hoped to concoct a heroin so potent,
it would ensure greater number of Western addicts. Revived in time for the start of the
American campaign against Afghanistan, Hutchinson from the DEA had only ―limited
information‖ about this endeavor.633 The dubious nature of the ―sensational though thinly
substantiated claim‖ of ‗super-heroin‘ grew legs634 The story even worried Kyrgyz lawenforcement officials as they braced for the imminent arrival of the ―tears of Allah…[that]
is being produced in Southern Afghanistan under Osama bin Laden‘s control.‖635 The socalled ―tears of Allah‖ was reported to be a chemical dud by U.S. News & World Report
a week later.636
William Bach, Director of the office of Asia, Africa, and Europe division for the
Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, State Department
provided a more realistic portrayal of bin Laden‘s drug involvement. He claimed the
exiled Saudi ―encouraged the Taliban to increase its drug trade as part of his war against
the West.‖ Bach further added that the State Department had ―no clear evidence linking
drug traffickers and terrorists in Afghanistan.‖637 Hutchinson testifying in front of the
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same committee asserted ―the very sanctuary enjoyed by bin Laden is based on the
existence of the Taliban‘s support of the drug trade.‖ 638
The fantastic profits made from heroin almost ensured that opium would be
grown somewhere. A kilo of heroin worth $2000 in Kabul fetched $150,000 in
Moscow.639 Recognizing the warning signs of imminent attack, the Taliban informed its
charges that if the U.S. attacked, the opium ban was null and void.640 Americans took the
claim seriously. Head of the DEA, Asa Hutchinson, remarked on the regime‘s ―level of
control over the opium market in Afghanistan [as] incredible and impressive.‖ 641 He also
acknowledged, paradoxically, that federal authorities now declared the Mullah Omar ban
was ―a public relations ploy.‖642
Meanwhile back in the Golden Crescent, the heroin trade continued unabated in
the shadow of an imminent U.S. attack. Pakistani forces interdicted contraband in pre-ban
quantities; Pakistani Maj. Gen. Zafar Abbas noted ―his belief that drug producers and
traders already had plenty of drugs stored and in the pipeline.‖ 643 Afghan farmers
accustomed to using opium banks or anawats, conducted ―fire sales,‖ getting rid of their
products before the arrival of the Americans. In spite of the glut forcing down the price of
opium, UN official for Drug Control and Crime Prevention for Pakistan and Afghanistan,
Bernard Frahi pointed out that ―middlemen in countries such as Turkey and Thailand,‖
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would keep street prices in Western cities at a stable level.644 By December with the
demise of the Taliban ‗government,‘ Afghan farmers were overjoyed that they would be
able to plant opium again. Having the Northern Alliance and other warlords in charge
meant a lessening in growing restrictions.‖ 645 A lack of a legal system of distribution
contributed to pre-Soviet levels of corruption while denying the Karzai regime a chance
to garner foreign currency and control domestic opium cultivation.

New Ally- Old Traffickers-New Front
As in another Afghan war in which there was American involvement, the U.S.
needed to embrace known drug traffickers to remove an unwanted presence. The
Northern Alliance‘s control of opium growing regions was documented earlier on.646
Nevertheless, the extent of the opium cultivation in the regions under their control,
particularly in light of the reported cessation of poppy growth in Taliban-controlled
provinces, seems to refute the drug-terrorist nexus. Afghanistan only produced 10% of
the global opium harvest, down from over 60% of the year before.647 However, 80% of
that opium was in Northern Alliance-held provinces.648 Since the opium ban, the valleys
of Badahkshan Province had tripled the number of opium fields.649 Shortly after the U.S.
bombs started to fall, ―opium traders had already approached farmers…in Badahkshan,
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and offered cash advances to those willing to plant opium crops.‖650 The U.S. Special
Forces, either gladly or pragmatically, enlisted former (or perhaps current) drug warlords
in their searches for Al Qaeda hideouts. One such warlord was Hazrat Ali who led
Alliance soldiers in attacking the Tora Bora caves.651
Despite allowing opium cultivation to occur in their territory, Northern Alliance
leaders looked to mollify Western fears over poppy growth during the American military
campaign. ―One of the basic plans for the future of our country is the elimination of the
growing, production, and sale of opium,‖ proclaimed Yunis Qanuni, the Northern
Alliance interior minister.652 His wishful thinking was countered by the words of a Kabul
heroin dealer who added that crop substitution will be effective in the short run. Its
success, ―when they‘re earning so much from the poppies, it‘s not very likely.‖ 653
The American military, as part of the strategic planning for the Afghan campaign,
claimed to target opium since it was a taxable commodity for the Taliban. U.S.A.
TODAY quoted an unnamed U.S. official who believed ―American forces would be
justified in spraying Afghan fields to kill opium poppies, and in destroying stockpiles of
opium or processed heroin.‖654 Indian Narcotics Control Bureau directors acknowledged
U.S. plans to fumigate Afghan fields, the same questionable tactics used in Colombia. 655
By December, the State Department verified that heroin factories were part of the U.S.
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strategic bombing campaign in Afghanistan. 656 The DEA increased its presence in the
region, adding a new office in Uzbekistan and coordinating opium stockpile searches
with the military.657 By training intelligence agents to use field drug test kits, the DEA,
this time apparently as partners, worked cooperatively with the CIA.658

Shed Some Light
With the advance of the American military juggernaut came more free access to
Afghanistan for investigative reporters who uncovered the true nature of the anti-opium
activities of the Taliban. Reporter Marcus Warren for the Daily Telegraph interviewed
former narcotics officials to show the Taliban was the merely the last in a series of
Afghan leaders willing to promise prohibition but produced no results. Warren
discovered that Mullah Abdul Hamid Ahkundzada, Afghan drug czar was deeply
involved in heroin, perhaps not a surprise if related to the powerful Ahkundzada family
of the Helmand Province.659 This connection should have obvious as Griffin observes:
―Neither the DEA nor the UNDCP, which maintains a constant watch on the region,
could recollect the mullah who had negotiated with the U.S. ambassador, held a portfolio
in the first Afghan Interim Government, and whose family had dominated the Helmand
poppy trade for more than a decade.‖660
Ahkundzada, indeed, played the role of determined drug warrior equipped with
posters warning of the evils of drugs. Yet, according to a member of the Afghan High
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Commission for Drug Control, Mir Majibullah Shams, ―it was all one great big game.‖
Another Commission member, Mohammed Aref, described the Taliban raids on heroin
factories as bogus, a pre-planned media event. Warren added this admonition: ‗The
Commission‘s activities should also be a warning of the readiness of any Afghan
government to deceive the international community about its policy on drugs.‖ 661 In a
later interview with Peter Charlton of the Courier Mail, Shams admitted he was ―just a
symbol‖ for a regime that ―was deep into drugs.‖ 662 A Kabul heroin dealer noted that
during the supposed opium ban that the Taliban ―all took bribes to allow people to carry
on growing.‖663 Mainstream American media, perhaps out of a fear of being anti-patriotic,
stayed far away from the fact that the Bush Administration, like others before them, was
thoroughly fooled by an Afghan regime over its drug policies.
The Taliban effectively duped both the Bush Administration and the UN in its
thinly veiled sham of an anti-opium campaign. While primarily using the ‗just-say-no‘ as
a means to gain international recognition of their regime, the Taliban were merely
following the long standing Afghan game of pleading for either foreign aid or crop
substitution programs. Author Martin Booth, researching the history of opium, noted the
futility of enforcing opium substitution ―schemes‖ as being ―fraught with problems.‖
Booth pointed out the traditions inherent in poppy farming, ―as a basic part of the cultural
as well as agricultural life.‖ He added that opium is a stable global commodity grown on
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otherwise limited, unproductive soil. In reference to opium, according to Booth, ―there is
no other crop in existence to match such criteria.‖664
Bush had hopes that the Taliban would become good fundamentalist allies
like Saudi Arabia which had death penalties for some drug violations. After the first highlevel meeting between the new administration and the Taliban, additional funds, $1.5
million, were released to the UNDCP for crop substitution.665 By mid-August of 2001,
the State Department gave a less than stellar review of such funding projects. In a report,
it was noted that ―UNDCP managed small-scale development assistance projects did not
achieve significant reductions in opium cultivation and claimed decreases were offset by
the expansion of cultivation in new districts…alternative development programs have had
little or no effect.‖666
Less than one month later, the horrific attacks of 9/11 occurred. As a result, the
United States launched an invasion of Afghanistan. Forging a relationship with known
opium traffickers, the Northern Alliance, against another group engaged in the illicit drug
trade, the Taliban, American troops, CIA operatives, and private security contractors
pushed Mullah Omar's regime out of power. After installing a Pashtu figurehead, Hamid
Karzai, whose family was rumored to dabble in narcotics, the United States had an
unprecedented opportunity to carry out anti-drug programs in Afghanistan. Although
some of this effort was tasked to the British while the U.S. military and the CIA focused
on routing the remnants of Al Qaeda and the Taliban, American private companies, such
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as Chemonics, and the United Nations worked on a series of approaches to curtail opium
production. Chemonics employee Joel Hafvenstein wondered "How do you convince
farmers to give up the perfect crop?"667 And for the remainder of the longest war in
American history (with all due respect to the War on Drugs), through two terms of the
George W. Bush Administration and that of his successor, Barack Obama, opium
cultivation proliferated. With boots on the ground, with a forest of United Nations antinarcotics reports and with a series of post 9/11 drug analyses from a host of academics,
success against the opium trade remained elusive. The American failure of success in its
100 years of pushing international policies of opium prohibition (not to mention cannabis,
cocaine, and methamphetamines) was most apparent on the global stage in Afghanistan.
This failure leads to the question of why? Other scholars, most
significantly Alfred McCoy and Pierre-Arnaud Chouvy, have examined this question
both on a global scale and exclusively for Afghanistan. The preponderance of these
examinations have focused on the Soviet invasion and beyond. What I have endeavored
to demonstrate is that the conditions for Afghanistan's explosive opium growth were
grounded in policies that occurred long before Russian forces crossed the Amu Darya
River in December 1979. The foundational components arouse preceded the CIA
program of tasking their ISI counterparts in Pakistan to ally and embolden drug
trafficking mujahideen such as Hekmatyar.
Detailing these pre-1979 foundational components has been the primary mission
of my research. First, from an ideological perspective, the United States, previously a
667
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laissez-faire nation concerning drugs until the beginning of the twentieth century,
combined Protestant and/or Progressive morality with its growing international power to
shape prohibitionist policies across the globe. The ability for American policy makers to
implement its anti-drug pogrom came to fruition with growing US power (especially after
WWII). For national security reasons and for realpolitiks, the US stepped into the power
vacuum left as British power and influence waned in the early part of WWII. The
Americans stepped into the 'Great Game' for three key reasons: thwart Axis plans in
Central Asia, keep Afghanistan as a potential lend lease route, and, less significantly, to
increase the U.S. presence and projection of power abroad. Although many scholars
(such as Jeffrey Roberts) have noted the low level of military significance American
policy-makers placed on Afghanistan during WWII (and beyond), what is generally
overlooked is the introductory relationship established between the two nations. The most
significant contact between the two nations dealt with opium. Harry Anslinger, the
architect of U.S. drug policy for decades, negotiated drug deals with senior level Afghan
bureaucrats. This strategic product, being worth more in value by weight, then the nearby
gold, would then be stored in the Department of Treasury. These WWII opium
transactions were the initial major connections between the United States and
Afghanistan.
Post WWII, the United States used, in the words of Melvyn Leffler, their
preponderance of power to enact a series of policies across the globe. Included in this
approach was an American-led system of anti-drug policies that pursued prohibition at
the expense of the producing nations, not the consuming nations. Eager to get assistance
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from Washington D.C., (and hoping to continue to use U.S as a counterbalance to Soviet
pressures), Afghanistan enthusiastically embraced American efforts to end recreational
uses of opium and its derivatives. However, using the same back channels that permitted
the secret drug purchases during WWII, Afghanistan sought guarantees from the United
States that it would be included on approved lists of legal international opium suppliers.
After vacillations from Anslinger and despite clear evidence that Afghanistan, perhaps
more than any other nation on Earth, was economically dependent on opium production
as a source of hard currency for the cash-strapped nation, the United States callously
overlooked Afghanistan when the United Nations (under heavy American influence)
finalized the list of legal opium exporters. This definite decision, which allowed three
communist nations (not economically dependent on its production), occurred in spite of a
Soviet-bloc boycott of drug discussions at the United Nations due to Anslinger's
hyperbolic and blatantly false accusations of opium trafficking against Communist China.
Deprived of a legal option and a source of stable foreign exports arguably pushed the
Afghans further under Soviet influence. It is possible (though speculative) that had
Afghanistan not have been as economically dependent on Soviet aid, it might not have
allowed as many of its military personnel to train in the U.S.S.R. A diminished Russian
influence on its military and the subsequent radicalization of its young people, most aptly
seen in the 1978 Saur Revolution, may have been avoided had Afghanistan had a greater
level of economic security founded in a legal system of opium exports.
As they would later do after the Soviet withdrew from Afghanistan in 1989,
American foreign policy decision-makers essentially overlooked the plight of
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Afghanistan after WWII. However, they would respond, not be allowing Afghanistan
some possibility of limited economic self-sufficiency, but providing assistance that,
paradoxically, would led to conditions that would both increase illicit opium production
and external drug trafficking. Initially, American aid was piece-meal, primarily seen in
the Helmand Province project. The unfulfilled promise of the decades-long attempt to
turn the river into the equivalent of the TVA or California's Imperial Valley did have one
unforeseen consequence of exponentially greater outputs (due to some irrigation
improvements) in an area that previously had insignificant (if any at all) opium
production in later decades. When mujahideen warlords and later Taliban forces fought
against each other in the Helmand Province in the 1980s and beyond, it was not to gain
control of wheat or other food crops, but rather to gain control of the prolific opium fields.
At the genesis of that opium production was the American-financed and, with Afghan
assistance, planning of the Helmand Valley Project. When Afghanistan looked to take
advantage of Soviet overtures after Daoud became Prime Minister in 1953, the United
States reacted by distributing additional aid. This aid led to outwardly positive results:
improved air transportation (airports, jets, and training), and enhanced highways. Helping
the land-locked and generally isolated nation move into the twentieth century also
provided greater opportunities for smuggling. But unlike the smuggling in the past,
mostly relying ancient routes, these improvements was a further step in the globalization
of its most lucrative product, opium and its derivatives.
As unthinkable as it may seem in the twenty-first century, Afghanistan was a
sought after tourist destination along the Hippie Trail. The previously mentioned air and
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ground upgrade facilitated the rising numbers of Westerners who visited the nation in the
search for cheap and readily accessible thrills. When Richard Nixon launched his version
of the War on Drugs (bearing in mind that the term originally came from the New York
Times in the 1920s), Afghanistan would be a specific concern. Concomitantly, the U.S.
Congress also began to push crop substitution plans for nations like Afghanistan. Once
again, as Chemonics employee Hafvenstein queried, "how do you convince farmers to
give up the perfect crop?" Crop substitutions proved expensive and futile, despite being a
more positive and proactive solution than simple prohibitionist policies. The poppy
proved to be an economic boon in times of drought in Afghanistan (as there was in the
early 1970s) when food crops withered. But even in times of agricultural successes, the
overproduction of wheat led to a drop in prices and again, the poppy reigned supreme as
the ultimate cash crop, whose gummy resin could be stored almost indefinitely.
Right before Afghanistan's decades long plunge into war, chaos, and misery,
representatives from the Carter Administration placed heavy emphasis on combating the
Afghan poppy. More than any time in its past, the CIA and the newly formed DEA
fretted over the growing Afghan drug production and the more recent development, the
growth of refined heroin out of Central Asia. It could be cynically argued (although no
documentation exists to verify this claim) that the CIA, long known for using drug
trafficking networks for nefarious purposes during the Cold War, appear to work
cooperatively with the DEA because Afghanistan opium and heroin served no purpose to
the shadow functions of the intelligence agency. That would soon change when, partially
as a result of six months on CIA subterfuge that help lead to the Soviet invasion, if
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Brzezinski's boasts were truthful, the US would make a fateful decision. As noted by
Alfred McCoy, once again the CIA would be complicit in another drug trafficking
network, replacing the Golden Triangle with the Golden Crescent. The already teetering
Soviet Union would take the bait and would be consumed as a result. The U.S. came out
of the Cold War triumphant, but also planted the "Seeds of Terror," as described by
journalist Gretchen Peters. In time, those seeds would have tragic consequences for both
the United States and Afghanistan.

Implications of US policy for Afghanistan's opium production pre-1979
At the onset of the twentieth century, the United States embarked on a campaign
to reshape the world's choice of intoxicants. Cognizant of its own domestic drug issues,
Progressives sought to end any excess opium cultivation, outside of medical needs, in
producing nations. With the belief that the best course of dealing with its addicts was
elimination of narcotics at the source, American diplomats cajoled, implored, and
eventually dictated to foreign nations a prohibitionist approach. This initial step was the
unsound foundation upon which future drug policies would be built. As the United States
gained international prestige, its power to impose these strategies would have tragic
implications for the weaker producing countries. It is my contention that no nation
suffered more than Afghanistan as a result. Indeed, Afghanistan is the most apparent
failure of the internationalization of the American War on Drugs. 668
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When Afghanistan received its independence from the United Kingdom in 1919,
the nation struggled in its infancy. 669 Economically, it was dependent on making limited,
regional agricultural sales. As a result of the 'Great Game,' the Afghan people lacked
connections to a greater global market. Most specifically, while most of Central Asia
benefitted from railroad connections due to the Russians or the British, the two empires
both ended their rail lines just outside of the borders of Afghanistan. Consequently, and
in conjunction with a primitive network of roads and being land-locked, the Afghan
people had inadequate access to larger markets. Nevertheless, using the Pashtun trading
routes, Afghanistan sold and transported its opium to outside, even distant nations, such
as Thailand. Other than its karakul skins, opium served as the only source the Afghans
could use to obtain hard currency.
The potential for opium to improve the economic conditions of the nation was not
lost on the royal Afghan family and a few wealthy merchants. In the 1930s, a
government-controlled monopoly facilitated the collection, distribution, sales, and
exports of Afghanistan most lucrative product, opium. Outside of the traditional growing
areas such as the Badakhshan Province, where the local populace had cultivated poppies
for generations, the centrally operated opium monopoly allowed for a legal method to
regulate drug sales. Unlike the chaos of the post-1979 period, this system funneled funds
into the government's coffers and appeared to thwart a good portion of illicit sales.
the 1920s and as such, this campaign started then. This dissension can also be seen in the Vietnam War.
Did that war begin for the Americans when the U.S. was funding 80% of the French effort, when Operation
Rolling Thunder commenced, or when ground troops arrived in 1965? In my analysis, the foundation for
the modern war on drugs started with the domestic implications of the 1914 Harrison Act in the 1920s and
beyond.
669
It must be reaffirmed that Afghanistan had existed as a nation since at least 1747. Still, it did not get an
independent foreign policy (from under British authority) until 1919.
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This government-run system was the mechanism by which Afghanistan was able
to negotiate and fulfill large-scale opium sales with other nations, including the United
States during the Second World War. In addition, the monopoly facilitated direct
negotiations with Western pharmaceutical companies, although the high-asking price
often scared potential suitors away. Although lasting for just over a decade, the existence
of, and apparent success of, this system has been hitherto ignored by American diplomats,
academic scholars (including Chouvy who ignored historical precedence when claiming
that legal distribution structures would be untenable for current-day Afghanistan), United
Nations consultants, and other drug-war proponents.
The closing stages of this system of legally controlling opium production in
Afghanistan ended with American pressure in conjunction with the 1944 Rudd Act,
which called for a new global opium regime run under auspices of the U.S. Afghanistan
eagerly and openly backed this policy, despite the loss of a critical source of hard
currency. In part, this embrace most likely was due to a belief that Afghanistan would
benefit from American largesse. Although some funding did result, the royal government
found itself in a state of confusion with an American government that stressed opium
prohibition while sending mixed signals along back channels. It must be acknowledged
that, as far as bilateral opium relationships between the two nations was concerned, all
previous drug transactions were conducted along these back channels, especially the
secret WWII sales. It would be reasonable to assume that the Afghan government placed
more credence in the behind-the-scenes negotiations than in public pronouncements from
either nation about drugs.
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Afghanistan's fragile economy, to a good degree, was dependent on legal opium
exports. This fact was not lost on either its leaders or the long-running head of the Bureau
of Narcotics, Harry Anslinger.670 Shortly after declaring an opium ban, the royal
government reversed its position and worked through back channels to convince
Americans, over the course of years, to get Afghanistan added to the list of legal opium
exports. As a proportion of its economy, no nation was more reliant on opium sales than
Afghanistan, information known by the Americans. It is probably not a coincidence that
the amount of loans that the U.S. would offer Afghanistan on a yearly basis in the late
1940s and early 1950s, roughly $1.5 million per year, was the same amount of hard
currency the royal government would claim it would make off of opium sales. Although
1.5 million was a pittance to the economic powerhouse like the U.S., it was still a method
to maintain control over Afghanistan. Indeed, the U.S. remained unwilling to address
these grievances with Afghanistan until the latter nation, perhaps out of desperation,
leaned more toward the Soviet Union in 1955.
The royal government did have a venue to pursue their goals of becoming a legal
producer of opium: the United Nations. However, the United States actively thwarted
Afghanistan's plans there. American foreign policy makers dictated the shape of the postWWII international opium policies. Under the guidance of Harry Anslinger, the United
Nations create a rigid system that allowed no place for Afghan opium. The ability for the
U.S. to shape policies, already significant, intensified with the absence of the Soviet Bloc.
Afghanistan found itself on the outside looking as seven specific nations obtained U.N.
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However, most of the U.S. diplomats may not have had this knowledge as most of them served very
short 'hardship' tours in Afghanistan as noted by Jeffrey Roberts and Leon Poullada.
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permission to export opium legally. Including on the list were three minor producers,
Greece, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia (two of the three absent communist nations represented
on the list of seven). None of those three nations cultivated more than a small portion of
opium (of inferior quality) compared to Afghanistan.
The United Nations sacrificed the aspirations for the one of the most reliant
nations on legal opium exports for three reasons. First, at the preliminary drafting of the
list of seven, Afghanistan, due to a lapse in effective government during the transition of
power in 1953 to Prime Minister Daoud, had sent no representative to New York. The
Afghan government looked to rectify this absence just months afterwards but faced
opposition due to the second reason: American intransigence and indifference. With his
tremendous influence at the U.N (solely in relation to narcotics policy), Anslinger, fully
cognizant of Afghanistan's reliance on opium production from his direct negotiations
with Kabul during WWII and the following decade, made little if any effort to assist the
Afghan government. He acquiesced to the inclusion of three communist nations
(including the two insignificant producers, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia) with the Soviet Bloc
was absence as a result of the Drug Commissioner railing in the press about communists
plotting to send a flood of heroin into the U.S. Pressure from Iran on Anslinger and the
State Department led to the third reason; Washington accepted Tehran's complaint
despite the Shah's reliance on the Americans after the 1953 overthrow of Mohammad
Mossadegh. An unfortunate absence, American disinterest, and regional policies doomed
Afghanistan's desire to for legal recognition at the United Nations.
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While denying Afghanistan's quest for opium exports proved detrimental to its
economy and plausibly led to a greater reliance on the Soviet Union, the United States
offered a series of aid packages that, unintentionally, set the groundwork for the later
poppy cultivation. These changes, initially irrigation improvements, air and ground
transportation was later augmented by token efforts to combat famine in opiumdependent provinces and through crop substitution programs. The totality of these efforts
led to one undeniable conclusion. American aid did not halt the cultivation of poppies;
rather opium production and distribution steadily increased in Afghanistan. Outside of
allowing the plant to flourish in previously-poppy free provinces, U.S. aid actually
achieved the goal of bringing the Afghan people into a global market. With these
unintended consequences, traffickers supplied more narcotics regionally and
internationally.
In summation, the entire American effort to limit opium production in
Afghanistan in the period before 1979 proved counterproductive. Rather than
accomplishing its goal of drug suppression, the U.S. in fact provided the conditions for
later warlords to exploit the land and landscape of Afghanistan. Into the second century
of prohibitionist policies has also increased the instability of the Golden Crescent region.
Few nations arguably have borne the brunt of the American war on drugs than
Afghanistan. If the current conditions in Afghanistan are an indication, then the
internationalization of America's century-long campaign against opium production, an
openly declared war since the early 1970s, has been an absolute disaster. U.S. drug policy
is directly to blame for this failure. Will America learn from its past mistakes and readjust
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its flawed global prohibitionist mindset or will there be another hundred years of futility
in U.S. led war on drugs?
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